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AN RUNA(OCHT ANGLA-EIREANNACH 

,I 

BEAL FEIRSTE 

SECRET 

18th September, 1990. 

Mr. Dermot Gallagher, 

Assistant Secretary, 

Anglo Irish Division, 

Department of Foreign Affairs. 

Dear Assistant Secretary, 

ANGLO-IRISH SECRETARIAT 

BELFAST 

I enclose the Secretariat's Note of the Plenary Session of the 

Anglo-Irish Inter-Governmental Conference held in Dublin on 

Friday 14th September last. 

I understan~i;1r. Ryan has already forwarded his note of the 

discussion{r.t( the Restricted Session. 

Yours sincerely, 

Declan O'Donovan 

Joint Secretary 



SECRET 

Meeting of the Anglo Irish Intergovernmental Conference 

Dublin, 14 September 1990 

Introduction 

The Anglo-Irish Intergovernmental Conference met in Dublin (Iveagh 

House) on 14 September, 1990. The Irish side was composed of the 

Joint Chairman, Mr. Gerard Collins, T. D., {Minister for Foreign 

Affairs), Mr. Raphael Burke, T.D., (Minister for Justice and for 

Communications), Mr. Noel Dorr, Mr. Des Mathews, Mr. Dermot 

Gallagher, Mr. Ronan Murphy, and, from the Secretariat, Mr. Declan 

O'Donovan, Mr. Noel Ryan, and Mr. Brian Nason. The British side 

was composed of the Joint Chairman, Mr. Peter Brooke M.P. 

(Secretary of State for Northern Ireland), Mr. John Cope, M.P. 

{Minister of State), Sir John Blelloch, Sir Kenneth Bloomfield, Mr. 

John Chilcot, Mr. John Ledlie, Ambassador Nicholas Fenn, Mr. 

Quentin Thomas, Mr. Graham Archer, (Foreign Office), Mr. Tony 

Pawson {Private Secretary), Mr. Steven Pope and from the 

Secretariat, Mr. Robert Alston, Mr. Ma'rcus Dodds and Mr. Ted 

Hallett (on temporary assignment). Also present were Mr. Eugene 

Crowley, Commissioner, Garda Siochana, and Mr. Hugh Annesley, Chief 

Constable of the RUC. 

The meeting began at 4.00 p.m. with a tete-a-tete between the 

Ministers which ended at 5.55 p.m. A restricted security session 

(which is recorded separately) took place between 6. OOp.m. and 

6.50p.m. Ministers briefed officials at the conclusion of these 

sessions. The Plenary session began at 6. 55p.m. and ended at 

8.lOp.m. 

PLENARY 

It was agreed to take the 

Commissioner and the Chief 

meeting. 

agenda i terns 

Constable at 

involving the 

the beginning 

Garda 

of the 
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Stevens Report 

Mr. Brooke referred to the useful exchange of views which had taken 

place at the last Conference and suggested that the Chief Constable 

might be asked to bring the meeting up to date on what had 

transpired since that meeting. 

Mr. Collins referred to the proposed meeting of officials which 

had been intended to be held with the Chief Constable present but 

which had not taken place and expressed the hope that it could now 

go ahead to allow further discussion of the Stevens Report at the 

next Conference. 

The Chief Constable referred to the presentation he had given at 

the previous Conference and said that steady progress had continued 

in the implementation of the recommendations of the Stevens Report. 

Though some time was still needed to effect certain changes in the 

areas of finance and infrastructure as well as in the computer 

field, the work was almost sixty per cent completed. Caution was 

required in some areas because the Director of Public Prosecutions 

was still considering a number of cases and publicity could prove 

damaging. From his point of view the mechanisms established were 

working well. Many if not a majority of recommendations dealt with 

the handling of confidential documents. While he was confident 

that those handling confidential documents were now on a very tight 

rein, he was satisfied that disclosures would be most unlikely to 

recur at the same level. Overall, he felt that Stevens had done 

a good job and had succeeded in gaining the confidence of Security 

Forces where many commentators had forecast failure. 

Mr. Brooke asked to be reminded about what the proposed meeting of 

officials with the Chief Constable present was intended to do. 

Mr. Gallagher at the invitation of Mr. Collins indicated that the 

meeting should permit officials to go through the recommendations 

contained in the Stevens Report in detail, should establish what 

percentage of the recommendations had been implemented together 

with the proposed timing of the implementations of others and 

should provide an assessment to assist Ministers in their 

discussion of the matter at the next plenary meeting. 
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Mr. Ledlie r d' 
L espon ing at the invitation of Mr. Brooke, referred 

to the wide r . . . 
ange of recommendations contained in the report which 

were being address d h' . . e on is side with the cooperation of a number 
of ag · encies, including the RUC, the army and a number of Whitehall 

Departments. The best framework would be for the British side to 

present a further report to a future Conference, perhaps towards 

the end of the year. If the Irish side then wanted to raise 

addltional points these could be taken up at a subsequent meeting. 

Mr. Brooke emphasised that there was no difficulty on the British 

side in having a further discussion of the Stevens report at a 

future Conference. 

It was agreed that the Chief ·constable would give a further 

presentation to the Conference at a future meeting, the date of 

which would be agreed through the Secretariat. 

Accompaniment 

Mr. Collins noted that a meeting of officials had taken place on 

the subject of accompaniment since the last Conference and said 

that he looked forward to seeing the first Statistical Report 

covering the rate of accompaniment in the period April to September 

- later in the Autumn. The report would hopefully be 

sufficiently comprehensive to enable the Conference to obtain a 

clear picture of all aspects of the problem, particularly in 

relation to the level of accompaniment in sensitive nationalist 

areas. 

Mr. Brooke stated that progress had been made but that difficulties 

of both principle and practice had been encountered in producing 

the necessary statistics. It was nonetheless hoped to produce a 

report in the Autumn. 

Mr. Collins noted that the item had been on the agenda of the 

Conference for almost five years. 
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Mr. Brooke acknowledged that this was the case but pointed out that 

progress had been made in the past year. 

Petrol Smuggling 

Mr. Collins referred to the discussion of this item which had taken 

place between Ministers in the Restricted session and to the 

success of the RUC and the Garda Siochana in dealing with petrol 

smuggling. 

Mr. Cope expressed gratitude for the Garda support and cooperation 

which he hoped would continue. 

Mr. Burke confirmed that it would. 

Border Roads 

Mr. Collins noted that this item had also been discussed in the 

Restricted Session, expressed his satisfaction that the Review of 

the si~uation in relation to border roads was nearing completion 

and said that he looked forward to seeing the report. 

At this point the Garda Commissioner and the Chief Constable 

withdrew. 

Political Developments 

Mr. Collins referred to Mr. Brooke's Ballymena Speech and said that 

it was useful to send a clear message as he had done in early 

September that the talks would now resume. It was very important 

that a balance be struck in any public pronouncement on the 

initiative and the attempt to reach out to Unionists should not 

overshadow the equally critical need to reassure Nationalists. A 

stronger emphasis on the "Irish Dimension" would have been 

preferable in Mr. Brooke' s text which had received a generally 

positive reaction. The Irish Government would continue to be as 

supportive as possible. It would be useful to have an assessment 

from Mr. Brooke of the state of play with the political parties and 

in particular of OUP and DUP willingness to enter meaningful 
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negotiations. E 
xcessive publicity could limit the Party's room for 

manoeuvre and compromise in a d1'ff1· cult undertaking. In order to 
move discussions forward th , ere was merit in taking the Hume text, 
however it might be labelled, as a working basis and trying to 
address the pr bl o em areas which Unionists had identified in that 

text. Most problems should prove amenable to skilfull drafting, 

the major and substantive issue of course being the attempt to 

attach a~ element of conditionality to the opening of North - South 

talks. The Irish Government had moved a long way on this matter 

since 19 April but their bottom line was still that there must be 

a guarantee of North/South talks opening within an acceptable 

timeframe. It was essential to the achievement of progress that 

relationships betweeen the two traditions on the island be 

addressed in an open and honest way. North - South discussions 

were therefore a key ingredient in the achievement of progress and 

to require substantial purpose in advance of the opening of the 

talks simply did not make sense from a Nationalist perspective. 

Officials should be requested to devise ways around the 

"substantial progress" obstacle but an assessment of positions was 

also required on some of the larger issues. There had been 

differing assessments of the likely impact of failure of the 

process on the Provisionals and whether the impact would vary 

depending on the timing of any breakdowns. There were also 

differences of view in the assessment of the current thinking and 

positions on the talks of the Northern political parties and their 

electorates as well as on the scope for progress at the substantive 

talks. The possibility of further work being done by officials was 

discussed during the visit of Mr. Chilcot to Dublin the previous 

week. Officials should be asked to analyse the issues and to 

report back with their conclusions as soon as possible so that a 

further evaluation of the situation could take place at the next 

Conference. 

Mr. Brooke referred to the letter he had sent to Mr. Collins in 

August. What he had been trying to say was that the progress 

achieved earlier in the year was very worthwhile and genuine. 

There was no doubt that the climate between the political parties 

in Northern Ireland had improved and the improved climate was a 

useful index of the progress achieved. As he had said in 
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Ballymena, there a 
PPeared to be a genuine opportunity for further 

progress but thi 1 s wou d not last indefinitely. The shadow of the 
next British general el t ' ec ion could envelope the field of play. 
He agreed with Mr. Coll1'ns on the need for a North/South dialogue 
but could not readily see the circumstances of such a dialogue 

other than through the approach which had been taken to date. He 

was of the view that it would be difficult to generate certitude 

or certainty about when conversations might take place. If people 

were serious about the process then they might start in short 

order. The critical issue standing between the two Governments was 

that of the timing of the Irish Government's entry to the talks or 

what the Unionists referred to as "conditionality". He agreed that 

this would merit exploration involving the application of some 

lateral thinking. He had no difficulty with the idea of officials 

beginning this exploration before the next Conference. At the same 

time he was concerned that officials should concentrate on the 

critical issues and not range over the whole landscape. Between 

the end of May and the month of July too much of what was 

collectively done had to be contingent on other developments. He 

would be concerned if the next serious exchange were postponed 

until the next Conference. Jim Molyneaux's illness gave a margin 

of time within which to rnanouvre. He would be talking to John 

Alderdice next week and to John Hurne beforehand. Further meetings 

might be envisaged with the SDLP and the Alliance party before the 

end of the month and with the Unionists in the first two weeks of 

October. He also understood that officials on the Department of 

Foreign Affairs side would be travelling in the US with the 

Minister for Foreign Affairs and therefore officials could only 

begin to meet after 25 September. At the end of the first week of 

October he would like to know where matters stood and what the 

scope was for a meeting between himself and Mr. Collins which would 

allow him to have a session with the Unionists before the next 

Conference. There were, therefore, two main issues, (i) timing of 

entry or "conditionality" and (ii) damage which might result from 

the failure of the process. He was not sure if officials would 

succeed in throwing further light on the question of entry to the 

talks as the views held were subjective to each side and related 

both to relations between the two Governments and to other matters 

affecting the integrity of the Agreement. He would not wish to 
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pass up on the Possib'1· 
1 ity of a b . 

was full underst d' rief meeting to ensure that there 
an ing but h 

complicated. oped that the agenda would not be too 

Mr. Collins agreed th t . 
. a getting bogged down in detail should be 

avoided but said that i . . 
the 25 S f officials could meet in the week following 

eptember he would be willi'ng t . o meet with the Secretary of 
State at a mutually conveni'ent date. Discussion should be kept to 
the basic obsta~les to progress. 

Extradition 

The Secretary of State said that while the report of Working Group 

II was not fully completed, its essence was clear. The report 

reflected the differing opinions which existed before the 

discussions in Working Group II. The preference on the Irish side 

was to test the 1987 act in the courts whereas the British view was 

that this could prove unsuccessful. Despite recent unsuccessful 

cases, he had told the House that progress had been made and 

emphasised that the two Governments were working closely together. 

If matters proceeded on the basis of the existing legislation and 

pending cases were unsuccessful before the courts, this could lead 

to a very real crisis. 

Mr. Collins noted that the Attorneys General would be meeting to 

discuss extradition on 30 October. In the meantime, he hoped that 

the British Government would continue to attempt to use the 

Criminal Law Jurisdiction Act. 

Mr. Brooke acknowledged that 12 of the 16 cases under the Act had 

been successful but said he would have to judge each new case on 

its merits. 

Mr. Burke referred to the Ellis case which was recently before the 

Irish Courts and which answered a number of the British concerns 

in particular in relation to conspiracy to cause explosions. The 

case was now being appealed to the Supreme Court. 
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Mr. Brookes ·d 
a1 he would have to await 

court. the decision of the Supreme 

Mr. Collins said that th 
e progress made should be noted but that 

there should be no publi" c f re erence to the meetings of the 
Attorneys General. M B r. · rooke agreed to this course of action but 
hoped that his position was clearly understood. 

Cross-Border Shopping 

Mr. Collins noted that at the July Eco/Fin Council, the Irish 

Government proposals were well received by the EC Commission and 

by Member States who recognised the need to specifically address 

the particular cross-border situation. The positive approach shown 

by the British Delegation at the July meeting was welcomed. The 

aim of the Government was to reach a mutually satisfactory 

agreement at the earliest possible date and it was hoped that the 

matter would be taken forward at the November Eco/Fin Council. 

Mr. Brooke said that pressure from border traders affected by the 

48 hour rule was mounting. A large volume of correspondence had 

been received asking when the Irish Government would bring its 

regulations into line with the European Court decision. The 

traders in question had shown a great deal of patience. 

Mr.Collins noted Mr. Brooke's concerns and said that every effort 

would be made to resolve the matter. 

Next Conference; Date and Agenda 

Mr. Brooke suggested that the next Conference take place on the 

evening of 25 October in London starting at around 5 p.m. and 

proceeding through dinner. The Chief Constable would be available 

on that date. There were two points in relation to the agenda; 

firstly as it had been agreed that energy matters would be 

discussed, the availability of Energy Ministers should be checked 

and confirmed through the Secretariat. Minister Needham who had 
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attended the Pr . 
evious Conference d . . 

hat was now res . un er his tour ism and transport 
ponsible for ener 

of Mr. Bott 1 gy matters following the departure 
om ey. Secondly th 

verify wh t , ere was a need for some vehicle to 
a had transpired i·n 

the various economic areas between 
Conferences (transport and tourism issues since the last Conference). 

Mr.Collins suggested that the Secretariat shoulg monitor 
developments · th in e economic areas and brief t h e Conference as 
appropriate. 

It was agreed that thi s would be done by joint report prepare 

the Secre tariat. 

Other Business 

Gl6r na nGael 

n 

Mr. Collins said that the Irish authorities had received approaches 

from West Belfast expressing concern about the decision to withdraw 

funding from Gl6r na nGael and asking that it be reviewed. There 

was concern about the public perception which had been created that 

the organisation was a supporter of terrorism. He was satisfied 

that the organisation was above board and urged Mr. Brooke to 

review the decision. The decision was upsetting not merely in 

substance but also as there had been no consultation beforehand. 

The provisions of the Agreement and of the Review Document provided 

clearly for matters of this type to be discussed between the two 

Governments before action was taken. Mr. Brooke said that the 

policy under which the decision had been taken had been initiated 

by Douglas Hurd as Secretary of State in 1985 prior to the 

Agreement. The policy in question was aimed at ensuring that 

public monies would not be used to the benefit of paramilitaries. 

It was also one where the reasons for a decision were deliberately 

not stated. It had therefore not been feasible to consult the 

Irish Government. However it was accepted that there would be 

cases where organisations could feel unfairly treated and therefore 

there was a mechanism whereby representations could be accepted 

especially where new information could be put forward. In 4 out 
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of 25 cases over the 1 
ast 5 years 

Representations had b . ' grants had been restored. 
een received on b h 

h h d . e alf of Gl6r na nGael and 
e a Just replied a k' . sing a series of · questions which would enable 

the matter to be recon 'd si ered. 

Mr. Collins referred to the decision of the Chief Constable of the 

RUC to permit flag day collections by Gl6r na nGael. Mr. Brooke 
replied that this was a separate decision taken by the RUC in 
accordance with regulations. 

Crossmaglen GAA Grounds 

Mr. Collins referred to discussion of this item which had taken 

place at the earlier restricted ses~ion and invited a presentation 

on the matter. 

Mr. cope conveyed his thanks for helpful documentation received 

from the Irish side and said that he was willing to consider the 

provision of a new entrance to the GAA Club Grounds. The snag was 

that the ground required to provide this new entrance was owned by 

the committee for the Handicapped and any attempt to compulsorily 

purchase this ground would generate negative publicity and other 

negative repercussions. If the Irish authorities could assist, it 

would be much preferable to reach a voluntary agreement to allow 

the land to be acquired, it being clear that this was being done 

not for military reasons but to facilitate the local community. 

The British army would still wish to maintain the existing exit but 

for emergency use only. 

Mr. Collins expressed his appreciation of the progress achieved as 

well as his understanding of the need of the British army to retain 

the right to use the exit in an emergency. The Irish authorities 

would try to help generate a solution along the lines suggested and 

would report back. 
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Birmingham Six c ase 

Mr. Collins said that as this was the Conference since the 

Birmingham 

first meeting of the 
decision of the 

Six case to the Court 
welcome the decision Th 

Home Secretary to refer the 

of Appeal he wished to warmly 

moved . . e speed with which the Home Secretary had 
in response to the report f 

rom the Devon and Cornwall police 
was particularly apprec· 

iated. The Birmingham Six Case was one of 
three from the 1970's which had complicted relations between the 
two countries. Whil th e e Irish Government had been criticised for 
not taking stronger action at the international level, in 

particular at CSCE, he had been confident in recent times of the 

British Government's determination to set the position right. The 

decisions in the Guildford and Maguire cases took considerable 

courage and there was general satisfaction with the conduct of the 

May inquiry into these cases. He hoped that the Birmingham Six 

appeal would move ahead quickly towards a satisfactory outcome. 

Accepting that there had been a significant improvement in the last 

twelve months in the mens' conditions, any further improvement 

would be welcomed. He asked that this be conveyed to the Home 

Secretary. 

Mr. Brooke, while noting that the matter was not strictly 

conference business, agreed to so do. 

1992 Report 

Mr. Collins informed Mr. Brooke that work on the report had been 

suspended and that he would inform him if it were resumed with a 

view to providing a copy. 

International Fund for Ireland 

Mr.Brooke said that in view of the very real progress made in the 

recent work of the Fund and, mindful of the generous U.S. 

contribution to the Fund, the opportunity should be taken to note 

the achievements of a child of the Agreement to which both 

Governments were fully and jointly committed. Mr. Collins agreed 
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to Mr. Brooke' 
s proposal and referred to the recent meetings which 

he and Mr. Brooke had had with the U.S. Congressional Delegation 

led by Congressman Obey of the House Appropriations Committee which 

he hoped had answered any U.S. questions as to the operation of the 

Fund· The Irish Embassy in Washington had been active at the 

~ecent National Convention of the Ancient Order of Hibernians in 
b . f. 
rie ing members on the operation of the Fund as well as preventing 

the tabling of an unhelpful resolution. He intended to follow up 

on this during his visit to Washington D.C. the following week. 

He had told the Congressman that while he could not defend all the 

decisions of the Fund he was satisfied that the mistakes made were 

unlikely to recur. 

The Draft Joint Communique was then agreed with two amendments. 

In concluding, Mr. Collins, Mr. Burke and Mr. Brooke paid tribute 

to Mr. Noel Ryan upon his departure from the Secretariat and 

thanked him warmly for the exceptional service he had given. 

Ministers also expressed their appreciation and best wishes to Sir 

John Blelloch upon his imminent retirement. 

Brian Nason 

counsellor 

Anglo-Irish Secretariat 
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6. Cross-border Shopping. 

7. Next Conference; Date and Agenda. 

8. Any other business: 

(i) Glor na nGael. 

(ii) Crossmaglen GAA grounds. 

(iii) Birmingham Six case. 

Joint Communique. 

Press Conference. 
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Forthcoming Intergovernmental Conference 

Preliminary Overview Briefing Note 

PROSPECTS FOR POLITICAL TALKS 

Present Position 

1. In a speech at Ballymena on last Friday, 7th September, the 

Secretary of State relaunched his initiative after the 

summer recess and said that, in his view, agreement to get 

talks under way was "close and attainable". However, he 

also made the point that what was now required was "a 

demonstration of political will on the part of all those in 

a position to help carry this process forward; a 

determination to tackle the remaining differences and to 

make real progress". Additionally, for the first time, the 

Secretary of State hinted that he would not wait 

indefinitely for agreement to emerge - "~n the last analysis 

I will not shirk my responsibility for the administration of 

good government in Northern Ireland. That may indeed 

require me at some point to set the pace and show the way". 

2. The Government (in an informal response) welcomed the speech 

and said they would contribute in every way possible to 

creating the conditions and the framework in which 

productive talks could get under way. Overall, and while we 

would ourselves have drafted some elements of the text 

differently, we found the approach in the speech to be more 

balanced than that of recent texts from the NIO; these 

tended to be very conscious of Unionist concerns and 

sensitivities while offering no equivalent reassurance to 

nationalists. 

3. During the August recess, there have been marked differences 

in approach and presentation on the Unionist side. The 

Official Unionists have emphasised in various public 

statements that - following what they see as Dublin's 

blocking of the Brooke statement of 5th July - the 
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negotiations cannot s i mply resume where they left off; the 

Unionist community is now warier of the Brooke initiative 

and more i n need o f reass urance. Paisley and the OUP , by 

contrast, have t aken a more pos itive line and - in implicit 

cri tic i sm of the OUP pos i t i on - have warned against new 

obstacles being put in the way of progres s. At the 

Conference, Mr. Brooke will probably emphas i se tha t Unioni s t 

readiness to enter talks remains i ntact but i s coming under 

increasing strain. 

Likely discussion at Conference 

4. On the basis of a discussion last Friday with the Permanent 

Secretary designate of the NIO, John Chilcot, it appears 

(and we are trying to confirm this through the Secretariat ) 

that, instead of a detailed discussion on the initiative at 

the next Conference, the British envisage that Ministers 

would identify a number of issues of particular importance 

(and of possible difference of analysis between the two 

sides); these would then be passed on for early 

consideration and assessment at official level. 

value in this approach. 

5. The issues in question above might include: 

We see 

the "substantial progress" obstacle and possible (lateral) 

ways around it; 

the likely impact of the failure of the process on the 

Provisionals, and whether this would vary significantly 

depending on the timing of any such breakdown; 

the thinking and the positions of the political parties (and 

their electorates) on the prospects for talks; and 

the overall prospects of accommodation being reached between 

the various participants. 

5 
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(This is a change from the suggestion in the Secretary of 

State's letter of 17th August to the Minister which 

envisaged a meeting of officials before the Conference). 

Texts on the table 

6. Immediately before the summer break, there were two texts in 
circulation: 

(a) an NIO text of 16 July which attempted to accommodate 

the different concerns of ourselves and the Unionists. 

While the text was a distinct improvement on earlier 

NIO drafts, we continued to have problems in a number 

of areas (the manner in which the objective of the 

talks was defined, the description of Unionist 

participation in North-South talks, and - most 

importantly - the element of conditionality governing 

the timing of North-South talks); 

(b) an alternative text prepared by John Hurne and conveyed 

by him to Molyneaux and Paisley; the Unionist leaders, 

in a meeting with the NIO on 23 July, said that while 

they found much of the Hurne text reassuring, they had 

difficulties with three passages (these, not 

surprisingly, mirrored our own areas of difficulty with 

the British text - in particular the Unionists wished 

to maintain their requirement of "substantial 

progress" being achieved in the internal talks before 

moving to the North-South phase). 

Substantial Progress (and Government's Objective) 

7. In two of the three outstanding areas (defining of objective 

of talks and describing the Unionist participation in North

South talks), the gap between the participants would seem to 

be bridgeable with a further drafting effort. However, the 

"substantial progress" issue is clearly more difficult. 
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There are possible ways around the p r obl em however - one 

approach might be to define "substanti al progress " i n terms 

of a substantive airing of the issues as opposed to t h e 

achievement of agreement in any of the areas under 

discussion. In this way, the Unionists could claim t o h a ve 

achieved agreement in principle on "substantial progress " i n 

the internal talks before moving to the next phase, whil e we 

would have secured our objective for this stage of the 

negotiations of an agenda and timetable guaranteeing the 

opening of North-South talks within an acceptable time
frame. 

SECURITY COOPERATION 

The British, who recalled to us that the Minister for 

Justice gave a detailed presentation on security cooperation 

at a recent Conference, said they would like to reciprocate 

with a presentation (including slides) by the Chief 

Constable; this, we understand, is likely to cover border 

security. The British added, to our surprise, that Annesley 

would like to be accompanied by one or two police assistants 

in order to help him with the illustrated presentation. 

Moreover, they would wish to give this presentation in 

plenary. 

we would prefer to see security cooperation issues continue 

to be discussed in the restricted sessions. (Ministers may 

also wish to consider the suitability of the British 

proposal for an illustrated presentation of this kind by 

police personnel). 

It was subsequently decided by Ministers that a 
presentation along these lines is not unacceptable. 
The British will raise the principle of such 
presentations at the Restricted Session. 
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Extradition 

10. There wil l be an , 
interi m re 

t he meeting. Thi . port from Working Group II before 
sis likely t 

p ositions of both . 0 r eitera te the differing 
sides in relati c hanges in the 

1987 1 
. on t o the possible need for 

egislation. 

Stevens/Accompaniment 

1 1. It has not been pos ' bl si e to arrange a meeting of offi c i a l s 
on Stevens before the C f on erence. The importance of an 
early meeting might be menti'oned , and the issue put on the 
agenda of the next Conference. 

Petrol Smuggling 

12. We expect the British to respond to the suggestions we put 

to them at the last Conference. 

Cross-Border Roads 

13. The question of the re-opening of a limited number of cross

border roads was referred some time ago to the Police 

Chiefs. There is a possibility that they may have a report 

ready for the next Conference; if not, we could signal the 

importance we attach to having the report at an early 

stage. 

Cross-Border Shopping 

14 . The British may raise this issue (though, as the matter is 

under discussion in Brussels, we fail to see the purpose of 

this); we might take note of their comments and undertake 

to relay them to the Minister for Finance. 
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Gl6r na nGael 

15, There has been consid 
d 

· . . erable 
ecision to withd media interest i n the NIO 

raw fund' 
We have already ing from Glor raised th na nGael in Bel fast. 
important that e issue in the s wet k ecretari a t ; i t i s 

a ea firm line Conference. on the matter a t the 

Crossmaglen GAA Grounds 

16. The Minister raised . this at the tete-a-tete at the last 
meeting of the Conference. 

of State hopes to reply 
We understand that the Secretary 

at an early date. It might be 
useful to remind Mr. Brooke of the importance we attach to 

the issue. 

Birmingham Six 

17. While this issue is sub judice, and not strictly one f or the 

Conference, it would be helpful (including from a publ i c 

point of view) to be able to say that we raised it. we 

might welcome again the Home Secretary's decision to refer 

the case to the court of Appeal and hope that the process 

will now move ahead quickly. In the meantime, any 

improvement in the mens' conditions (i.e. further re 

categorisation, or an understanding approach by the 

authorities if a request for bail is made) would be warmly 

welcomed by the Government. 

Anglo-Irish Division 
11 September, 1990 



Restricted Session 

British request for security presentation 
by police at a future Conference 

SPEAKING POINTS 

I know there are strong feelings on your side about the 

value of a presentation by the RUC on security issues, 

including the use of slides and the showing of the aftermath 

of terrorist instances, including mutilated bodies; 

I understand that the objective of this, as conveyed through 

the Secretariat, would be to assist Ministers and officials 

on our side in appreciating the reality of the position in 

the North; 

I think the advice corning from the police on this, although 

undoubtedly well meant, is very misguided. Politicians in 

the South have lived with, been deeply conscious of and have 

been very much affected by, Northern violence since the 

foundation of the State, and even before. It has, on 

occasion, tragically spilled over onto our streets and 

fields. There is no-one more aware of the horror and 

violence on this island than people like myself who, over 

many years, have been in the front line against it; 

the objective of the proposed exercise can only be in some 

way to strengthen my resolve, and that of Ray Burke, against 

terrorism. I find it incomprehensible that anyone on your 

side should feel that this was necessary. I believe, on 

reflection, that you will understand our feeling on this -

as I believe would Tom King; 
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if the RUC wish to make a presentation, we would be 

perfectly happy that they should show it directly to the 

Gardai. They can then advise us - or you can do so directly 

- if there is any policy implication which needs to be drawn 
to our attention; 

if you feel strongly that this presentation should be made 

to officials as well as to the Gardai, we would have no 

objection to it being made either in the Secretariat or to 
the Quadripartite Group. 



Prospects for Political Progress 

Speaking Points 

Ballymena Speech 

Let me say at the outset that I felt your Ballymena speech 

basically struck the right notes. It was useful to send a 

clear message at the very beginning of September that we 

should now resume where we left off before the holidays. 

As you know, we feel it is very important that a balance be 

struck in any public pronouncements on this initiative -

the attempt to reach out to Unionists should not overshadow 

the equally critical need to reassure nationalists. From 

that perspective, I would have preferred to see a stronger 

emphasis in your text on the II Irish dimension" -

nevertheless, I do appreciate the difficulty of 

accommodating the various concerns in a speech such as this. 

The generally positive reaction to your speech was very 

encouraging - you will have seen that, in our own comments, 

we tried to be as supportive as possible. 

Present State of Play 

I would be interested to hear your assessment as to where 

matters now stand with the political parties following the 

summer recess. We have, of course, been following the 

public exchanges between the Official Unionists and the DUP. 

I think you described Molyneaux' s comments in August as 
11 rolling the pitch" - hopefully, he is, as you suggest, 

seeking tactical advantage rather than trying to back away 

from the process. 

Over the summer period a good deal of information about the 

negotiations to date has found its way into the public 

domain. This may have some advantage in terms of preparing 

public opinion, North and South, for the possible outcome of 

this stage of the talks. One has to be conscious, however, 

that it may also hinder the parties room for manoeuvre since 
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any compromises now made wi ll be more eas i ly measured by the 

public. Overall I do not underestimate the diff i c ul t y of 
the task that lies ahead. 

How to move forward? 

The question before us now is how we can best move matters 

forward. The first and obvious point, I suppose, is that we 

should try to build on what we have achieved so far. In 

terms of texts, for example, rather than starting again with 

a blank sheet, I would see merit in taking the Hurne text 

(although - as you said yourself the last day - this should 

go under a different label) as a working basis and trying to 

address the problem areas which Unionists have identified 

in that text . 

It is probably not very productive to rehearse in detail 

today the various outstanding areas of difficulty. I am 

still inclined to believe that most of our problems will 

prove amenable to skilful drafting. The major and 

substantive issue of course, is the attempt to attach an 

element of conditionality to the opening of North-South 

talks. I hardly need reiterate my views on this - we have 

moved very, very far since 19 April but our bottom line is 

that we must have a guarantee of North-South talks opening 

within an acceptable timeframe. 

Without going deeply into the substance of this issue, I do 

think it important to emphasise one point. As we see it -

and this is an analysis that is fully shared by the SDLP -

it is essential to the achievement of progress that 

relationships between the two traditions on this island be 

addressed in an open and honest way. In our view, 

therefore, North-South discussions are a key ingredient in 

the achievement of progress; to require substantial 

progress in advance of the opening of these talks simply 

does not make sense from a nationalist perspective. It may 
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~ell be establishing 
t an unrealis bl 

in ernal talks · a 9 objective for the 
' W1th all th 

friction this impli 
8 

potential for frustration and 
es. 

Further work by officials 

I feel we need as 

h
. . ' a matter of urgency to bring our best 

t inking to bear on h ' 
ow ways round th " b · 

progress" obstacle . e su stantial 
might be found - there 

f 
may well be scope 

or some lateral thinki i ng n this regard. 

At the same time I . 
1 am convinced that we need to stand back 

from the immediate textual problems and see where we are on 

some of the larger issues. I am conscious, for example, 

that there has been a difference of assessment between us as 

to the likely impact of failure of this process on the 

Provisionals, and whether the impact would vary depending 

the timing of any breakdown. We may also vary in our 

assessment of the current thinking and ~ositions on the 

talks of the Northern political parties and their 

on 

electorates. There is also the fundamental question - given 

the differing starting points of the parties - of what scope 

we see for progress being made at the substantive talks. 

r know that when John Chilcot was in Dublin for discussions 

last week, there was a feeling on both sides that it would 

be helpful for us to identify a number of issues of 

particular importance and mandate officials to carry out a 

joint analysis of these issues. For my part, I would see 

value in such work being undertaken. I would suggest that 

to begin analysing these issues and to 
we ask our officials 
come back to us with their conclusions. 

t he basis of work done by officials, 
I would hope that, on 

i to have a further, thorough 
we will be in a posit on 

discussion in the near future. 



Stevens Report 

Speaking Note 

Aa you know, we attach very great importance to the Stevens 

Inquiry and we would like to have a full exchange with you about 

its recommendations. 

'!l!he Report covers issues that have major implications for the 

whole area of relations between the Community in Northern Ireland 

and the security forces. We had a useful first exchange of views 

at the last Conference including a presentation from the RUC 

,,,~~=Chi._, ef Constable. I'm sorry that it has not proved possible for 

of officials to take place as we had hoped. However, 

let's agree that a very early meeting of officials will now be 

held so that the Report can be given the in-depth examination it 

deserves. 

Conference. 

We can then take the issue up in depth at the next 



John Stevens was appointed to oonduot his inquiry on 14 September 
1989 and issued a summary of his report on 16 May 1990. A summary 
outlining the essential points contained in that document is 
attached. 

was critical in his reaction -viz-

"When Mr Stevens was appointed to carry out his 
investigation I expressed the hope that, for once, a 
Northern Ireland inquiry into security matters would reach 
conclusions which were credible and comprehensive. It is a 
matter for regret that this report achieves neither of 
those objectives.• 

le Mallon's reaction was negative, it is probably fair to say 
hat overall, the reaction among nationalists in Northern Ireland 

s fairly muted. This may have been because the history of such 
iries in Northern Ireland give nationalists little cause to 

pect much in the way of dramatic results. At the same time 
ere may also have been a feeling that, within his terms of 
ference, Stevens had probably done the best he could. Certainly 

investigation discomfited the Army, in particular the UDR, 
le the arrests made by the Stevens team had impacted severely 
loyalist paramilitaries. [It is estimated that the entire 
gade staff of the UDA are currently in Crumlin Road Prison 
ing charges as a result of the Stevens investigation.] 

re is a feeling however that the inquiry never really got to 
heart of the matter and that it was only the minor players 
in the security forces who got lifted as a result of the 
iry. This criticism arises from the fact that there have been 
eports of RUC members being arrested. [However, in response 
estioning at his press conference, Stevens did admit that 

on two members of the RUC reserve had been forwarded to the 
J There have been indications that elements within the Army 
the UDR were feeling particularly aggrieved that the focus on 
nquiry appeared at times to be exclusively on them. 

has also been criticism of the fact that the investigation 
snot to have had any success in relation to a number of 
gs in recent times where there were strong suspicions of 
ty force collusion. Perhaps the most notable such case was 
rder of Solicitor Pat Finnucane in February 1989, where 
were strong indications that he may have been set-up by the 

n Castlereagh. 
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Eval ua ti on: 

It was the murder of Loughlin Maginn on 25 August 1989 which led 
to the Stevens Inquiry. However, widespread suspicion among 
nationalists of collusion between members of the security forces 
and loyalist paramilitaries did not begin with the murder of 
Loughlin Maginn. The history of such collusion goes right back to 
the beginnings of the Northern Ireland state - from the B
Specials through the intense sectarian warfare of the 1970's and 
right up to today. The murder of Maginn was just the latest 
example which served to reinforce nationalist concern regarding 
this problem - a problem which is deep seated and which goes to 
the very heart of the question of confidence in the security 
forces in Northern Ireland. 

Against that background, it would not be realistic to expect a 
limited inquiry of the type conducted by Mr Stevens to 
effectively address such a problem in all its aspects. It is for 
this reason that the Government, in the communique issued after 
the Conference of 18 October 1989, placed on record their view 
that "the events under discussion had raised general issues going 
beyond individual cases. The widespread concern raised by these 
issues could best be met by a comprehensive enquiry into all 
issues affecting relations between the security forces (in 
particular the UDR) and the community. It was their intention to 
return to this proposal at a later Conference, after the Stevens 
enquiry had been completed." 

Within its terms of reference, the Stevens Inquiry achieved 
certain results -viz-

For the moment at least, it appears to have had an important 
psychological impact in that members of the security forces 
can no longer be under any illusion 7egardin~ the 
seriousness of the crime of passing information to 
terrorists. In that context, the7e are.indicati?ns t~at the 
courts are now taking a more serious view of this crime. 
[This can be seen in the contrast between the s~sp7nded 
sentences handed out to Cpl Hastie and :v~ Ga7vin in October 
1989 for deliberately handed over sensitive information to 
know~ loyalist terrorists; and the one year ~ustodial 
sentence handed out in June 1990 to Pvt Harris of the UDR 
who removed a photomontage from Dunmurray RUC station in 
order to show it to his mother who was worried about a 
strange man she had seen in the area. 1 

This has been reinforced by the fact that the Inquiry team 
a ear to have followed up any leads with a level of energy 
u~~sual for Northern Ireland - with 9:fpeople ;~f:8 ~=~ ::~ a 
59 of these charged or reported for o ences. 
major impact on the UDA in particular with their enrire 

brigade staff now in Crumli? Ro~~ Pri;~~e!~~;~iyv~~eo~~st 
charges arising out of the inquth!t ~f Brian Nelson, a major 
import~nt of thesed~rr~stsf~~sthe UDA. Belfast is awash with 
intelligence co-olr na ~or had ac·cess to all the UDA' s 
rumours about Ne son, w 
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intelligence files, was at the same time working for 
Military Intelligence and/or RUC Special Branch. Many 
observers doubt whether he will ever stand trial given that 
it could "open a can of worms" - muc~ of which might be most 
embarrassing for British Military Intelligence.] 

The report takes a timely and useful "kick" at the 
traditional sloppy systems in operation over the control 
and dissemination of sensitive information; and a 
particularly useful "kick" at the army (especially the UDR) 
over their very sloppy screening procedures. Overall, the 
scope and range of measures recommended by Stevens, if 
fully implemented, could have some impact on the problem. 

Having said that however, it is apparent that the Inquiry team's 
successes were limited to catching some •small fish" within the 
security forces (almost exclusively UDR) . and to rounding up 
loyalist paramilitaries, largely members of the ODA, which is 
generally accepted as being probably the most amateurish 
paramilitary organisation. [In terms of the much-used metaphor of 
"bad apples in the barrel!", it could be said that Stevens shook 
the security force tree and a few bad apples fell down - but only 
those which were not firmly rooted to the branches of the tree.] 
It is generally assumed that the failure of the inquiry to find 
any significant level of collusion involving members of the RUC 
was because the Inquiry ran up against the usual wall of silence 
within the RUC. 

While a number of people were arrested and charged with the 
murder of Loughlin Maginn (including two members of the UDR), 
the Inquiry appears to have made only limited progress in 
relation to investigations into the collusion aspects of a number 
of killings in the recent past where there was suspicion of 
varying degrees of security force involvement -viz- Terry McDaid 
(10/5/88), Billy Totten (12/6/88), Gerry Slane (23/9/88), Gerry 
Casey (4/4/89), Pat Finucane (12/2/89). 

Comment: 

It is worth noting that most of those arrested as a result of the 
Stevens investigation have yet to come to trial. It remains to be 
seen when (and if) this happens, how much will eventually be 
revealed regarding the nature and extent of collusion. There 
appear to be a number of cases (most notably that of Brian 
Nelson) which have the potential to cause considerable 
controversy. 

A related observation must be that obviously these 54 people 
facing charges were involved in this activity before the arrival 
of Stevens, and they appear to have been caught because of the 
energy of the Stevens te~m of British policeme~. This begs the 
question as to the priority the RUC gave to this problem prior to 
the arrival of Stevens, and by extension, the priority they will 
give to it now that he has gone. 



• 

• 

In overall terms, Stevens probably did the best job he could 
within his terms of reference which were to investigate two 
specific leaks (Dunmurray and Ballykinlar); the murder of 
Loughlin Maginn; anything which came to light in the course of 
the inquiry; and to make relevant recommendations. However, from 
the very beginning the Government has been of the view that this 
Inquiry would not get to the heart of the matter and that this 
could only be achieved through a comprehensive inquiry into all 
issues affecting the security forces and the community. 

Implementation of the Recommendations: 

At the last Conference the Chief Constable provided a brief 
description of the state-of-play in relation to the 
implementation of Stevens' recommendations -viz-

That there are three working-groups, one within the RUC, one 
within the Army and one within the NIO, which are reporting 
to the Chief Constable, the G.O.C., and the N.I.O. on the 
detailed implementation of the recommendations. 

That at the time of the last Conference, 

of the recommendations relating to Inter-agency 
cooperation around 40% had been implemented; 

of 18 recommendations on the security of Intelligence 
and information systems, 13 have been implemented; 

of 34 recommendations in relation to the Army, 15 have 
been implemented. 

It was agreed at the last Conference that there would be a 
meeting at official level to have a detailed exchange of views on 
the Stevens Report and in the Communique, "Ministers agreed to 
return to the question of the implementation of the Stevens 
Report at the next Conference•. 

In the event, owing to constraints relating to the holiday period 
on the British side, it did not prove possible to arrange for 
such a meeting in the interval before this Conference Meeting. 

Suggested line of approach: 

Acknowledge the fact that unfortunately it did not prove 
possible to have a meeting at official level prior to this 
Conference meeting. 

Reiterate the importance of having such a meeting as soon as 
possible, and suggest that the item be included on the 
agenda for the next Conference meeting. 

Brendan McMahon, Anglo-Irish Division, //September 1990. 
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Summary of Stevens Report - Essential Points 

Terms of Reference: 

Investigation of disappearance of material from Dunmurray 
Police Station, and subsequently from Ballykinlar Army Camp; 

Alleged leak of information associated with the murder of 
Loughlin Maginn; 

Following consultation with the Chief Constable - any 
matters which came to light during the course of the 
Enquiry; I was also asked to make relevant recommendations 
regarding these matters•. 

Conduct of the Enquiry: 

Described by Stevens as "the largest external investigation in 
Northern Ireland and the most extensive of its type ever 
undertaken in the United Kingdom" . 

Enquiry computerised with a linkage between a Major Incident 
Room in Britain and a similar room in Northern Ireland -
advantages of this were clear •following the severe 
accidental fire at the Enquiry's original office~s in 
January". r 
Written statements taken from over 1,900 witnesses and 
suspects; 2,000 investigative enquiries undertaken; 
2,000 man-hours of interviews with detained persons; 

Over 2,600 documents of all types recovered from loyalist 
paramilitaries, though only 100 actual security force 
documents were recovered dating from the mid 1970's up to 
1988. 

94 people arrested and a total of 59 of these charged or 
reported for offences; 

213 members of the RUC were interviewed; 

Pindinqs/Conclusions: 

Because of reasons of State Security and Sub-Judice rules, "some 
aspects of the report, which is a substantial document, must 
remain confidential. However, I believe that the public interest 

emands that as much as is possible of the substance of my report 
disclosed". 

•It is clear that official information, originally produced 
by the RUC, the Army and the Prison Service, has passed 
illicitly into the hands of loyalist paramilitary groups. 
Documents and information from documents, have been traced 
to the possession of these paramilitaries. They have been 
used by them to enhance their own intelligence systems and 
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as an aid to the targeting of persona suspected of being 
r epublican terrorists". 

The passing of information is restricted to a small number 
of individuals wi thin the Security Forces "and is neither 
widespread nor i nstitutionalised". The number of documents 
which have b een obtained by the paramilitaries is small 
compar ed wi t h the total number of such documents produced. 

11 In the difficult situation that exists within Northern 
Ireland, it must be accepted that any system will be 
vulnerable to some extent either to terrorist infiltration 
or to pressures that may be applied to individuals. However, 
at the time of the report no evidence of any recent leak of 
contempory information has come to light. The latest date 
of any document traced to the possession of loyalist 
pararnili taries by the Enquiry is June 1988". 

"Photo-montages are classified under the lowest security 
rating. During the Enquiry, no documents of any higher 
security classification have been recovered, or indeed come 
to notice as having been in the hands of any terrorist 
organisation". 

Until 1988, it was not the practice of the Army (who produce 
photo-montages in co-operation with the RUC) to keep any 
records of their production or distribution. 

Certain members of the UDR have been involved in collusion 
with loyalist paramilitaries. It would be wrong to conclude 
that there is a significant number of UDR soldiers who are 
involved with paramilitaries. This is not the case. 

Improvements can be made in procedures for reporting and 
recording of allegations of crime against army personnel. 
"The vetting/screening system in relation to recruitment to 
the UDR was deficient in a number of areas. Individuals who 
had been adversely vetted by the RUC Vetting Section had 
nevertheless been recruited. A small number of these went on 
to commit terrorist related and criminal offences whilst 
serving with the regiment. " 

Need for improvements in the RUC Fingerprint Bureau and the 
Forensic science Laboratory - Introduce a serious Crime Unit 
to give an effective co-ordinated approach. 

Allegations in the Irish News of an Inner Circle in the RUC 
investigated but in the absence of any corroborative 
evidence, allegations could not be substantiated. 

"A large number of montages and similar documents have been 
reduced over the years without there being full recognition 

~f their value to terrorist groups and there were inadequate 
·t procedures Thus the ingredients were present to 

securi Y · b iti f t t allow a small number of persons to a use phos ons oith rhuis h 
, little possibility of discovery ..... T e ease w w c 

with 11 number of individuals have been able to avoid 
t~ese sma i perhaps the most significant factor in the 
discovery s 
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illegal trafficking of security force documents. It is 
important that a firm and unequivocal stance, such as that 
made by the chief Constable in his public statement of the 
21st September 1989, be taken, demonstrating the true 
security significance of such information•. 

"A complex network of intolligence of all types was 
uncovered, involving the supply and exchange of information 
between loyalist paramilitary groups, with the Ulster 
Defence Association at the centre." 

Clear need for accounting systems providing comprehensive 
records of the production and distribution of every document 
in the terrorist information system. Such a system must 
ensure that those responsible for passing restricted 
information can be traced and held criminally responsible. 

A reassessment of security classification of intelligence 
material is required, as is a common approach to the 
subject by all sections of the security forces• 

"Formation of a specialist Police Unit to concentrate upon 
terrorist investigation". 

"It must be acknowledged, that in the present climate, 
leakages of information from the security forces may never 
be completely eliminated. However, if the measures 
recommended are introduced, there is ~very hope that any 
future collusion between the security forces and 
paramilitary terrorist groups will be eradicated. 

The Report then gives a summary of its recommendations -
totalling 83 in all: 

Information and Intelligence Systems: 

(a) Review criteria guidelin~s for issue of recognition 
information; suspects inclusion in such material; the security 
classification of such material. 

th d to uniquely identify documents; make them 
(b) Research me o s irculation to operational needs; ensure 
traceable; restrict c i ated person to be responsible; prevent 
accountability - a nom n 
unauthorised photocopying. 

(c) Similar criteria to apply to computer systems. 

i eded regularly. (d) Ensure information 8 we 

RUC: 
nch· central reporting of documents 

(a) Form an Anti-Terrorist B~:ve ~n overview of finds; identify 
finds_ a senior officer to d. identification features for 
user access to computer recor s, 



photocopied material;improved physical security for documents. 

(b) Notify Army of all incidents involving Army personnel; 
Involve RUC in UDR vetting procedures. 

(c) Various technical improvements in finger-printing and 
forensics. 

Army: 

(a) Much tighter vetting of applicants and existing members of 
the UDR -viz- RUC to be closely involved in vetting; an inter
organisation appeal process on disagreements between the Army and 
RUC; agree on definition of paramilitary organisations; interview 
UDR applicant's referees; 

(b) A series of measures to ensure tighter control of security 
material, including soldier's notebooks etc. 

B.McMahon 
Anglo/Irish Division 
Department of Foreign Affairs 
17 May 1990 



BRITISH ARMY/UDR ACCOMPANIMENT 

Speaking Note 

I welcome the fact that there has been a meeting on accompaniment 

between our officials since the last Conference, and that the 

first statistical report - covering the rate of accompaniment in 

the period April to September of this year - will be presented 

to us later this Autumn. I look forward very much to seeing and 
studying this. 

I believe both of us would agree that the report should be 

sufficiently comprehensive to enable the Conference to obtain a 

clear picture of all aspects of the problem, particularly in 

relation to the level of accompaniment in sensitive nationalist 

areas. I trust, therefore, that the report will be such that it 

will enable us to address fundamentally this crucial issue which 

has now been on our agenda for close on five years. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

Baokqround Note - Accompaniment 

Background: 
In an attempt to go some way towards meeting our profound and 
long-standing concerns regarding the UDR, the Hillsborough 
Communique of 15 November 1985 contained a commitment by the 
British Government to the policy of ensuring as rapidly as 
possible that, save in the most exceptional circumstances, there 
is a police presence in all operations which involve direct 
contact with the community. This commitment was explicitly 
repeated in the Review Document of May 1989. 

Recent Developments: 
The most recent attempt to try to accelerate implementation of 
this long-standing commitment began at the Conference meeting of 
18 October 1989, which agreed that a working group of officials 
should make early recommendations on the further effective 
development of the policy. 

The working-group reported to the Conference of 2 March to the 
effect that 

The British side agreed to put in place, as and from 1 
January, a comprehensive system for monitoring levels of 
accompaniment at RUC Sub-Divisional level on a monthly basis 
(note: there are 39 RUC sub-divisions in Northern Ireland). 

Further work was required on two issues -viz-

The definition of sensitive nationalist areas; and 

How best the results of the exercise can be made 
available to Ministers in the Intergovernmental 
Con£ ere nee. 

, e issued after the Conference meeting "took note of The communiqu " 
the progress report of the working-group. 

A ril conference, the Secretary of State and 
Subsequently, at the P ided a briefing on developments. In doing 
the Chief Constable pror nth on the logistical difficulties of 
so, they both spoke at fea~companiment, but indicated that -
attaining a 100% rate 0 

h us "the essentials of the product of 
They would share w~taccompaniment levels• and that they 
their monitoring o thl basis - the first report 
would do this on a six mo~ wo~ld cover the period from 1 
would be in the Autumn an 
April. 

ercentages of accompaniment 
The "essentials" would ~~ ;!;i~ns and for Northern Ireland 

h of the three R ill be in terms of both army 
for eahc 1 These percentages wlit into "orange•, •mixed• 
as a woe. d would be sp 
and UDR patrols an 
and " green• areas. h 

be provided on the understanding ta 
The information would 



~~n~:r~~~~: given in confidence within the Intergovernmental 

There was a meeting of offi 
of the statistical report tci~ls on 7 August to discuss the shape 
meeting, it was clear th O e provided in the Autumn. At that 
secretary of State's bria;

1
the British side considered that the 

for the moment, how far ~heng at the April Conference defined, 
providing us with inf British side were prepared to go in 
at the meeting largelormation. For this reason, the British side 
elaborating on the foy c~ntented themselves with repeating and 

rmu a outlined at the April Conference. 
comment: 
While this represents a 
statistics on accom in advance in terms of the provision of 
was earlier indicat~~niment, nonetheless it falls short of what 

n the working-group - specifically: 

We are to be giv th " monitorin en 8 essentials of the product of their 
broad e g exe~cise". This will be broken down as between 3 
Belfasf)og[;ph~cal areas (Rural East, Rural West, and 
each of th 0

3 
ad hoped to see the figures broken down for 

e 9 RUC sub-divisions. ) 

There is no lo . definition of nseger.tainy mention o~ agreeing with us on the 
. nsi ve nationalist areas. The information 

will be broken down as between orange mixed and green - as 
defined by the RUC. ' 

This apparent drawing-back by the British side more than likely 
reflects the traditional tensions between the NIO and the RUC, 
who jealously guard their operational independence from any 
encroachments by the NIO and more especially from the 
Secretariat. It would appear that the NIO has, for the moment, 
failed II to deliver" the RUC on the full range of measures 
indicated at the March Working-group meeting. Further pressure 
by us at this point is unlikely to yield any improvement on the 
formula outlined at the April Conference. We can, for the moment, 
await their first statistical report on accompaniment and return 
to our concerns regarding its adequacy following its receipt. 

Suggested line of approach: 
Note that there has been a further meeting of officials, and 
look forward to the first statistical report which is to be 
provided in the near future. 

th hope that the Report will be sufficiently 
Express ie t nable the Conference to obtain a clear 
comprehens ve o e 
picture of the problem. 

· e ort we can put to one side, 
While we await this first ~spre ~rding its likely 
for the moment, our concer fhat it is for them to define 
shortcomings [RUC's ins~~i:~c~ationalist area; statistics 
what constitutes a sens hical regions are unlikely to be 
based on three broad geograp 
sufficiently detailed.] 

i h Di vision, 
Brendan McMahon, Anglo-Ir 8 

11 September 1990. 
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REVIEW 

EXTRADITION AND CRIMINAL LAW (JURISDICTION) ACT 

Speaking Note 

Available to us today is the .report to Conference from Working 

Group II which, in accordance with the mandate given to it, is 

reviewing arrangements for dealing with fugitive offenders both 

by way of extradition and through the taking of extra-territorial 
prosecutions. 

This report is, of course, an interim one and reflects the 

progress to date on the review. What we might do therefore today 

is simply to note the contents of the report and the fact that 

the process of review is continuing. 

( Dept. of Justice text) 



-~l"6 ~P II ; INTERIM REPOl!T TO THE 

INTERGOVEfYIENTAL FERENCE 

INTRODUCTION 

1. At 1ts meet1ng on 19 April 
1990, the Intergovernmental Conference instructed officials to 

Undertake a review of arrangements for dealing with fugitive of 
fenders and to report back to a future meeting of the Conferen 

ce. The Intergovernmental Conference subsequently decided t 
1 

• a ts meeting on 17 July, that an interim 
report from officials in the matter would be discussed at the next 

Conference meeting. In accordance with this mandate Working Group II 
met on 24 May and 30 August. 

2. The Working Group reviewed arrangements for extradition in the light 

of the decisions of the Irish Supreme Court in the cases of Oermot 

Finucane, James Pius Clarke and Owen Carron and also noted the 

decision of the High Court in the case of Desmond Ellis, the written 

judgment in which was not yet available. The Group discussed a 

number of other issues arising from the extradition arrangements. 

The Group are also continuing to review the arrangements for the 

bringing of extra-territorial prosecutions under the Criminal Law 

(Jurisdiction) Act, 1976 and the Criminal Jurisdiction Act 1975 with 

a view to ensuring full use of those procedures. 

EXTRADITION 

note setting out their views on the The British side presented a 

1 the cases of Finucane, Clarke and implications of the judgments n i 

f t he Working Group's meet ng on t 1 in advance o Carron immedi a e Y 1 1t1 1 
f the Group's n a That paper provided the basis or 

24 Hay. B itish side expressed concern about 
In it the r 

exchange of views. exception in respect of 
f the political offence the Potentia l scope o i d that offences side bel eve The British extradition applications. 
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4. 

2. 

would be held to fall within the political offence exception unless 

(a) there was clear evidence that the alleged offender intended to 

subvert the Irish Constitution, or (b} the case fell within the tenns 

of the McGlinchey judgment, or (c) the offence was covered by the 

provisions of the Extradition (European Convention on the Suppression 

of Terrorism) Act, 1987. The British side were of the view that the 

precise scope and effect of the 1987 Act were uncertain and that it 

was not possible to make any reliable forecast of the outcome of 

future cases in relation to a number of offences - e.g. murder, 

manslaughter or other offences against the person not co11111itted by 

means of explosives or an automatic firearm; conspiracy to murder; 

conspiracy to cause explosions; possession of explosives or fireanns 

with intent. They believed that there was accordingly a risk of a 

series of unsuccessful applications for the extradition of alleged 

terrorists, with serious consequences, and asked the Irish side to 

consider very carefully the option of i11111ediate legislation. 

The Irish side outlined the legal, constitutional and political 

t f the l987 Act and the approach adopted background to the enactmen o 

. . t the European Convention on the Suppression of in giving effect o 

d that the 1987 Act not only gave effect Terrorism. It also stresse 

f rther than was required of a to the Convention but went even u 

The Irish side emphasised the contracting State by the Convention. 

1987 Act had yet to be applied in the revisions of the 
fact that the P ide an opportunity to see 

rthcoming cases would prov 
courts and that fo d to particular offences. It 

erated in regar 
how those provisions op the Act might work tn 

anticipate how 
would be premature to seek to tally been operated. The 

practice 1·n advance of S Where 1t had ac u case 

also stated that in Iri sh side 
the 1987 Act there were addition to 
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5. 

6. 

3. 
other grounds on Which the plea of the political offence exception 

could be argued relying on lines of authority such as the McGlinchey, 

0!!.1!l!! and other cases. It further stated that the intention of the 

Irish author1ties was to seek the broadest possible interpretation of 

the law in each case. In this regard the Irish side subsequently 

pointed out that the political offence exception had been held by the 

High Court in the Ellis case not to apply to certain types of offence 

about which the British side had expressed reservations in regard to 

the efficacy of the 1987 Act (possession of explosives with intent 

and conspiracy to cause explosions) by virtue of both section 4 of 

the Act and the decision in the McGlinchey case. The Irish side 

confirmed that the case is now under appeal to the Supreme Court. 

The British side also feared that reliance could not be placed on 

extradition being obtained of persons involved in the 1983 Haze 

escape, by reason of the application of Article 40 of the Irish 

Constitution to the facts of those cases, irrespective of the 

political offence excep • tion The Irish side suggested that the 

Shou ld examine the extent to which British side it might be possible 

the particular concerns which for them to address in any future case 

t in the Haze after Court had expressed concerning evens 
the Supreme little scope for fresh evidence 

The British side foresaw 
the escape. The Irish side urged further 

meet these concerns. 
which would by the Supreme Court judgment. 

Of the issues raised consideration 

ative possibility of tioned the altern 
The Iri sh side also men L (Jurisdiction) Act 

der the Criminal aw 
i being taken un t dition applications proceed ngs cases where ex ra 

f Maze escaper i custody or 1976 i n respect o s sought were n 
the person ·1ed or where 

had al ready fa1 the South. 
located in ere otherwi se 
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4. 

7. A number of other issues relating to the extradit1on arrangements 

were also cons1dered. The Irish s1de reiterated the concern, which 

they had raised a number of times s1nce the enactment of the 

Extradition (Amendment) Act 1987, that the rule of speciality, 

already applied in practice, should be provided for by statute in 

British law and pointed out again that, 1f the provision on 

speciality in that Act were brought into operation unilaterally, the 

extradition arrangements would break down. The British side said 

there was difficulty in finding a suitable statutory vehicle for this 

purpose, and that they would find it difficult to propose legislation 

on this subject in isolation in present circumstances. The British 

side attached continued importance to movement on the issues of 

jurisdiction in extradition cases, detention pending appeal, 

evidential provisions, point of departure and provisional arrest as 

well as to the future of the Extradition {Amendment) Act 1987. The 

Irish side said that they would consider the British side's proposals 

in this regard again but that difficulties attached to some of them 

8. 

Const itutional difficulties in relation to the at least, e.g. 

Pending appeal. They stressed that there proposal for detention 

. f alteration to the procedure for the could be no question° an 

Provided for by the 1987 Amendment Act. 
vetting of applications 

On the main extradition issue, 
the British side's view at this stage 

in the law regarding i a degree of uncertainty 
remains that there s ceptable and unnecessary 

i hich is unac 1 offence except on w 
the politica filing could be avoided by new 

f cases thereby a 

. 1 to bring 
and that the risk o plicitly within the 

certain offences ex 
Irish leg1slat on 

1987 Act. The Irish 
ambit of the 

ted its view that side reitera 
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such a course would be Premature, a view which they said had been 

reinforced by the decision 1n the Ellis case. 

5. 

EXTRA-TERRITORIAL PROSECUTIONS 

9. The Irish side stressed the advantages attaching to greater use of 

the l egal provisions allowing for extra-territorial prosecutions in 

appropriate cases. Out of a total of 16 persons tried under the 

Irish Criminal Law (Jurisdiction) Act, 12 had been convicted. It 

urged the British s1de not to operate .a presumption in favour of 

extradition and suggested that the practical difficulties to which 

they pointed as attaching to the extra-territorial prosecution 

process had to be weighed against the practical difficulties which 

arose in relation to extradition. 

10. 

11. 

The British side agreed that full use should be made of the 

t i·torial prosecution route in appropriate cases but extra- err 

ld in its view continue to be cases where indicated that there wou 

. ld be for a variety of reasons that route, although available, wou 

offences 

. ted to circumstances where no 1 It also poin 
unsui tab e. . ( for many types of 

. . . risdiction existed e.g. 
extraterritoria1 JU • . t the scope for differing 

. t din Great Br1ta1n) and o 

views being taken by 
conmit e in each jurisdiction 

Uting authorities the prosec 

f individual cases. about the merits o 

1 were to aeet Attorneys Genera 
noted that the two oncentrat1ng on 

The Working Group ; 1 prosecutions, c 
territor a 

consider extra- ould be further 
shortly to d that there w 

as agree 
It w concerning individual cases. 

discussion in the 

ex ra-territorial 

general issues 
Group on 

·sdiction. jur1 
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FINAL REMARKS 
6. 

12. At the present stage of d1scuss1ons 1n the Working Group the two 

sides hold different perspectives on the appropriate response to 

recent developments 1n the extrad1tion area. The Br1t1sh side 

continue to favour irrrned1ate amending legislation wh1le the Irish 

side regard such a course as premature. Both sides agree that further 

discussion 1n the area of extra-territorial jur1sd1ct1on should focus 

on general issues concerning the possibilities afforded by the 

reciprocal legislation in this area. 



PETROL SMUGGLING 

Speaking Note 

At the last Conference meeting you indicated that you were 

dealing with this on an urgent basis. I would be most interested 

to hear the outcome of Your interdepartmental consultations. 

we have been talking about this issue both at Conference meetings 

and at official level for eighteen months now and I feel that it 

is time that we took action .. We have made clear our support for 

insertion of a marker dye into petrol in the North as being the 

only effective way to tackle the serious problem of petrol 

smuggling. We remain strongly of that view. Recent 

developments affecting petrol prices mean that the need for 
action is greater than ever. 

I doubt if it is necessary to repeat the arguments in favour of 
our proposal but I would make two points: 

_ The petrol smugglers are not small time crooks. They are 

highly orgaru.se . · · d we welcome the tougher police measures 

which you ave h been taking but conventional policing methods 

. t t a stop to their activities. alone will no pu 

- The profits being made are of t~e 

know much of this annually. As you ' 

order of £3 million 

finds its way to the 

· lly the I RA. ·1·tar1·es especia parami i ' 

h estimated level of n us now about t e 
There is agreement betwee h technical aspects can be 

'd t that t e 
are confi en f 1 is if we could agree smuggling. We 

speedily resolved. 

in principle today 

allow the necessar 
ossible. For our 

ld be most use u 
What wou fa marker dve so as to 
on the insertion o iokl as 

to be made as 
arran ements t aot immediate! on 

reared o 
art we are 1 proposals we would 

'f your this. Naturally 1 
has additiona side 

· ne them. be glad to exami 



petrol Smuqqlinq 

At the last Conference, th 
e British aide i ndicated that they had only just received th 

e summary of the assessment report by their 
customs and while the 

Y accepted that the level of smuggling is 
"of a high order" they h d 

a not digested the report and had not 
reached any conclusions Th 

· ey were, however, dealing with the 
matter "on an urgent baei" 

• and might have "other proposals not 
necessarily excluding dye or markers". 

On 24 July the British made an Order under the Emergency 

Provisions Acts aimed at tackling the oil smuggling activities of 

'Slab' Murphy by restricting the movement of oil tankers on the 

northern side of his property which straddles the Louth-Armagh 

border. It is understood that this initiative was taken by the 

RUC' s anti-racketeering unit rather than the Northern Customs 

authorities. The British have emphasised to us that this is not 

viewed as an alternative to the introduction of marker dye. It is 

the view of our Customs authorities that this type of action may 

be appropriate on a once off basis to deal with an individual 

whose methods of operation are well known but it is no 

replacement for the use of marker dye which is the only proven 

method of dealing with hydrocarbon smuggling all al~ng the 

border. (We have since heard informally through the Secretariat 

that the British side is concerned that this measure is not 

working.) 

d through the Secretariat, the following 
We have also obtaine' thinking is on the smuggling 
indication of what their present 

problem: 

1. 

2. 

• Orders in Council to tighten 
i the use o~ 

they are consider nq iler1 and di1tributor11 
up the licensing 0 f petrol reta 

dye aolution may be a case 
that the marker it might be the 

they still feel to oraok a nut• but 
"sledgehammer 

of using a the end. 
way to proceed in 

and the adoption of 
regulations 

The tightening up of 
licensing 



tougher policing measures -~ght 
"~ have some effect but such 

measures will not be sufficient on t he i r own t o deal with the 
p roblem effectively Th 

· e Revenue Commi ssio ners would poi nt out that petrol smugglers 
are very resour ceful , hi ghl y organis ed and have v ery good legal and 

accounting profe s s iona ls to advi se them. As fa r as our Cust 
oms authorities are concer ned, the use of 

a ma r ker dye is the only Proven method of dealing effectively 

with thi s problem and our experience with diesel bears this out 
convincingly. 

We woul d strongly disagree with their assessment that the 

introduction of marker dye is akin to using a 'sledgehammer to 

cra c k a nut'· The funds accruing to the paramilitaries from 

petrol smuggling are very significant indeed and it is difficult 

t o understand how the British side can apparently view the 

probl e m so lightly. The Northern Customs have now accepted that 

the s muggling is of the order of 4 million gallons per annum 

which i s inside the range of 3 to 5. 8 million gallons estimated 

by the Irish side. The potential annual profits accruing to the 

s mugglers, based on the figure of of 4 million gallons would be, 

a ccording to our best estimates, of the order of £3 million 

annua ll y. our customs authorities are satisfied that a 

cons i derable proportion of these profits go to the 

pararni li taries, especially the IRA • 

. most anxious to ensure that, if at i i t r for Finance is 
The M n s e h ld be reached immediately on the use ' bl greement sou 
all poss1. e, a . . ted that despite the initial 

d he is d1sappo1n 
of a marker dye an . i plement the proposal there 

itish side to m 
enthusi asm of the Br He has received strong 

ress to date. h 
has bee n little prog f r Industry and Commerce w 0 

the Minister O blem represen tations from . t ken to deal with the pro 

a -vi' ety that action be a shares hi s u~ 

as soon as possible. 

Commissioners are h Revenue 
f Finance and t e itish side at this The Minister for O on the Br 

aintain pressure their part to the 
anxious t h at we m commi ttment on 

88 
any point in 

f a clear do not s 
Conference or dye They til such a 

marker . ions un i troduction of a hnical discuss 

f u rther tee e gaging in 



committment is given by the British aide. If the British were to 

agree to the use of a dye, we would be in a position to act 

immediatel~ on our Bide to implement its introduction. 

The Department of Finano..! is concerned that the British aide 

should not imply any "linkage• between the petrol smuggling issue 
and the "48 hour rule• queatio~ The "48 hour rule• is a 

completely seperate matter Which the Government is considering in 

the light of the European Court•a decision and there can be no 

question of one issue being used as a 'quid pro quo• for the 

other. We have already given assurances to the British side that 

the use of marker dye Will not be aimed at private motorists. 

Anglo-Irish Section 

September 1990. 
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4. 

IC) ,he full na 
(dJ me Ind lddr the addro,a' us of lht cont,gn t · 

(cU or wh O which the toad · · 
•eh,cie ,

1 
:~• ~ load •• ,0 be ;;,~o:: :1ova,..i hi dotlerent from 

(e) th ,no. ' . t • tddrt11 to which th• 

c tvpe or t • 
each t ypes of hydrocarb 

(f) 

'fJJO, on o,t to~ del,vtrtd and a lhe ,., mounf ol 
a~e and cola , I 

Other d1r.11ng\.11Sh1n~ ~:,i: ~ehicle lo bt used and any n1m• or 

(g) thv date and . n ,1. 
ot re d 3Pprn.(1mate 11rn f 131 A a ,n Q11H11on. • o lhe p,opo"d uae ol 1h1 l1ng1h 

n apollc1t,on muS1 b ' • ;':!~=~~, :hen 72. hnu,~ ;,"~~:~":!:• lhe Sub,D1v11ionel Commander 
U • . o wh,ch tho applicauon commencement ol lh11ournev ,n 

pon receipt of :1r, llµplu:arion •• made. 
prov111ons of th111 Or<1ft1 . ·u,~ S~~ ~cord~nce w,1h the fortgo,ng 
(a) mc1y. ,f he h . ,,,.s,onal Comrnandar -

H tea&on to ,.usp 1 ar,pllca11on ·~ untrue or that t~c, l ,at ~nv matter SIited in the 
question may be '" co11necr' e p_,opottd uH ol the length of road ,n 
preHrv,t,an of the peace o:~~ w1lh a purpose prejudicial to the 
,1r,ptu.;"t1on: and e m1tnltnanca of order, refu,e the 

(b) o,herw,se. shall grant ,t . 

5. The Sub-On,i11onal Commani.fer 
exsrerne hardship to any persnn or ,;::h whether for the avoidance of 
Ill or ~nv of the r1qu1rernAnt1 in paragrap':: :,2~:;i:~;1 :::v':' dispense w11h 

2.4ttl July 1990 
P L Brooke 
Secre11ry of State for Nor1her" Ireland 

Note 

(Thil not• 11 not part of the Orde,) 

Thts Order regura1e1 th• us• of specified l•ngths of urk1n1 Road and 
C(X)ldflrtV Rood ,n Newry and Mourn• 011uict. Count~ Armagh by veh,CIH 
con11rucced or 1dap1td tor u,e for th• camaa, ot sub,11nc11 inctudil't d••se1 
fuel iJnd parrot. Perm111t0n mull be sought in 11'\e prHcrtbed manner from 
It\~ sub·Giv15ional c:omm1nder (who hll power ro d1sptnN trom tht 1u,c1 
raquot<?meftll ol IM Ordvr Of\ ground• 01 .. 11eme h1rd1h,p or for other 

••cep,,0,,,1 c~uH) ev virtue of 1•e11on 271:I.I of 1h• Northern 1,e1,nd (Emerg,ncy Prov,s,ons1.t.c1 
1 !178 any per,on contrav•n,nQ or la,hng 10 comply ..,,,h 1he prov,11on• ol 1h11 
Ord•• ;

1 
hobl• on 1ummarv eonvie11on to ,mp111onmen1 lor, 1erm no1 

111

eewding 
11

x month• 0110 a 1,n1 nol e,caed,no level 5 on 1ho 1tanoard ,cale 



£_Ross BORDER ROADS 

Speaking Note 

Note: This issue ma 
also be discussed at the Restricted session. 

This topic was discussed whe th 
n e Commissioner and the Chief 

constable met earlier this w k 
ee. I understand that the review of 

border crossings has been referred- to nominated officers and is 

nearing completion. I am glad to hear that progress is being 

made at Divisional level and I look forward to the report being 
completed at an early date. 

t \ 

I wonder if we could aim to have the report before us by the 

next Conference so that we could consider its conclusions? It 

would be a useful advance if we could at least agree on the 

reopening of even a limited number of crossings. I know from the 

repeated representations that are made to me, and from my own 

visits to border areas, that closures often cause severe hardship 

for local communities and are easily exploited by Provisional 

Sinn Fein for propaganda purposes. 



General 

1 

2!Q§_s BORDER ROADS 
~CKGROUNO NOTE 

There are 291 recognised~ 
.1.1orde.r or i 

major and minor public oss ng points, including all 
roads Pri 

across the border not O ' vate roads and some tracks 
- apable of being used by vehicles. 

101 crossing points have be 
en offic1a11 l d ff h Northern Ireland securit Y c ose o byte 

y forces. In ma 
ssings are negoti bl ny instances closed 

cro a e on foot orb far 
eopened un ff' . Y m machinery or have been r o 1c1a11y by 

1 ocal people. The latter are subsequently re-closed by the . 
security forces but there have been no~ closures in recent years. 

The British Army recently used explosives to re-close BCPs 110 

and 101 on the Monaghan border. At the Conference meeting in 

November, 1989, Ministers expressed concern that no new 

initiatives, (particularly the use of explosives) should be 

undertaken until a report had been made to Conference. The re

closures of BCP 110 and 101 did not attract any controversy 

because th9tare isolated areas, but if ~ explosives continue 

to be used there will almost certainly be controversy. 

Details on a County basis are as follows: 

Total No. of No of Blocked County Crossings 
-----------------------~=~ssings ______________ 

44 
_______________ _ 

93 Donegal 

Lei trim 

Cavan 

Monaghan 

Louth 

-----------------------

10 

21 

134 

33 

-----

~el of Representations on 

--------------

~l: 
There have 

sentations . ed repre been sustain 

10 

9 

41 

1 

------ --------------

the re-opening urging 
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indioat d that they would have no objection 
alao 

to the re-o of 
two other oro11in a in co. Done al namel: 

BCP 235 
and Carnhill BCP 238 both near Caatleder 

istrabane District Council and various Unionist politicians have 
made calls for more road closures on the Donegal/Tyrone border in 
the wake of recent IRA bomb attacks on Strabane and Sion Mills 

and the murders of Olven Kilpatrick and Andrew David Bogle in 

castlederg. The Chairman of Strabane District Council, Mr. Edward 

Turner (OUP), called to the Department on 26 January, 1990, to 

discuss the security situation on the Donegal/Tyrone border and 

in particular Castlederg where there have been 21 murders since 

1969.) 

Lei trim: d i th the 
i in Co Leitrim are all close w 

The six passable cross ngs 1 to the North from Leitrim 
le wishing to trave 

result that peop kli in Co Cavan or via Co. 
h either Blac on 

must travel throug il detour to a destination only 
involve a 26 m e f 

Donegal. This can t representations and PQs rom 
re constan 

one mile away. There a bject of closed roads in Co. 
i on the su public representat ves 

Lei trim. 

one road - Cas hel r would not b • 
that the recent! indicated 

Qf this cross i nq. 

.Q.Q_oard or 
is also raised al a 

tance the British rel uc 

aosinver and G 
d i,etween 

the roa i,ut th oar 
reopening ~~ rm·,~ 

irouri s m i nte 



F rm nagh nd L itr1m h v 3 

the Doo rd crossinn, b Pr aa d at 
~ cau8 i rongly for the reopening of 

Ferman gh / Leitrim lak di t affords the easiest access to 
•trict f 

rom th south west. 
the 

ea van: 

Aqhalane bridge on the N 
ationa1 P 

Belturbet and Enniskill rimary Route N3 between en has 
favour of reopening th generated more representations 

an any Other l in pressure to reopen thi c osed crossing. The s road the Prospect f continues to grow now that there is o reopeni 
ng the Balli 

The Gardai are opposed - namore/ Ballyconnell canal. 
on the 9rou d 

Republican attacks in th n 8 that it would facilitate 
e North and L 

South. ( The bridge was bl - OYaliat attacks in the 
own up byte i 

Loyalists were responsible for rror sts in 1972 and 
an explosion which killed two people in Belturbet in 

1973
). 

The Taoiseach recentl indicated his su 
ort for the re-o enin 

of A halane Brid 8 at a meetin of Fianna Fail Councillors in 
Athlone on 25 March. 

Monaghan: 

There has been a lot of pressure to reopen roads in and around 

Clones, some of which have recently been re-opened unofficially 

t o vehicular traffic by the erection of ~makeshift bridges or 

roads around obstacles, and re-closed shortly afterwards by the 
Northern Security Forces. 

Unofficial Re-Opening Campaign 
. F 'n influenced "North Monaghan South Over the past year the Sinn ei 

" has reopened a number of mi nor 
1Yrone Community Association t Clones (BCP 95 to BCP 

f om Aughnacloy o 
roads along the border r f the crossings in that 

losed most o 
129). The British have re-c Re-openings were 

. n continues. 
area but the re-opening campaig and Sweden during the 

from the USA staged for visiting groups 

summer . 

d re-closure 
d the opening an 

ni tore ar and Closely mo . over the past ye The Department has 1 nes 
and C 0 

of roads between AughnacloY 

n 



t here i s a clear ttcat 4 

. t f and mouse" 
securi Y orces. It Would al Pattern between locals and the 
consi de rable cost in t s o appear that there is a 

errns o f 
security forces on both manpower and resources t o the 

. Bides as 
(According to our recor ds a result of this campai gn. 

. there h 
opera ti ons a long t hat str t ave been at least 26 re-closure 

e Ch Of th 
opening campai gn b egan i n N e border alone since the re -

'd d overnber 1989 
ha ve provi e c over f o r th · The Garda authoriti es 

. e Northern 
those operations. ) While th security forces for all of 
infl ue n ced by Sinn Fein the campai gn is undoubtedly heavily 

, ere is al 
popular support for it be s o an element of genuine 

cause the 
very popular with the tightl . cross i ngs in question were 

Y knit lo 1 . sides of the border. ea commum ties on both 

There was an incident at Bcp 
12 

. 4, !ghafin on Good Northern Security forces fired 
Fri day when the 

.:two plastic bullets a nd arrested a man from Co. Fermanagh who 

Was engaged in an attempt to re-open this crossing which is on th 

e most direct route from Clones to 
Roslea and reduces the distance between the two towns from 18 to 

4 miles. The re-closure of this road is very unpopular locally. 

An attempt to reopen Ballagh Bridge {BCP 98) on 13 January, 1990, 

led to an incident involving the RUC and some elements of the 

crowd and allegations that a plastic bullet fired by the RUC 

injured a youth (Kevin Connolly) from Augher, Co. Tyrone who was 

on the southern side of the bridge at the time. We have raised 

the incident in the Secretariat. The Gardai' s reports have not 

turned up conclusive evidence 

caused by a plastic bullet. 

that Connolly's injuries were 

~outh: road closures. Despite the 
Co. Louth has been least affected by Carrickaneena on 19 

'nor road at h attempted reopening of a mi · ht people there as 
the arrests of eig d 

November 1989 which led to this road reopene · 
t' n to have been very little agi ta 10 

. of cross border Pena;:tment' s Policy h .reopening ~ favours t e 1
he Department generally 

r 



roads (security co 
nsiderat1 

5 

hardship and inconven1 ons Permitting) because of the 
ence cau 

the border and the cr0 Bed to communities on both sides of ss-bord 
~hich has been choked Off er economic and social activity 

because f 0 the closures. 
gases Deserving 
The roads which 

to the Minister 

most frequently 

of Speo1a1 Pl 
h eadin_s: 

ave been the 
and the O subject of the heaviest lobbying 

epartment 
through and which have been raised these 

1. 

2. 
3. 

cretariat are as follows: 

Aghalane Bridge on Nati 
Belturbet and Enniakill~~~l Primary Route N3 between 
Cashel Bridge, near Kil ' 
Dooard or County Brid tyclogher, Co Leitrim; 
and Garrison, co Ferm;~a:~~ween Rosinver in Co Leitrim 
Lacky Bridge, near Clones ' 4. 

5. The section of the b ' Co Monaghan. 
which has no (officiolrd1er) running from Roslea to Aughnacloy 

a Y open roads. 

Economic and Social Considerations 

Aqhalane Bridge merits priority treatment given that its closure 
obstructs a National Primary route (which would probably take 

over 700 cars a day according to the Gardai) and cuts the town of 

Bel turbet off from its natural hinterland in Co. Fermanagh. The 

reopening of the Ballinamore/Ballyconnell canal would fail to 
· potenti'al i'f this road were to remain closed. realise its maximum 

County Leitrim must also be regarded as a priority given that 

there is no crossing open in the entire county and the 
the closed border has had on 
detour of up to 26 miles can 

e ffects which undoubtedly negative 

A mentioned, a the local economy. s 

b travel between two e necessary to 
places a mile apart. 

lately encircled by the 
almost comp 

The town of Clones which is disruption and any measure 
rious economic uch as the 

border has suffered se e problems, s 
alleviate thos t arid e BCP 137 

129 c1onat 
BCP ideration. 

or 

teopening of -~:.;i.;;--s-y-mpathetic cons tch of border 
A h 4 )_ deserve the stre en 
~fin (BCP 12 sidering ds officially op 
T for con no roa re-
here is also a case which has itation for 

hnaclQY. of the ag 
betv1een Clones and a_ug seen most 

which has at the moment, and 

r 



op ning in r on 
rnontha. 
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Conaid rationa 
rd Comrnission r nd 

offic rs o r vi w th h Chi f Constable have delegated 
Poe i ti on With 

with vi w to id nti fyin regard to closed crossings g sorne 
open d. Th Garda Cornrnissi roads Which might safely be re-

oner ad 
report to the Conference n the Chief Constable will 

When th 
available. (hopefully e findings of that review are 

in tirne for 
the next conference) 

The Garda view up to now has been 

of the closed roads With against reopening virtually all 
No 191 t the following exceptions: 

· a Kiltyoloqh 
would provide a or ;..;:, Co. Leitrim, which 
Co Fermanagh; oss ng from Co Leitrim into 

No 235 at Meenaqolan Which would provide a 
crossing from Co Donegal into Co Tyrone; 

No 238 at Carnhill which would provide a 
crossing from Co Donegal to Co Tyrone; and 

No 213 at Mullagood which would provide a 
crossing from Pettigo, Co Donegal to 
Beleek,Co Fermanagh, provided the British 
located a checkpoint at Boa Island, in Co. 
Tyrone. 

Realisticall y, a security assessment favourable to reopening the 

other closed crossings is required on our side before further 

t d on the British side. pressure can be exer e 

!order Fatalities 
There have been 12 security related 

. th 20 in 1989. this year compared wi 

fatalities in border areas* 

There has been a slight but 

. 1986 when there steady decline since 
25 border fatalities. were 

Anglo-Irish Section 
September 1990. 

h'n * . ng wit 1 
. Defined as areas 1 yi the urban 
l. nc1uding, therefore, 
and Newry. 

border and 
·1es of the Strabane, Armagh 1 O mi oerrY, 

areas _of 
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gu.. h 
1 on J: I wi con·, ff 

Mini t r for P nanc~. 

n 

m n th 

V y C 

nd on cious of the 
You Will h judgement oft e 

tim th av seen the Government's 
e judgement was issued. 

As you know, in th 
e context 

the EC on relaxi of the current discussions in 
ng restricti 

throughout the Com ons on travellers' allowances 
munity we h 

aimed at resolving th ' ave put forward proposals 
rule. e position in relation to the 48-hour 

We were pleased th t 
a' at the July ECO/FIN Council our 

proposals were well received b th . ' 
Y e Commission and by member 

States, who recognise that our particular cross-border 

situation needs to be specifically addressed. In 

particular, we welcomed the positive approach shown by the 

British delegation at the July meeting. 

We believe that our proposals represent a considerable 

advance on the present situation as far as Northern Ireland 

traders are concerned. Our aim is to reach a mutually 

satisfactory agreement at the earliest possible date. 

h t the matter will be taken forward at the 
would hope ta 

November Ecofin Council. 

We 

, the Government remain 
As a matter of general policy, , · in the context 

f tax approximation 
committed to the process 

O 
however, until closer 

l Market; 
of completing the sing e btained, we feel that we 

tes has been o 
convergence of tax ra the measures necessary to 

, but to take 
have no alternative 

safeguard our economy. 

n 

in 

or 

d 

as an 
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2. 

1. 

£...rosa-~--P....._i~n~q~:--~4~8~-~h~o~u~r::......:R~u=l~~e 

This item was raised b 

Y the British side at the July 
Conference When the 

Y expressed their strong concern about 
the Goverrunent•s continued implementation of the 48-hour Rule notwithstanding th C 

e ourt June to the effect that these of Justice's decision in 
regulations were contrary to 

is again on the agenda at the request of 

EC law. The matter 
the British Side. 

A briefing note from the Department of Finance on the 

current state of Play is attached below. The Government has 
formally sought a derogation for Ireland from normal EC 

regulations governing travellers allowances. (This 

derogation would limit the amount of dutiable goods which 

would be granted a traveller in respect of visits outside 

the state for a Period shorter than 36 hours. J This 

question was discussed at the July meeting of the Ecofin 

council when the Commission and other member States did not 

dismiss the possibility of acceding to our request and the 

British delegation (Chancellor Major) indicated that it 

regarded the Irish proposal as a positive move on our part. 

'bl scenarios_ the Commission would 
There are now two possi e 

l as a "stand alone" measure and f ormally adopt our proposaf ' Council or alternatively, our 
it to the next Eco in ~' 

present d d incorporated into the b taken on boar an 
req uest wi ll e . negotiated which aims to urrently being 
global EC package c . thin the Community. In 

allowances wi 
liberalise travellers f agreement would be at the 

liest date or either event the ~e~a~r:..=..;;~~ 
November Eco n fi council. 

Anglo-Irish Di vision 

I:, September, 1990. 

• in 

for 

e. 
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Deportment ot finance 

stee~~ng Note Qn. 4R-b.~ 

~---Bw.:Y-..ll,Jei_Jf-..502_1rwT~ ~ tlJ..u.c-Au~ilrucll - xav, ers • Allowance, 1. In the course Of di 
scusaiona community trave11er8 , on propoaala for r elaxing 

allowance 
11 June, Ireland circul • at the !CO/FIN counci l held on 

ated detail 
wh ich might replace th sot modified arrangements 

e 48-hour 1 
the European Court ruli ru • reatrictions in the event of 

ng against th 
proposed that traveller ose restrictions. rt was 

8 Who had b 
than 36 hours would b ••n outside the State tor less 

• entitled to im restricted amounts ot i Port, tree of duty, 
other dutiable god tc garettea, tobacco and alcohol as well as 

· 

0 

• 
0 

the Value of 60 ECU, Travellers absent 
for more than 36 houra WOUld receive normal entitlem•nts. 

2, On 12 June, the Europaan Court ruled against the 48-hour 
rule. In response, the Government indicated that, while they 
accepted the Court's ruling, the 48-hour rule restrictions would 
remain in operation for the time being, pending a detailed 

consideration of the judgement and its full implications, and 
pending the outcome of consultations ~ith the EC Commission. 

3. In further discussions on the general travellers' allowances 
iss ue at the J'uly ECO/FIN, Ireland formally sought a derogation 

. • th 3 ~ hour framework mentioned above. While along t he l 1nes OL e o- • 

the Irish request, or on the wider no agreement was reached on i 
osal for a general increase n 

Netherlands compromise prop ,. th -Commission and other 
• llowances, botu e Comrnuni t y travellers a d the indication of a 

rablY towar s 
member s tates reacted tavou lcomed the willingneH 

d The UK we 
Positive approach by Irelan · · th EC law and called 

i to conformity w1 
Shown by Ireland to coma n to see it a way forward or a 
on the Pr es i dency to ask coreper 

JM\!54R 

y 

\ 

for 
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was an 

se. 
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compromise along the li 

n•• •ugge•t•d by th• Natherlande could be 
agreed. 

4 The aim now ia to 

' secur• approval for a formal derogation for Ireland as soon aa 

P
0

••ible, whether aa part of the overall Netherlands compromise or 

' ••Parately. Given the continued strong opposition of soma *G*b 

"'' "' •r States to any easing of restrictions on trave11 , 

era &llowancaa in advance ot further 
appro~imation of VAT and •~ciae rates, it would appear that a 
separate arrangement is the moat likely alternative, 

5, For the Purposes Of thia meeting ot the Anglo Irish 

Conference, it is considered that reference should be made to the 
movement displayed by Ireland at the June and July ECO/FIN 
council meetings and to th• positive attitude adopted by the 
commission and member States, including the UK, towards our 

position. Our desire to reach a mutually satisfactory agreement 
as soon as possible can also be emphasised. In the meantime, 
however, it ia essential, if a major distortion of trade and 

damaga to our economy is to be avoided, that safeguard measuras 
continue to be employed. 

September 1990 

JM\54R 
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Crossmaglen GAA Ground, 

SPEAKING POINTS 

Whe n we spoke about t h i s last, you very hel pfully agreed t o 

consider the situation. As I said on that occasi on, with 

the help of all sides, includi ng the NIO and the a r my, much 

progress has been ma~e over the years. The one remai ni ng 

problem relates to one of the exit gates for the army whi ch 
goes through GAA property. 

In contrast to very many of the issues we are faced with, 

there seems in fact to be a quite simple solution to this 
one. This would involve the army requisitioning the 

adjacent derelict site and exiting through it rather than 

through the GAA property. The Club in Crossmaglen, who 

might in the past have been opposed to the army acquiring 

any land in the area, were fully in favour of this when we 

spoke to them. 

As I said, 

be an easy 

it is not often that we come across what seems to 

solution to such a thorny issue. The Crossrnaglen 

problem is one that all our friends in the GAA from the 

If it 'd t down raise with us on a continuing basis. Presi en 
1 d ·t has the potential to be exploited by a is not reso ve 1 

. . ty within the organisation. tiny m1nor1 

It is a hugely symbolic 

together diffuse it, we 

f legislation to years o 
the crossmaglen area but 

. North and south. 
circles 

issue for the GAA. If we could 

would possibly have done more than 

create a new atmosphere not only in 

throughout nationalist and GAA 

If we 

might see if there is a way for 
can resolve this, we .. tly This in itself would 

t he good news Join . 
convey . had changed, and were 

tiallY things us to 

shOW hOW 
substan better; and that there was an 

for the 

t · nuing to con i 

effective waY 

change, dialogue and common sense. 
forward through 



§_peaking Points 

As you are of cour 
se aware th 

the West Belfast b ' e withdrawal of fundin f 
ranch of Gl~ g rom 

focus of very 'd or na nGael has become the 
wi espread 

weeks. We have l protest over the last couple of 
a ready mad 

Secretariat but I e our position clear through the 
am anxious to put 

the record at the our position formally on 
Confernece today. 

At the outset, I might say 
that I regret not only the 

substance of thi's d 
ecision but also the fact that it was 

taken without any advance contact or consultation with us· 

we were informed through the Secretariat after the decisi~n 
had been communicated to Glor na nGael. With regret, I have 
to say that this is hardly in keeping with the provisions in 

the Agreement, and in the Review document, which make clear 

that issues touching on the identities and cultural 

traditions of the two communities are matters for 

consideration by the Conference. 

As to the substance of the decision taken, your officials 

have provided us with no information on the background other 

than the reference to Douglas Hurd' s Parliamentary Statement 

of June 1985. This leaves us with a whole list of 

unanswered questions: what has led to the decision suddenly 

being taken at this stage? Are your officials aware of a 

paramilitary connection that is not generally known? In 

there some basis for believing that monies going to Glor na 

nGael might be channelled to the IRA? 

For our part, and subject of course to any information you 

might share with us, we have no reason to believe that Glor 

na nGael in West Belfast is to any degree an IRA front. We 

are reliably informed that the past and present co

ordinators have no political affiliation. My understanding 

is that, while there may be some Sinn Fein members or 

• 
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h mon h o. 
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h or 
hin 

nis 
F n m rn ~·s 

~ rn ng its 
i f r Y fro m b ing 

s n e of 

i i lmos in viable ha an 

ion in W at B lf st will have Sinn 

cti vis ts and supporters. But this 

a Sinn F · ein 
. luding organisations 

thought that the 

n IRA 'front' organisation. If the 

element is the criterion for 

from support, then I would have 
scope 

Belfast is · going to be 
for government action in West 
limited. 

We have bee n conscious ad n very 
you and Minister Mawhinney have 

appreciative of the efforts 

been making over recent 

attitude to the Irish months to indicate a supportive 
language. 

steps were 

nGael. 

It would be most unfortunate if these positive 

undermined by this action in relation to Glor na 

The Irish language is obviously important in itself. But 

our concern is, as importantly, to ensure that the issue is 

not allowed to become a propaganda weapon in the hands of 

Sinn Fein or the I RA. This move in relation to Glor na 

nGael is, I am afraid, likely to be very counter

productive; again with regret I have to say that you risk 

allowing yourselves to be branded, both in the North and in 

a s being anti-language and anti-community efforts 
the u. s. I 

in West Belfast. 

l f 1 and a great boost for our 
mously he P u ' 

It would be enor 
1 

a constitutional path, 
·n everyone a ong 

joint efforts to bri g t defuse this issue and 
ld be found o 

if some formula cou 
. Glor na nGael. 

restore funding to 
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1. 

fil.6.r na nGael 

!.,riefing Note 

On 23 August Gl
6

.r n 

' a nGae1 in West Belfast was notified that its government f 

Unding would be terminated as of 31 
August. The organisation had no advance knowledge of this move; the funding· 

involved amounts to ESO,ooo which is used to employ workers at · 

seven Irish language nursery schools in 
Belfast. In the curt official letter of notification, the 

only explanation given was a reference to a Parliamentary 

Statement by Douglas Hurd (the then Secretary of State for 

Northern Ireland) in June 1985 in which he stated that 

government grants would not be given in situations where 

"community groups, or persons prominent in the direction or 

management of (these) groups, have sufficiently close links 

with paramilitary organisations to give rise to a grave risk 

that to give support to those groups would have the effect 

of improving the standing and furthering the aims of a 
paramilitary organisation, whet er irec h d · tly or indirectly". 

. the day after the letter was issued). o 2 4 August ( i. e. - . · t 

n h the Secretariat of the decision o 
We were informed throug ,. G l We were told that the 

. from Glor na n ae . 
withdraw funding f l consideration and was 

after very care u 
decision was taken th t the West Belfast branch 

assessment a . . 
the result of an , . et links with paramilitary 

. t and indire . . - our has close direc . ue with the decision 

. We took iss he lines set out in organisations. . at was along t d ught 
. the Secretar1 Conference - an so 

approach 1. n . g Note for the tter a number 
Speak1n d to the ma the Ministers have reverte 
tion· we further informa ' etariat . 
. the Seer since in of times 

The British 
. t Secretaria 

date limited 

in the 
representations - they 

of our ·sfactory 
handling . ly unsati believe 

entire that they has been to saying 
themselves 

have to 

they 
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were good reasons 
i for the Secretary of State's 

w thout conveying decision, 
any further information that 

some light on the move. might throw 
(There h 

relatively ju i ave been some hints that 
nor officials i 

·11 n the NIO may have taken an 
i -considered decision which. 
nothing has be . is now regretted - however, 

en said to us formally which would 
substantiate this). 

The decision to withdraw funding from the West Belfast 

branch of Glor na nGael has been the focus of widespread 

criticism, North and South. The SDLP has come out in 

strong support of the organisation, as have widely respected 

members of the nationalist community such as Fr. Matt 

Wallace. Support for Glor na nGael is very widely based, 

with organisations such as the Committee for the 

Administration of Justice (CAJ), Ultach Trust, the Union of 

Students of Ireland, all putting their protest on record. 

In addition to our representations in the Secretariat, the 

issue has been raised by Minister O'Rourke (when she met 

Minister Mawhinney recently at the Kings in Conflict 

Exhibition in Belfast); Minister of State Pat the Cope 

Gallagher has also gone public on the matter. The Fine Gael 

leader, Mr. Dukes, is reported to have written to Mr. 

Brooke criticising the decision. 

Anglo-Irish Division 

13 September, 1990 

W4950 
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Birmingham Six 

SPEAKING POINTS 

This is our first meeting since the Home Secretary decided 

to refer the Birmingham Six case to the Court of Appeal. I 

would just like to let you know how warmly this was welcomed 

by the Government and by pe~ple generally. I would also 

like to express particular appreciation for the speed with 

which the Home Secretary moved in response to the report 

from the Devon and Cornwall police. 

Thankfully, we now seem well on the way to diffusing these 

three cases from the 1970s which have so complicated the 

relationship between the two countries. As you know, we 

have been subject to a lot of criticism, including from the 

Irish News, for not launching an international campaign on 

the Birmingham Six. While it would have been easy to bow to 

pressure, I have to say that I had confidence in recent 

times in the British Government's determination to set the 

position right. We are conscious that the decisions in the 

Guildford and Maguire cases took considerable courage and we 

share the general satisfaction with the conduct of Sir John 

May's enquiry into these cases. 

I hope and trust that the Birmingham Six process will now 

move ahead very quickly, with a view to an early and 

satisfactory outcome. In the meantime, any further 

improvement in the mens' conditions - and I accept that 

there has been significant improvement over the past twelve 

months _ would be warmly welcomed by the Government. It 

might now be considered possible, 

might be moved to an open prison. 

for instance, that the men 
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10.00 

10. 50 

11. 20 

12. 30 

17.00 

approx. 

OUTLINE OF ARRANGEMENTS 

Murrays cars arrive to bring party to Baldonnell 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, Minister for Justice, 

Minister for Tourism and Transport and party depart on 

Government jet from Dublin for Belfast 

Travelling on jet will be: -

Minister for Foreign Affairs 

Minister for Justice 

Minister for Tourism and Transport 

Mr. N. Dorr 

Mr. D. Matthews 

Garda Commisioner 

Mr. D. Gallagher 

Mr. J. Brosnan 

Mr. J. Lumsden 

Ms. M. Hayes 

Ms. A. Anderson 

Mr. M. Collins 

Mr. P. Collins, Mr. N. Ryan and Mr. B. Nason will 

proceed directly from Secretariat to stormont. 

Party arrives Aldergrove and transfers by helicopter to 

Stormont 

Lunch and meeting 

Depart for Dublin 
c,.._. 
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2. 

3. 

Belfast 17th July 1990 

IRISH DELEGATION 

The Minister for Foreign Affairs 

The Minister for Justice 

The Minister for Tourism and Transport 

4. Mr. N. Dorr 

S. Mr. D. Matthews 

6. Mr. D. O'Mahony 

7. Mr. D. Gallagher 

8. Mr. J. Brosnan 

9. Mr. N. Ryan 

10. Garda Commissioner 

11. Mr. J. Lumsden 

12. Ms. M. Hayes 

13. Mr. D. Doyle 

14. Mr. P. Collins 

15. Ms. A. Anderson 

16. Mr. M. Collins 

17. Mr. B. Nason 
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Belfast 17th July 1990 

BRITISH DELEGATION 

1. Secretary of State 

2 . Minister of State Cope 

3. Minister of State Bottomley 

4. Minister of State Needham 

5. Sir J. Blelloch 

6. Ambassador. N. Fenn 

7. Chief Constable Annesley 

8. Mr. D. Fell 

9. Mr. J. Murray 

10. Mr. J. Ledlie 

11. Mr. M. Dodds 

12. Mr. Q. Thomas 

13. Mr. R. Spence 

14. Mr. T. Canavan 
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Confidential 

Draft Agenda for Conference on 17 July, 1990 

Conference opens with lunch when Ministers Collins, Burke, Brooke 

and Cope will be joined by Ministers Brennan, Needham and 

Bottomley to discuss Transport and Tourism issues. (rssues which 

are likely to arise are the Erne-Shannon link, the Dublin

Belfast railway line and follow-up to the North-West Study) . 

Tete-a-tete 

Restricted Security 

Session 

Plenary 

(Mr. Ryan will report) 

1. Political Developments 

2. Marching Season 

3. Confidence Issues 

(i) Stevens Report 

(ii) Accompaniment 

4. Extradition 

5. Economic/Social Matters 

(i) Take note of earlier lunchtime 

discussion of Tourism and 

Transport. Discuss subjects to be 

taken at subsequent Conferences. 
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6. 

Take Note 

Conclusion 

(ii) Proposed Irish paper on 

impl i cati ons of 1992 for the whole 

i sland of Ireland. 

(iii)Cross-Border Shopping - 48 hour 

rule. 

Any Other Business 

(i) Progress on a cross-border 

programme under the EC Interreg 

Programme 

(ii) Position on Cross-Border Roads 

(iii)Position on Petrol Smuggling 

(iv) Report of Standing Advisory 

Commission on Human Rights 

(v) Colville Review of Emergency 

Provisions Act 

Joint Communique 

Press Conferences 

Departure 
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Preliminary Overview Note for Conference 

1 7th July, 1990 

Political Developments 

1. A note will be prepared on this issue in the light of the 

talks in London tomorrow between the Minister and the 

Secretary of State. 

Marching Season 

2. The Conference will wish to review the 12th July and other 

marches. We do not envisage any particular difficulty this 

year. However, the holding of some parades (e.g. Duncairn 

Gardens in Belfast and the parade at Portadown) has created 

significant disenchantment among the nationalist community 

in the areas and have impacted negatively on their 

relationship with the RUC. 

The Minister might reiterate points he has made previously 

in the Dail about the need to take fully into account local 

nationalist sensitivities when police decisions are being 

taken on the routing of marches, and related arrangements. 

While we accept that the police have to take other aspects 

into consideration (e. g. the threat to the peace if a parade 

is banned), it would surely be in accordance with civilised 

and sensible thinking in both Britain and Ireland that 

parades should not be held in areas where they are 

unwelcome. The implementation of this principle would, in 

our view, serve to reduce the risk of public disorder and, 

at the same time, prevent the kind of triumphalist 

coattrailing which has been at the root of so much of the 

community distrust and disharmony in Northern Ireland. 
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Stevens Report 

4. We should ask for an up to date assessment by the Secretary 

of State and the Chief Constable of the Stevens 

investigation and, in particular, of the progress they have 

made on the implementation of the recommendations contained 

in the Stevens report, especially those relating to the UDR. 

We would also expect an indication of the further steps the 

British intend taking in the coming months to give effect to 

these recommendations. 

5. We should restate our view that the Stevens terms of 

reference were too restricted and that the root problem of 

the role of the UDR remains unaffected by the enquiry. We 

had before Christmas called for a comprehensive enquiry 

into relations between the security forces (especially the 

UDR) and the community in Northern Ireland and the Minister 

might say that we would intend returning to this issue at a 

later stage; however, we would first wish to have a clear 

picture of the progress in implementing the Stevens 

recommendations, and of the impact of this implementation on 

the situation on the ground. 

More detailed points are set out in the Speaking Note. In 

general, however, it is worth noting that while the Stevens 

report has drawn criticism from some quarters (in 

particular from Seamus Mallon), there is also a widespread 

view that Stevens may have done the best that he could 

within his terms of reference. Since the publication of the 

report, and the various prosecutions arising out of the 

investigation by the Stevens team, the public controversy 

over the collusion issue has died down very considerably. 
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Accompaniment 

7. The British have been showing a marked reluctance 

(reflecting RUC resistance) to hold a further meeting at 

specialist level on the progress being made in the 

implementation of accompaniment. However, after 

considerable pressure, they have now come forward with a 

proposal for a meeting on the 7th August. We expect this 

meeting to provide us with detailed information on the 

progress of implementation in recent months, and on the 

development of a satisfactory means of assessing progress on 

a continuing basis. 

8. The Minister might express his satisfaction that a meeting 

has now been arranged and underline the importance of 

further and early progress on this important issue (which 

is, of course, also related to the Stevens question). 

Extradition 

9. Following the last meeting of the Conference, officials of 

Working Group II met in London on 24th May. The British 

sought answers at this meeting to a series of questions on 

the political offences issue and on the application of the 

June 1987 act. It was explained that these questions could 

only be answered when specific cases had been considered by 

the Courts. For our part, we (inter alia) urged the British 

to give consideration to greater use of the Criminal Law 

Jurisdiction Act procedure. 

Lunch discussion on Tourism and other Issues 

10. The tourism discussion will be on the basis of a joint 

paper prepared by officials (in the brief); the outcome is 

likely to be an instruction to officials to examine further 

the potential for joint action and to report back to the 
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Conference in due course. The Secretary of State is likely 

to use the opportunity to announce British Government 

approval for the Ballinamore/Ballyconnell Canal project to 

go ahead; the Minister might express appreciation of this 

and indicate that we should be now on target for the 

commencement of work later in the summer. 

11. The Dublin/Belfast railway will also be discussed at the 

lunch. This is a highly sensitive issue with considerable 

criticism in the North (including among nationalists) of 

what is perceived as reluctance on our part to go ahead 

with the upgrading of the line. Minister Brennan will 

obviously e~plain our position in detail; it would be 

helpful, if possible, to convey reassurance to the Northern 

side that the Government are prepared to consider exploring 

the possibilities of EC funding for this project. 

12. A further item likely to arise over lunch is the follow-up 

to the North-West Study. The Minister might emphasise our 

anxiety to ensure that there is effective follow-up; 

consideration might, for instance, be given to the setting 

up of a joint Action Team to draw up and oversee the 

implementation of a programme of joint action (the Taoiseach 

has indicated that he would wish to see early action on the 

ground in pursuit of this Study). 

Economic and Social matters 

13. Apart from reverting to some of the issues discussed over 

lunch, Ministers may wish to consider whether other economic 

topics might usefully be discussed at future Conferences. 

It is suggested that no firm decisions be taken at this 

stage - topics such as agriculture might usefully be taken 

on board at an early Conference but an immediate decision is 

not required. 
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14. The Northern side has been pressing for some time past for 

a copy of our 1992 Study. As an early launch is now 

envisaged, it is suggested that we might hand over a copy at 

the Conference. The Northern side is likely to ask what is 

the position about amendments they may wish to submit; 

while not absolutely ruling out the possibility of taking 

their comments on board, the Minister might indicate the 

practical difficulty in that we will be going to print 

almost immediately. In any event, it can be emphasised that 

seven of the eight chapters are the work of independent 

consultants and, as such, do not represent Government policy 

or bind us in any way. 

48-hour Rule 

15. Following the recent European Court decision, the Northern 

side called for the immediate abandonment of the rule. The 

Government's present proposal is that the rule be adapted so 

that those outside the state for under 1§. hours will be 

given a limited duty-free allowance. This proposal is under 

discussion in the ECO/FIN Council; in the circumstances, 

the Minister might simply take note of Mr. Brooke' s 

presentation and undertake to convey his views to the 

Minister for Finance. 

Interreg 

16. The formal Commission proposal on Interreg will be 

circulated this month; Member States will then have six 

months to draw up their programmes. Work is going ahead 

with the Northern side on the drawing up of a joint 

application to Brussels. 
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Position on Cross-Border Roads 

17. The question of the possibility of re - opening a limited 

number of cross-border roads has been discussed at a recent 

Conference, where it was decided to refer the matter to the 

Garda Commissioner and the Chief Constable. The position at 

present is that the question is being examined at divisional 

level. Ministers may wish to note the present position. 

Petrol Smuggling 

18. Ministers agreed at the last Conference to await the outcome 

of a joint assessment by the two customs authorities of the 

volume of petrol smuggling before taking the matter further. 

The two authorities have in the meantime agreed on an 

estimate (4 million gallons per annum). There are still 

some, relatively minor, outstanding issues which are being 

examined by the customs authorities and Ministers might urge 

that their report be completed as soon as possible. This 

would then leave the way open for inter-departmental 

consultation on the British side which would consider the 

introduction of a system for marking petrol sold in the 

North. 

Standing Advisory Committee on Human Rights 

19. The second report of the Standing Advisory Committee on 

Human Rights (SACHR), which dealt with religious and 

political discrimination and equality of opportunity in 

Northern Ireland, was published on the 26th June. The 

report provides a comprehensive review of all aspects of 

religious and political discrimination in the North, and its 

recommendations cover a wide spectrum ranging from specific 

forms of discrimination to the role of the Ombudsman, 

institutional arrangements to monitor any new legislation 

and the future role and functioning of SACHR itself. The 
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Conference might take note of the report and indicate that 

its recommendations will be considered at a future meeting, 

in the light of their detailed examination by both 

Governments. 

Colville Review/Emergency Provisions Act 

20. Ministers might wish to take note of Lord Colville's review 

of the Northern Ireland (Emergency Provisions) Acts 1978 and 

1987; this considers the question of what changes should be 

made when the Acts are replaced in 1992. The 

recommendations made by Lord Colville include: 

new legislation should have a life of five years, with 

annual renewals as at present; 

the provisions providing for internment should not be 

re-enacted; 

interviews with terrorist suspects should be video

recorded; 

consideration should be given to extending the lay 

visitors scheme to the (terrorist) detention holding 

centres, and also to the appointment of an Ombudsman

like figure to appraise the effectiveness of complaints 

against the police and army on a continuing basis; and 

Colville makes no recommendation on three-judge courts 

"since there are political aspects which are well 

outside my terms of reference". He says, however, that 

there are no procedural problems which would militate 

against multi-judge courts and that, as they are 

introduced, provision should be made for single 

verdicts as in the Special Criminal Court. 

Anglo-Irish Division 

12 July, 1990. 
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Parades/Marching Season 

SPEAKING .POINTS 

Obviously we are all relieved that the marching season has 

so far been uneventful and peaceful. It is only right that 

we should recognise here the considerable effort that the 

RUC have put into this exercise in recent years and the 

progress that has been made in the direction of the more 

effective and impartial policing of parades. 

There are, however, two particular cases that I feel I 

should raise with you; these are the parades at Duncairn 

Gardens and Portadown. The fact that these parades may have 

passed off peacefully should not be taken to mean that all 

is well and that there have not been negative consequences 

for the relationship between the nationalist community and 

the security forces in the areas in question. Brian 

Feeney' s correspondence on the Duncairn Garden situation, 

for instance, gives a clear indication of the extent of 

local resentment at the failure to designate an alternative 

routing for the parade, which would bring it away from areas 

where it was unwelcome. 

Both of us agree, I believe - as did our predecessors - on 

the principle that parades should not go where they are not 

welcome. This principle makes absolute sense. Otherwise, a 

colourful occasion can quickly change into an exercise in 

coat-trailing and intimidation. The decisions in respect of 

Duncairn Gardens and Portadown, ignoring as they did very 

significant local opposition on the nationalist side, 

unfortunately failed to meet this principle. 

The fact that these two parades passed off peacefully should 

not make us as complacent about the future. It would be 

very helpful, therefore, if the Duncairn Gardens and 

Portadown parades could be reviewed again with a view to 

seeing whether in future years the principle that parades 

should not go where they are unwelcome might also be 

implemented in these cases. 
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Marching Season - Background Note 

While this y , ears marching season passed off without serious 
incident, there were two particular marches which caused a 

problem - Duncairn Gardens and Portadown. 

Duncairn Gardens: 

This is a march which takes place every two years and uses a 

route which passes through an area of north Belfast which has 

seen major demographic change in recent years. Part of the route 

passes through what was a loyalist area, but which is now 

staunchly nationalist. In addition, it also passes through 

Duncairn gardens itself which is perhaps the most dangerous 

sectarian interface in Belfast - being the dividing iine between 

the republican New Lodge and the loyalist Tigers Bay. [In fact, 

the area is so dangerous that a month before the march the RUC 

erected security barriers on two of the streets leading into 

Duncairn Gardens (Leper Street and Adam Street)]. 

Portadown: 

Some years ago the Loyalists were denied the use of the Obins 

Street route - something which led to some of the worst loyalist 

rioting in recent years. Instead of Obins Street, the loyalists 

were allowed to route their march through the Garvaghy Road in 

Portadown - an area which is 100% nationalist. This is 

notwithstanding the fact that other and more convenient routes 

are available which would skirt the nationalist areas of 

Portadown. 

Comment: 
strong Representations were made in the Secretariat in relation 

to both of these marches. However, the RUC permitted both marches 

to go ahead on the basis that they will apparently only re-route 

a parade if they are convinced that there is a serious risk of 

public disorder. This of course involves a massive security 

operation, the effect of which is to box-in the nationalists 

within their own area in order to allow the orangemen to trail 

their coats through a nationalist area. This is a cause of deep 

resentment to nationalists and has a very serious impact on 

r 
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relations between the RUC and the community. 

Many nationalists see this as an · h exercise w ereby the RUC make 
their decision o~ the basis of weighing up the level of threat 

from either side. In. other words, if the RUC were to deny the 

orangemen these particular routes, they perceive a likelihood of 

serious public disorder from the loyalists. By the same token, 

if nationalists were to indicate that they would forcefully 

object to the march by rioting, this might serve to change the 

RUC's mind. In this situation, constitutional nationalists feel 

that their representations carry little weight with the RUC who 

are solely concerned with the likelihood of public disorder. 

In our representations we have stressed the point that while we 

can appreciate the RUC's concern with criteria related to public 

order, in these cases this appears to have been the sole concern 

and that the RUC' s decision in these cases ignored the basic 

principle laid down by the Secretary of State in the House of 

Commons in June 1986 that parades should not take place in an 

area or along a route where they are not welcome. 

Suggested line of approach: 
While the other side can be congratulated that the marching 

season passed off peacefully, it should be pointed out that in 

the cases of Portadown and Duncairn Gardens, this was achieved at 

· · terms of relations between the RUC and the a significant price in 
local nationalist communities involved. Our concern could be 

conveyed that the RUC, in its decision making process on the 

routing of parades, give the appearance of ignoring the important 

principle that marches should not take place in areas where they 

are clearly not welcome. 

Brendan McMahon 

Anglo/Irish Division 
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• BRIAN FE.INtY 

27 June 1990 
Mr Hugh Annesley 
Chief Constable 
Brooklyn 
Knock Rd. 
Belfast 

Dear Mr Annesley 

-------- ---···--- ---· --------------'---

-loclal Democratio ULabour Party 
J ltfatol Aw,nue, leltut. arr 5 4A/. 
Telep/Ion• 171'91 

I wrote to you on 16 June about an Orange parade through 
oontontieua araas of ~~iLL !~lr~at, I rece1ved a reply from Sr 
McAtamney on 22 June. I am writing again to you because ·! do 
not !eel happy to enga1e in correspondence with old 'maximum 
firepower, speed and aggression' himself. 
I was glad to discover on 22 Juna that the parade was on 22 
June. Since the people who took the decision are not all 
stupid the contents o! his letter can only be regarded as 
arrogant, contemptuous and full of the insolence of office, 
irst tha route: I measure the outward leg at 2,2 miles, of 
hich exactly one mile is through the majority Catholic area. 
t course if you double it up you arrive at 5 miles most of 
hich dh tance is irrelevant. But it is the absurdity of the 
rgument · that is exasperating and .insulting, The logic, for 
ant of a more appropriate word, is that it would · be 
cceptabla, for example to force a march from the Shankill to 
allysillan through Ardoyne because Flax St. and Etna pr. would 
nly be 400 metres of the total march! It's not the distance 
hrough the Catholic area that is relevant but the fact tbat it 
a forced through at .all. Th• insult, humiliation and 
njustica felt by the Catholic community because of this seems 
o remain eternally beyond your grasp. 
econd the duration: the parade did not take 20-25 minutes to 
au. It arrived at the Antrim . Rd at 8. 05pm A-ftd tha camp 
ollowers atraggled past at 8.40pm. The Antrim Rd. at the Nev 
odge wa• sealed at 7.35pm and reopened at 8.45pm. It took 
onaer to pass along Duncairn Garden• because several band• 
ere allowed to pause at Halliday'• Rd. !or apeci~lly 
hundetous drumming, to stamp and jeet and tor their suppott•r• 
o chant obscenities, · This displ&y of power had the desired 
.ftect. Some o! the Catholics in the 230 numbers knelt and 
rayed, soma o! them stood with buckets of •and or water, on• 
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~ 
man with three teenage daughters trapped in the house wept with 
raae and impotence. They would all hate ma · for telling this. 
The 'objective [wa1] to m1nim11a the disruption to the life of 
the community'. I have to tall you the~e are two communitie1. 
I! you are not sure where they live I would ba glad to taka you 
on a tnur of' thA 1nt:111rh~~~ 8~f"'lt'l'lting tham th• la1t of vhich 
wa• erected leas than one month ago to fac1i1tate the policing 
o! this parade• It is becauaa one community 1eek1 to impose 
its domination on the other that these parades take place in 
1uch a way as to give mu:imum offence. In contrast to the 
provocative behaviour at Halliday re Rd. my watcher• on the 
Crumlin Rd •• where the parade was in a Protestant area, tell me 
the bands Played tunes such as Over the Rainbow• and were 
pleasant to listen to, 

1-In these circumstances I find it hard to believe my eyes when I 
resd the phrase, 'in the absence of a more tolerant attitude'. 
Tolerance by whom? By the Orangemen or their victims? How can 
I convince you that you are deciding to perform the equivalent 
of leading the National Front through Golder• Green or 
Southall? I don't say leading the Ku Klux Klan through Harlem, 
Equally you wouldn't try to put a march through Ardoyne, Why 
are Ardoyne and Harlem different from Golders Green and 
Duncairn Gardens? Because the people in these latter places 
are relatively weak. They can be ineul ted and ridden over, 
rdoyne and Harlem could look after themselves. A society is 
easured by how it treats minorities. Talking about one 
ommunity means you don't recognise the existence of two: that 
elps explain the decision. 
t also helps explain the responses of the police · at the 
oadblocka on the Antrim Rd, I received a,number of complaints 
rem people who had tried to ask for ditect1ons . and aot no 
elp, One woman in particular who was trying to reach a 12 
ear old in St Malachy' • College and, being a Catholic of 
ourse did not know what was happening, worked her way round 
he periphery of the seal asking police how to reach St 
al achy' s College. Funny enough no policeman knew where St 
al achy' a is. She was furious, I told her to write to you . 
ecausa you were responsible. but I gave her my . personal 
ssurance nothing ~ould be done, 
our deci1ion also demonstrates the ineffectualness of 
egitimate politicians (I prefer that description to 
onstitution&l) to tha people of Catholic working class are&a. 
ou took your decision in full knowledge of the damage to 
ommunity relation• in north Belfa!t where over 540 people have 
ied violently and in contempt of the majority 1.n tha lower 
ntrim Rd. and all proper representations. The police in 'D' 
with whom I have good relations) tell ma this parade sets back 
11 their efforts at building relations. 
t 11 clear to me and my colleague• that in practice you· hal/e 
o concern for developing community relations and certainly no 
ntereat in improl/ing relations with the Catholic community. 
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v:xe.r_ox Te:ecopier ·1021 :2s- s-so 3: 55 ,;M 
353 -,,21,e;, 5 

I 

Th~y m,ty hA thft majarity 1n tht An~ti~ Rd. but the Orangemen 
own it and you are their guarantor. When the police in Hillman 
St. turn their backs on th• acreene and interface fancee and 
point their rifles at the few raaidents who venture onto their 
own street, Supt. Foater'1 local liaison committee becoms1 as 
1cr!lavant as me a, a mooting with a eunlot policeman. 

Your, ,1n;e,ely, 

~c. -~ 
Brian Feeney.~ 7 
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Stevens I nqui ry 

SPEAKING NOTE 

This is the first opportunity that we have had t o discuss the 
findings of the Stevens In · 

quiry. Let me say immedi a tely that we 
recognise the effort that Mr. Stevens has made t o addr ess the 
problem of collusion. w 

e are impressed at the extent and the 
range of recommendations in his report. we also note hi s be li e f 

that, if the measures recommended by him are i ntroduced, there is 

every hope that any collusion between the security forces a nd 

paramilitary terrorist groups in the future can be qui ckly a nd 
effectively dealt with. 

The significance of the Stevens Inquiry lies in large part in its 

exposing of an area of criminality that up to now has l argely 

been ignored or neglected, with fatal consequences for several 

members of the nationalist community. We trust that, in the 

light of the Stevens report, this issue will be assigned the 

priority that it obviously requires . It would be helpful to us 

in this regard to hear at first hand from you on: 

the steps underway to implement the recommendations in the 

Report on the UDR and the RUC, and the timescale you 

envisage for this implementation. For our part the sooner 

the recommendations are in place the better; 

we would also wish to be informed of the additional 

resources which will be allocated in order to ensure that 

· 1·n the report are comprehensively given the recommendations 

effect to. 

report we are also conscious that there are 
Despite the Stevens , . 

d k 'llings (e.g. Pat Finucane, Terry McDaid, 
several unresolve i 

1 
etc) in which collusion seems to have 

Billy Totten, Gerry 8 ane, · 

been a factor. I appreciate that 

k h 'ch have not been 
Stevens' wor w 1 

there are aspects to Mr. 

revealed in the published 
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summary and perhaps therefore there has already been some 
progress in these cases. 

The problem of collusion has major implications for the 

confidence of the nationalist community in the security forces. 

Implementation of the Stevens recommendations will help to 
rectify some of these concerns. However, I think that community 
would be further assured if they felt that the issue of 

collusion, and the progress being made towards the implementation 

of the recommendations and their effectiveness once in place, 

were also the subject of periodic review. In the light of the 

damage caused, I believe that this would be an important 
confidence measure. 

In The Stevens report casts a further dark shadow over the UDR. 

particular it highlighted the serious shortcomings regarding 

recruitment and retention of members of the Regiment. It would 

be helpful if you could confirm that the Army is moving to 

· ·t basis the recommendations in relation to implement on a priori Y 

thes e will all be put in place within a firm the UDR and that 

timescale. 

Stevens report has reaffirmed us in the More generally, the 
·red is a fresh overall look at belief that what is now requi 
·ty in Northern Ireland and the the communi 

relations between . 1 the UDR. After two decades or 
and particular y .. 

security forces, h look could yield positive and 
th t such a fres 

so r am sure a h' is an issue for another day. 
However, t is . 

worthwhile results. f cus our consideration of this 
. it would help o . 

In the meantime, . ff'cials could meet in the 
C nference if o i . 

issue at the next o on the recommendations in 
coming weeks for a 

detailed exchange . 
on their implementation. 

·n particular, 
the report and, i 
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Stevens Re t por - Background Note 

John Stevens was appoint d 
1989 and issued a summare ~o conduct his inquiry on 14 September 
outlining the essential y ~ his report on 16 May 1990. A summary 
attached. points contained in that document is 

Reactions: 
/ 

Seamus Mallon was critical in his reaction -viz-

" When Mr Stevens was . 
investi ation I appointed to carry out his 
N th g expressed the hope that for once a 
or ern Ireland · · · ' ' 

1 . inquiry into security matters would reach 
cone usions which wer d'b · · tt e ere i le and comprehensive. It is a 
ma er for regret that this report achieves neither of 
those objectives. 11 

While Mallon' s reaction was negative, it is probably fair to say 
that overall, the reaction among nationalists in Northern Ireland 
was fairly muted. This may have been because the history of such 
inquiries in Northern Ireland give nationalists little cause to 
expect much in the way of dramatic results. At the same time 
there may also have been a feeling that, within his terms of 
reference, Stevens had probably done the best he could. Certainly 
his investigation discomfited the Army, in particular the UDR, 
while the arrests made by the Stevens team had impacted severely 
on loyalist paramilitaries. [It is estimated that the entire 
Brigade staff of the UDA are currently in Crumlin Road Prison 
facing charges as a result of the Stevens investigation.] 

There is a feeling however that t~e inquiry never 7eally got to 
the heart of the matter and that it ~as only the minor players 
within the security forces who got lifted as a result of the 
· , h' ·ti'cism arises from the fact that there have been 
inquiry. T is cri d [ H · f RUC members being arreste. owever, in response 
no repor~s ~ is ress conference, Stevens did admit that 
t~ questioning at h ~ the RUC reserve had been forwarded to the 
files on two members O 'ndications that elements within the Army 
DPP.] There have bee~ i articularly aggrieved that the focus on 
and the UDR were feelingt~ s to be exclusively on them. 
the inquiry appeared at ime 

, · of the fact that the investigation 
There has also been criticism ccess in relation to a number of 

h e had any su · · f appears not to av . here there were strong suspicions o 
killings in recent times w h ps the most notable such case was 
security force collusion. Pe~·~nucane in February 1989, where 
the murder of Solicitor p~t 

1
that he may have been set-up by the 

there were strong indications 
RUC in Castlereagh. 
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Evaluation: 

It was the murder f 
to the Stevens In°. Loughlin Maginn 
nationalists of c~~~ry~ However, wide~n 

25 
Augus~ ~989 which led 

and loyalist para . ~sion between membpread suspicion among 
Loughlin Maginn ;~lit~ries did not bee7s 0

~ the security forces 
the beginnings ~f e history of such g~n with the murder of 
Specials through t~he.Northern Irelan~o tu~ion goes right back to 
right up tot d e intense secta. s a e - from the B-
example whicho ay. The murder of M~i~n warfa7e of the 1970's and 
this problem _served to reinforce n;i~n wa~ Just the latest 
the very h a problem which i d tionalist concern regarding 
forces in :art of the question o~ eepf'seated.and which goes to 

orthern Ireland. con idence in the security 

A~a~nst that background 't limited inquiry of th , i would not be realistic to expect a 
effectively addres e type conducted by Mr Stevens to 

th
. s such a probl . is reason that the Governmen e~ in all its aspects. It is for 

the Conference of 18 0 
t b t, in the communique issued after 

th t .. th c o er 1989 pla d . a e events under di ' ce on record their view 
beyond individual cases ;~uss~~n had raised general issues going 
issues could best be met be w espread concern raised by these 
issues affecting relationsybatcomprehensive enquiry into all 
particular the UDR) and thee ween the security forces (in 
return to this proposal at ac~:~uni~y. fit was their intention to 
enquiry had been completed. n er on erence, after the Stevens 

Within its terms of reference the Stevens Inquiry achieved 
certain results -viz- ' 

For the moment at least, it appears to have had an import t 
psychological impact in that members of the security fore:~ 
can no longer be under any illusion regarding the 
seriousness of the crime of passing information to 
terrorists. In that context, there are indications that the 
Courts are now taking a more serious view of this crime. 
[This can be seen in the contrast between the suspended 
sentences handed out to Cpl Hastie and Pvt Garvin in October 
1989, for deliberately handed over sensitive information to 
known loyalist terrorists; and the one year custodial 
sentence handed out in June 1990 to Pvt Harris of the UDR 
who removed a photomontage from Dunmurray RUC station in 
order to show it to his mother who was worried about a 
strange man she had seen in the area.] 

This has been reinforced by the fact that the Inquiry team 
appear to have followed up any leads with a level of energy 
unusual for Northern Ireland - with 94 people ar7ested and 
59 of these charged or reported.for off7nces. This h~s had a 

, , ton the UDA in particular with their entire 
maJor impac . i f · · b, d t ff now in crumlin Road Pr son acing various 
riga e s ~. out of the inquiry. [Potentially the most 

charges arising f B · N 1 · . f th se arrests was that o rian e son, a maJor 
important o e dinator for the UDA, Belfast is awash with 
intelligence co-or ho had access to all the UDA's 
rumours about Nelson, w · 
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intelligence files 
Military Intel!' ' was at the same time working for 

igence and/or RUC s · l B h M observers doubt h th pecia ranc. any 
it could .. 

0 
we er he will ever stand trial given that 

b . pen a can of worms" - much of which might be most 
em arrassing for British Military Intelligence. ] 

The 7e~ort takes a timely and useful "kick11 at the 
traditional sloppy s t i d d' . ys ems n operation over the control 
an .issemination of sensitive information; and a 
particul~rly useful 11 kick11 at the army (especially the UDR) 
over their very sloppy screening procedures. Overall, the 
scope ~nd range of measures recommended by Stevens, if 
fully implemented, could have some impact on the problem. 

Having said that . h?wever, it is apparent that the Inquiry team's 
succe~ses were limited to catching some II small fish" within the 
security forces (almost exclusively UDR) and to rounding up 
loyalist paramilitaries, largely members of the UDA, which is 
generally accepted as being probably the most amateurish 
paramilitary organisation. [In terms of the much-used metaphor of 
"bad apples in the barrell 11

, it could be said that Stevens shook 
the security force tree and a few bad apples fell down - but only 
those which were not firmly rooted to the branches of the tree.] 
It is generally assumed that the failure of the inquiry to find 
any significant level of collusion involving members of the RUC 
was because the Inquiry ran up against the usual wall of silence 
within the RUC. 

While a number of people were arrested and charged with the 
murder of Loughlin Maginn (including two members of the UDR), 
the Inquiry appears to have made only limi~ed progress in 
relation to investigations into the coll.usion aspec~s. of a number 
of killings in the recent past whe7e there was s~spicion of . 
varying degrees of security force involvement -viz- Terry McDaid 
(10/S/88), Billy Totten (12/6/88), Gerry Slane (23/9/88), Gerry 
Casey (4/4/89), Pat Finucane (12/2/89). 

Implementation of the Recommendations 

. , f the recommendations set out in the report 
The implementation ?t ed closely to ensure that effective 
will have to be monid 0

1r with the deficiencies identified by 
action is taken to ea 
Stevens. 

ld the Commons that the report 
The Secretary of State to d deficiencies in several important 
highlighted shortcomings ~~e olice and the Army to remedy many 
areas and that action by e~ b Stevens has already been taken 
of the deficiencies iden~if;mediite consideration would be given 
or were in hand, and tha ons for further improvements. The 
to his detailed recommenda~id that a number of measures to deal 
Chief constable has indica e of photo montages have already been 
with the production and ca~:er recommendations will be 
implemented and that the O ible within the force in 

i klY as poss 
considered as qu O th r agencies. 
consultation with O e 
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The British Army in a b, . -' riefing · Jun~, gave the following indi ~iven to the Secretariat on 19 
to implement the Stevens cations of the measures it had taken 

recommendations relevant to the UDR: 

- decisions regarding the i 
always been a matter f recru tment of UDR candidates had 
the UDR itself· or Army Headquarters rather than for 

I 

- there had been a co 'd 
the UDR screening u .~si erable increase in staff (to 11) of 

ni at Army Headquarters; 

- there has always been a 1 . . 
screening process b t . po ice involvement in the 

u this had been put on a new basis. 

- Brigadier Ritchie insisted that the policy was that if in 
doubt, the Army did not recruit or retain a person under 
suspicion. 

Comment: 

It is worth noting that most of those arrested as a result of the 
Stevens investigation have yet to come to trial. It remains to be 
seen when (and if) this happens, how much will eventually be 
revealed regarding the nature and extent of collusion. There 
appear to be a number of cases (most notably that of Brian 
Nelson) which have the potential to cause considerable 
controversy. 

A related observation must be that obviously these 54 people 
facing charges were involved in this activity before the arrival 
of Stevens and the appear to have been .caught because of the 
energy of the Stevens team of British policeme~. This begs ~he 

t . s to the priority the RUC gave to this problem prior to 
ques ion a . th . . t th . 11 
the arrival of Stevens, and by extension, e priori y ey wi 
give to it now that he has gone. 

ns probably did the best job he could 
In overall terms, Steve which were to investigate two 
within his terms of referenc~ Ballykinlar); the murder of 
specific leaks (Dunmur~ay a~ ' ch came to light in the course of 
Loughlin Maginn; anything wl~vant recommendations. However, from 
the inquiry; and to make re ent has been of the view that this 
the very beginning the Go~~rn~eart of the matter and that this 
Inquiry would not get to eh a comprehensive inquiry into all 
could only be achieved thr~~g forces and the community. 
issues affecting the securi y 

Suggested line of approach: 

the best job he could within h~s 
t stevens did the recommendations but point to 

Accept tha nee· welcome the implementation of those 
terms of 7efer~ant' aspect - -
the most impor 
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I 

recommendations. [In that context it would be useful to 
have a detailed exchange of views' on implementation within 
the group of officials dealing with confidence issues. l 

Point to our doubts from the very outset that such an 
inquiry would be sufficient to address the fundamentals of 
the problem; and renew our proposal of last October for a 
comprehensive inquiry. 

Brendan McMahon 
Anglo/Irish Division 
s July 1990 



Summary of 8 tevens Report - - Essential Points 

Terms of Reference: 

Investigation of di 
Police Station andsappearance of material from Dunmurray 

, subsequently f rom Ballykinlar Army Camp; 
Alleged leak of . 
Loughlin Maginn; information associated with the murder of 

Following consultat' . 
tt . ion with th Ch' ma ers which came t 1 . e ief Constable - any 

Enquiry; I was also O kight during the course of the 
regarding these matt:~s;~ to make relevant recommendations 

Conduct of the Enquiry: 

Described by Stevens as "th 1 
Northern Ireland and th e argest external investigation in 

. e most extensive of its type ever 
undertaken in the United Kingdom" . 

Enqui~y co~pu~erised with a linkage between a Major Incident 
Room in Britain and a similar room in Northern Ireland -
adv~ntages o~ this were clear "following the severe 
accidental fire at the Enquiry's original officers in 
January". 

Written statements taken from over 1,900 witnesses and 
suspects; 2,000 investigative enquiries undertaken; 
2,000 man-hours of interviews with detained persons; 

Over 2,600 documents of all types r~covered from loyalist 
paramilitaries, though only 100 actual security force 
documents were recovered dating from the mid 1970's up to 

1988. 

9
4 

people arrested and a total of 59 of these charged or 

reported for offences; 

213 members of the RUC were interviewed; 

Findings/Conclusions: 
security and Sub-Judice rules, "some 

Because of reasons of sta~eh. a substantial document, must 
aspects of the report, whic i~ believe that the public interest 
remain confidential. However, 'ble of the substance of my report 
demands that as much as is possi 

is disclosed". . . ·nformation, originally produced 

t hat official i P ·son service, has passed 
11 It is cl ear d the ri · 1 · t s the Army an list parami i ary group. 
~y ~h~ RUC~ to the hands of 10Y~ocuments, have been traced 
illicitly in information from 'litaries. They have been 
Documents and. n of these parami intelligence systems and 
to the possessioenhance their own 
used by them to 
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as an aid to th 
republican te e ~argeting rrorists" of persons suspected f b. . o e1.ng 

The passing of. 
of individuals information is res . 
widespread no within the Secur tr1.cted to a small number 
which have be~ institutionalise~~Y Forces "and is neither 
compared with ~hobtained by the p. Thie number of documents 

e total numb aram litaries is small 
"In the diff. er of such documents produced. 
Ireland it icult situation that 
vulnerable tmust be accepted th texists within Northern 

o some extent . a any system will be 
~~ ~~ pr~ssures that may b:ither.to terrorist infiltration 

e time of the report applied to individuals. However 
c~ntempory information h no evidence of any recent leak of' 
o anf document traced tas come to light. The latest date 
paramilitaries by the O ~he ~ossession of loyalist 

Enquiry is June 1988". 

"Photo-montages are . . 
rating. During the Ecla~sified under the lowest security 

. t nquiry no doc t f . securi y classificati h, umen so any higher 
to notice as havin bon ~ve been recovered, or indeed come 
organisation". g een in the hands of any terrorist 

Until 1988, it was not the practice of the Arm 
photo-montages.in co-operation with the RUC) t~ ~=:~ produce 
records of their production or distribution. any 

C~rtain me~bers of ~h7 UDR have been involved in collusion 
with loyalist paramilitaries. It would be wrong to conclude 
~hat there.is a significant number of UDR soldiers who are 
involved with paramilitaries. This is not the case. 

Improvements can be made in proced~res for reporting and 
recording of allegations of crime against army personnel. 
"The vetting/screening system in relation to recruitment to 
the UDR was deficient in a number of areas. Individuals who 
had been adversely vetted by the RUC Vetting Section had 
nevertheless been recruited. A small number of these went on 
to commit terrorist related and criminal offences whilst 
serving with the regiment." 

Need for improvements in the RUC Fingerprint ~ureau ~nd the 
Forensic Science Laboratory.- Introduce a serious Crime unit 
to give an effective co-ordinated approach. 

. , the Irish News of an Inner Circle in the RUC 
~llega~ions i~ tin the absence of any corroborative 
investigated u . ld not be substantiated. 
evidence, allegations cou 

f ontages and similar documents have been 
"A large number o m without there being full recognition 
produced over the years ·st roups and there were inadequate 
of their value to terr~ri th; ingredients were present to 
security procedures. Tfus sons to abuse positions of trust 
allow a small number. 0 p:rdiscovery ..... The ease with which 
with little possibility ~ividuals have been able to avoid 
these small number ~ft~~ most significant factor in the 
discovery is perhaP 
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~llegal traffi . 
important that eking of secu. 
made by th a firm d rity fore d 
21st Se e chief Cons an unequivocae ocurnents. It is 

securit~t=r~~fi~!~~eb~:~;:e~~ ~;:o;t~~i~n~~~t:~~~ta~ft~:; 
.. A complex networ o such inforrn!tf~;!~g the true 

uncovered, involv~ of intelligen 
between loyali ting the suppl ce of all types was 
Defence Associ:tipararnilitary ~r~nd exchange of information 

on at the centreu~s, with the Ulster 
Clear need for · 
records of th accounting s 
in the terror~s~r~duction a;~t~r=t~70Vi~ing comprehensive 
ensure that th information syst ibution of every document 
informati ose responsibl em. Such a system must 

on can be traced an~ ~~rdpassing restricted 
A reassessment f criminally responsible. 
material is r o. security classif' . 
subject b lequired' as is a ication of intelligence 

Ya 1 sections of th commo~ approach to the 
e security forces" 

"Formation of as .. 
terrorist investi~=~~~~;~t Police Unit to concentrate upon 

.. It must be acknowled ed . 
leakages of informati;n frthat in the ~resent climate, 
be completely eliminated om the se?urity forces may never 
recommended are introdu · dHowever, .if the measures 
future collusion betweeceth there 7s every hope that any 
paramilitary terrorist n e se?urity forces and groups will be eradicated. 

The Report then gives a summary of its recommendations 
totalling 83 in all: 

Information and Intelligence Systems: 

(a) Review criteria guidelines for issue of recognition 
information; suspects inclusion in such material; the security 
classification of such material. 

(b) Research methods to uniquely identify documents; make them 
traceable· restrict circulation to operational needs; ensure 
accountability - a nominated person to be responsible; prevent 

unauthorised photocopying. 

(c) Similar criteria to apply to computer systems. 

(d) Ensure information is weeded regularly. 

. ranch· central reporting of documents 
(~)Forman Anti-Ter7oris~ Bhave ~n overview of finds; identify 
finds - a senior officer ~ords· identification features for 
user access to computer re ' 
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photocopied material;improved h i . 
P YS cal security for documents. 

(b) Notify Army of all incidents i 
1 

i 
Involve RUC in UDR vetting procedu~:~. v ng Army personnel; 

(c) Various technical improvements in finger- printi ng and forensics. 

Army: 

(a) Much tighter vetting of applicants and existing members of 
the UDR -viz- RUC to be closely involved in vetting; an inter
organisation appeal process on disagreements between the Army and 
RUC; agree on definition of paramilitary organisations; interview 
UDR applicant's referees; 

(b) A series of measures to ensure tighter control of security 
material, including soldier's notebooks etc. 

Anglo/Irish Divisi~n 
Department of Foreign Affairs 
17 May 1990 

cc PST 
PSM 
PSS 
Mr Nally 
Mr Matthews 
Mr Brosnan 

London and Embassy Washington 
by Confidential telex to Embassy 
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~ccompaniment 

SPEAKING NOTE 

You were good enough at the last Conference to address the iss ue 

of accompaniment in some detail. I welcome the agreement that 

we now have that you will bring before the Conference on a six 

monthly basis details of the monitoring exercise on accompaniment 

that you have already begun. This is a worthwhile development 

and will, I hope, ensure that we can monitor together the 

progress being made to implement the commitment given at 
Hills borough. 

I don't think I need to say more at this stage except to again 

underline the great importance we attach to early progress being 

made, and to welcome the fact that a meeting has now been 

fficials to take the matter further. arranged between our o 



g_9NFIDENTIAL 

Background Note -
Accompaniment 

_ru,.okground: 

In an attempt to go some way towards 
1ong-standing concerns regard' meeting our profound and 
communique of 15 November 198~n~ the.UDR, the Hillsborough 
British Government to the polio ontained a commitment by the 
possible that, save in the mosty of ensuring as rapidly as 
is a police presence in all exceptional circumstances, there 
contact with the community ~~7ration~ which involve direct 
epeated in the Review Do· is commitment was explicitly 

r cument of May 1989. 

Recent Developments: 

Th~ most recent.attempt.to try to accelerate implementation of 
this long-standing commitment was made at the Conference meeting 
of 18 October 1989. The communique issued after that Conference 

"agreed that a working group of officials should make early 
recommendations, in accordance with the Review, on further 
effective development of the policy of ensuring as rapidly 
as possible that, ·save in the most exceptional 
circumstances, there should be a police presence in all 
operations which involve direct contact between the Armed 
Forces and the community" -. 

The working-group reported to the Conference of 2 March to the 
effect that 

, , · reed to put in place, as and from 1 
The British side ag ·ve system for monitoring levels of 
January, .a comprehensiub-Divisional level on a monthly basis 
accompaniment at RUC SC b-divisions in Northern Ireland). 
(note: there are 39 RU su 

Further work was required on two issues -viz-

't've nationalist areas; and 
The definition of sens1 i 

How best the 
available to 
Conference. 

f the exercise can be made 
results O

• the Intergovernmental 
Ministers in 

f nee meeting "took note of the con ere 
Th . ed after up" e communique 1ssu the working-gro 
the progress report of state and the Chief 

secretary of ments. In doing so, they 
At that Conference the . fing on develo~ifficulties of attaining 
Constable provided a b~i~he 1ogistic~~cated that -
both spoke at length O ·ment, but in 
a 100% rate of accomp_ani tials of the product of 

nthe essen 
with us 

They would share 

1 

1 
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their monitoring of 
would do ~his on a sf~companiment levels" and that they 
wou~f be in the Autumn :~~thly basis - the first report 
Apri · would cover the period from 1 

The "essentials" would b 
for each of the three Rue the percentages of accompaniment 
as a whole. These perc ~ regions and for Northern Ireland 
and UDR patrols and wo~rdages Will be i n terms of both army 
and II green" areas. be split into II orange", 11 mixed" 

The information would b . 
it is being given in coef~~ovided on the understanding that 
Conference. n 1 ence within the Intergovernmental 

At the Conference the Minist 
way to take the matter forw e~ pressed repeatedly that the best 
to discuss the matter in d ~r. was to have the working-group meet 
after a number of requestse ail, and ~he British have now agreed, 
a meeting of the workin were.made in the Secretariat, to have 

g group in late July or early August. 

Comment: 

This most recent attempt to make progress on the accompaniment 
issue began at the Conference of 18 October 1989 where the 
Secretary of State gave an undertaking (reflected in the Joint 
Record of that meeting) 11 to share with the Irish side the 
results of the monitoring of accompaniment in areas to be agreed 
between the two sides". The report of the working-group to the 
Conference of 2 March 1990 represented what appeared to be real 
progress on this issue in that it held out the prospect that we 
might gain access to detailed statistics on the rates of 
accompaniment for each of the 39 RUC sub-divisions in Northern 
Ireland and have an opportunity to offer views on the definitions 
of sensitive nationalist areas in each of these sub-divisions. 
The foot-dragging between March and July by the British in 
relation to agreeing to a further m~eting ~f the wo7ki~g-group is 
more than likely indicative of growing resist~nce within the 
Northern Ireland administration to these possible developments. 
The most likely source for s~ch re~istance is the RUC who 
jealously guard their operational indep~ndence from any 
encroachments by the NIO and more e~pecia~ly from the . 
Secretariat. We have conveyed our disappointment that the meeti~g 
Of th 

. ould not have been arranged for before this 
e working group c 

Conference. 

Th b ·efing at the last Conference, while 
ite Secretary of State's .ri erms of the provision of statistics 

represents an advance in t 
8 

resents a shortfall from what we 
on accompaniment, nonetheles~hr ;ork already carried out by the 
had hoped would result from 8 

~orking-group - specifically: 
he "essentials of the product of their 

We are to be giv~n; This will be broken down as between 3 
monitoring exercise· 

1 
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broad geographical 
broken down for eac~reas. [We had 

of the 3g hoped to see the figures 
There is no longe Rue sub-divisions.] 
d f . . t . r any m . e ini ion of sensit' ention of 
will be broken do ive nationalis~greeing with us on the 
defined by the RU;n as between ora areas. The information 

. nge, mixed and green - as 

While the Secretary of Stat , 
represent progress it nonet~ ~ report to the last Conference does 
somewhat short of his undertek~ss could be seen as falling 
1989 "to share with the Ir~ ha i~g at the conference of October 

· · .... s side th of accompaniment in areas to b e results of the monitoring 
What has actually transpired .e agreed between the two sides". 
much information they will shis th~t the British have decided how 
also decided to use their owna~e ~i~h.us ("the essentials") and 

ef1.n1.t1.on of sensitive areas. 

suggested Line of Approach: 

Thank the Secretary of State and the Chief Constable for 
their briefing at the last Conference and look forward to 
their first statistical report to be presented to us in the 
Autumn. 

Point to the need for a detailed discussion within the 
working-group of what the Secretary of State and Chief 
constable had to say at the last Conference. The first 
report of the working-group was considered at the March 

C f and it was clear from that report that the group 
on erence, , t · t b th 

had yet to complete the mandate g1. ven o 1. Y e 
Conference of last October. 

Brendan McMahon 
Anglo-Irish Division 
12 July 1990. 



These issues will be t k a en over l 
~ill be fairly informal ad unch and the format th f n relax d ere ore 
(Minister Brennan on our i e · The Economic Mini t s de and Mi s ers 
on the Northern side) will nisters Needham and B tt ml no doubt o o ey 
discussion on the substa take the lead role in 

nee of th 
The Minister might make e tourism and transport issues. 

some general 
presence of Economics Mini comments welcoming the 

sters at th e Conference: 

it is a very tangible 

in last year's Review 

cross-border economic 

expression of the emphasis given 

Document to the enhancement of 
co-operation; 

it is the intention of the Joint Chairmen as the 
opportunity arises t . , 

' 0 1.nvi te Ministers with 
responsibilities in th 0 er sectors (e.g. agriculture) 
to attend future Conference meetings; 

this involvement of Economic Ministers in the work of 

the Conference will give an added coherence and 

vitality to existing efforts to promote North-South co

operation. 

On the tourism issue, the Minister might refer to the useful work 

of the International Fund in this area and the potential offered 

by Interreg. The major boost to the tourist industry that will 

be provided by the linkage of the Shannon and Erne waterways (see 

separate note on the Ballinamore/Ballyconnell Canal) could also 

be emphasised. At the conclusion of the discussion, the Minister 

might suggest that officials take the work further and that the 

Tourism Ministers report back to the Conference in due course. 

On the sensitive issue of the Dublin/Belfast railway line, the 
Mini.at d T ansport will obviously address 

er for Tourism an r CZUesti the Minister might make the points 
ons of detail; however 

that: 

r 
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we are conscious of the strong feeling on this issue in 
Northern Ireland; 

the Government are prepared to explore possible ways 

of securing EC funding for the project; 

it is our hope that a mutually satisfactory way forward 
will be found. 

1 

1 

1 

• 
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2. 

~okqround 

Tourism -----.:::.:::.;~:....!!!a~n~dLjTranaport 
Bi iaaue.! 
_r efing No~ 

The Review Document gave 
considerabl 

enhancement of North-South 8 emphasis to the 
co-operati i 

social sectors. As part of on n the economic and 
the follow 

commitment, it is envisag d -up on this 
e that e 

where appropriate, be invited conomic Ministers should, 

th f 
to attend Conference meetings 

for e purpose o discussing 
cross-border co-operation 

within their particular areas 
of responsibility. 

At the last Conference it was agreed that Ministers with 

responsibility for Tourism should be invited to join the 

Joint Chairmen over lunch at the next meeting. The British 

side subsequently indicated that they would like to avail of 

the opportunity of Minister Brennan's presence to also 

discuss the upgrading of the Dublin/Belfast railway line. 

3. The economic Ministers attending the lunch on the British 

side will be Richard Needham and Peter Bottomley (whose 

portfolios include tourism and transport respect! vely). 

After lunch it is planned that both British Ministers will 

Minister 
Brennan on an afternoon programme in 

accompany 

Belfast. 

Tourism 
4. 

at the Conference lunch, Ministers 
It is envisaged that, 1 discussion on prospects 

have a genera 
will probably wish to A preparatory paper 

tourism sector. 
for co-operation in the i 1 (copy attached) 

b offic a s 
Which has been drawn up y 1 of cooperation and 

re and 1eve 
describes the existing natu i strategy which perat ve 
outlines some ideas for a co-o gments (e. g. angling, 

f niche se_ - l 
centre on the development o - in new internationa 

;ethnic> - Ministers 
cruising, golf, genealogy h discussion for 

1usion oft e h r develop ideas 
.m_arkets. At the cone fficials to fu.rt e the Tourism 
nu date O --~ t•ent by ght wish to man ible co~ Autumn and to 
j th a poss in the 
Oint action, wi bilaterallY 

-..~ gain ''1.1.nisters to meet a 
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report back to the Co f 
n erence in 

due course. 

Trans ort Dublin Belfast 
Railwa 

The British side are k 
een to get 

substantial investment . our agreement to a 
in the u 

Belfast/Dublin railway li pgrading of the 
ne. The 

required for the envisag d overall investment 
e upgradin i 

IR£71m (1989 prices), of hi g 8 of the order of 
w eh Iarnrod 

be IR£45m approximately. Eireann's share would 

The Northern Ireland Operati onal Programme on 
Transportation includes provi i son for EC Structural Fund aid 
for the Northern section of the li ne, subject to 
complementary improvements being made by the Irish 

authorities to the Dublin-Border section. The European 

Commission share the enthusiasm of the British side for the 

proposed upgrading. Commissioner Millan recently wrote to 

the Minister for Finance suggesting that we include 

provision in our own operational programme nfor the initial 

stages of a phased improvement" in the line on the southern 

side of the border. The Commissioner added that the 

Structural Funds support could perhaps be supplemented by a 

contribution from other EC financial instruments. 

i l Prog
ramme at present provides only 

The Irish Operat ona 
£15m for Structural Fund assistance for bus and rail 

transportation. 

recently stated 

nit 
for Tourism and Transport has 

The Mi s er 
1 

ion of the Dublin/Belfast 
that the inc us 

amme must depend on the 
progr 

d the competing claims of 
level of EC grant assistance an ticularly the west 

rojects (par 

project in our Operational 

other public transport P he Minister added that, 
service). T th 

Dublin suburban railway nunitted to upgrading 
8 

ent was co h t h 
nonetheless, the Govern.in de available and ta e 

i can be ma b tb 
line provided EC fund ng ssibilities wit 

8 

l
oring all such po sources include 

was actively exp ible funding 
(POSS 

European commission. 
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the Trans ort Infrastruot 
Ministers of Transport ag Ure Fund ('l'IP) 
their last meeting reed in Pri Which the EC 

on 18 June nciple to 
~ill, over the next thre . It is en establish at 

O
rder of I RE 160m). 8 Years, h vis aged that th ave at t e TIF 

o al b·d u get of the 

rn recent months, this i ssue has 
as an economic dimensi assumed on. Ther a political as well 
expressed by the SDLP . 

8 
have been and i strong n nationali concerns 

that the Government might st cir 1 not be go h c es generally 
upgrading of the line. a ead with t The qirish N o the 
been sharply critical of ews• in particul h our reluct ar as 
and EC resources to the . ance to commit natio 1 

proJect; (the na 
been that there is an i editorial line has 

ncompatibilit b 
statements of principle i Y etween our positive 

n regard to c 
cooperation and our lack f rose-border 

o commitment on th 
important North-South link th . e most 

l
. ) ' e Dublin/Belfast railway 
ine . 

In the last month there have been two meetings at official 

level ( i ncl udi ng representatives from the NI Department of 

the Environment and our own Department of Tourism and 

Transport) to discuss the question of the railway line. At 

the last meeting our attitude to the upgrading of the line, 

as set out in paragraph 7 above, was fully explained to the 

British side - they appeared reasonably satisfied, on the 

grounds that this represented a more positive approach than 

they had previously understood us to have. In addition, 

both sides agreed to remain in close contact with a view to 
d perational aspects of 

discussing further the financial an ° 
d 

th t the following draft 
the project. It was also agree a 

i
ni tars for inclusion in 

language would be submitted to M 
8 

the Conference Communique: 

j 
int examination of the 

ti nue the O - - il 
"They agreed to con oublin/Belfast ra 

f i proving the 
costs and benefits O m ibili tY of securing 

ber the poss 
link and explore furt ean conununi ty• · 

f 0111 the guroP 
o,p financial support r 

att 11 lllent of Foreign Affairs 
Ii\ JUJ, 

'I, 1990. 

9 

10 

1 

1 
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~" o! the "Orld• 
,rour1 a faateat 

000unt !or one-tenth Of 9:rowing ind 
tO a total •.. Ut tries and i f 

. derabl e opportuni tie, t ... o r1 c1 trad• b 8 orec aat 
oonsi • . . o.r both Par Y 1995. The.re a r e 

r,.rth and tne O.OJ ecti ve of t, ot Ire land t 
gro cross bord o shal:e in thia 
increase tourist revenue and tratt1 a,:- co- oper a tion •hould be t o 

rnatior.al tourism terms both c to I reland as a h l 
u1te are srnaii w o e . ln 

d the challenge 1,,1111 be to devise ' often secondary des tinations 
all Pl:'og.ra.nunes h . 

,rnand 0
1

,ers eas markets ! or 11 w l eh have the pote nti al 
to e - a I re 1 and t 
t .;~ctively be carried out on a j 

1 
. our1s :n a nd whi ch can mosl: 

e .. .., o nt basis. 

cross"'.'border tourism co-operati.on has . 
. . · , particularly i11 recent years , 

been growing in scope and range. It has evolveci. from a series of 

informal relationships between Bord Failte (BFE) and the Northern 

rreland Touri 
I

t Board ( NI TB), and sporadic contacts between the t wo 

responsible Government Departments, into a specHic set of joint 

development and marketing programmes. A rnaj or new impetus has been 

orovided by the advent of the International Fund for Ireland ( IFI ) which 

~as, since 1987, provided some £26 million Sterling towards a j ointly 

administered Touri3m Programme (see Appendix I _i . 

rrish Tcuri s m 
The Irish tourism ~ectors, north and sou , na.v : t h , a number of im~ortant 

!eaturi;s in common: its s'trengths a clean 
a basie tourism produc:;t which lists amo: ~, ·c and historical 

distinctiv~ : ·1 : tural 
physical environment, a . d hospii:ality. There 

fr friendlin~~i ~n 
heritage, and a tradition ° . n range and quality to 

lop the proa ~. ~ i 
is, however, a need to deve .,..i m tt,, rket; 

dern tou- s meet the needs of the mo 

. d by small, mainly 
_ ~ 6 aorru. nate . 

e structur."' ... . '"' s relied heavily a tourism indust;ry whos 
0

, ors and which 1~a 
family-run, units with low tu.rn d;, :a1opment assistance; 

t1on and on the stat• for promo 
-

,:1egrees, alSO 
ly non-holiday 

1upJ:) . 
""lY marked .n t .·, va.x:yU~~ 

13 
parti ot tourism ™4ators, who, · . t: ·rhis 

. ~ ~~rkt::l -· "' ·,1ner• many services to the dozntuti... aector~ · · 
o&terin9 

the north' s hotel and rk•~; 
local ina concentrated on the 

;s1nesses are 



~ : _rl'I ' ·?O 16 ::~8 
2· . 

tourism 

Departmental l 
6\7•1. State agencie 

s "1ith 
and deve1 opn:ent, 

' 

? -. ~ 

The breakdown of overseas visit," 
.r~ . north and south (See Appendix II ~ Tables 1_3. , is roughly 20:ao. 

h Almoat 90\ of the north's visitors 
and j UI t l es • t an 

7 
O \ of the so .. th' s, eom• trom Britain and Ireland'. 

Well over one mi 11 ion "pure" tourists holidayed in the south h.at year, 

whi 1 e only a tenth ot that figure f.id so in the north. These important 

market differences a.re reflected j,n the scale of the contribu<:ion by 

tourism to the t·,,.;o economies: 

North 

South 

, of GDP 

1. 5 7 

,. s 

' of Employment % 

1. 0 

6. 8 

Export, : :":"ternalE&rni nge 

n/ a StgE136 million 

6. 4 Stg£933 million 

---

s by differing rHent year 
acerbated in been growing 

further ex 19111 which have (See 
This contrast has been d southern tour lY sinee 1987, 1 

thern an specti v• au annua 
growth rates in nor f 8% and 15\ re aiming to incr•d the north 

es o th u 9 9 3 an at annual averag 'l'h• ,ou 
98

9 and 1 ' 
bl e 4 ) . et~een 1 Appendix I I Ta ther 90% b 

'oy a fur tourislll v1s1 tor num'oers d 1994. ,outhtrn wth 
1999 an 1n tl'I• andgto 

by 70% between • - ent•rPri••• perfo<"•"°• 5 sterling 

in))•' of 1t1canc,, trentlY £. further 
. gg•-& nu iO ,1gn on ii cu '!'his is 

Bee a use of the bl. 8 conoin promoti rt I), 
re~ter toutUIII 'lt'lpendi" indu1try and its 9 on (S•• n 

e ndi n9 110tt1'1 targets, state sp · ; . .,M 

tor every £1 sterling -



tu,tdre co-o~abatio_n 
rutura co-operation Will . 

, as l.n the 
t ourism strengths tc them, Past, be bastd 

. ;,it uai benefit of b on exploiting eo 
on both sides of the border offers th 0th economies. The indua ry 

a same bauc .. 
t he ref ore should be th.6 .. our ism product whl.c 

'-1 corners tone of · 
any co-operative atrategy. 

Tourism analysts consider that Ireland' 1 best pros pects tor tutu.re 

growth are in the development of niche segments wi thin international 

mark•t•. Ni ohe1 where Ireland enjoys considerable natural advantages 

include: 
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4. tu~ed approach to O 

e s true roa a border co operation is a natural 
1~iS 1110:ent out of current 1nit1at1vea 'Which include joint arketing 

~el

0

P in Sri ta1n, Europe and North America but ai.
0 

enco pass more 
de 1t1znes 

iocJT:a roj ects such aa the joint development of a co p teri•ed 
P arm P · · t 
, 

0

g,t and reservation system, an all-Irel and genealogical pro1ec , 
J. o e1on 

. torma accommodation clastification sys t em. ~n ommon 
d A C an 

oe~a of Economic Development rtment 
aeifast 

June, 1 990 

· d Trans 'OOrt Departmant of Tourism an . 
Dublin 



0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-.~ 

a1,1a t ance 
amenit ' north 

y deve10 and south, Pmente: for t he 

tourist amenities 

... . 
amen.1 ..... 1.es a+--tac· " ned 
accommodation to 

hotel and guesth 
i mprovement ouse 

new hotels 

touris~ accommod t · a ion 

community sponsor d . e amenities 

North 
Stg £m South Stg fm Tot al 

Stg Em 
5. 689 

3. 138 

1. 650 

1. 42 5 

0. 950 

12. 852 

4 . 726 

4. l 13 

0 . 4 7 5 

9. 314 

10,41 5 

7. 25 1 

0. 475 

1. 650 

1. 42 5 

0. 950 

22 . 166 

(ii) Joint ;>1arketin; 
A total of Stg£4. 041 million has been allocated for a joint marketing 

programme i ncl udi ng Stg. E 1 million for the development of an all

!reland computerised reservation syste.11 and Stg. £0. s million for an 

Stg £M 

all · Joint marketing initiatives i n Britain, 
.. Ireland genealogy proj •et. 

Europe, North A:meri ea and Australia include: 

ad"V•.x:ti1ing and 
promotion 1. 2 

0 Sp•oial interest o. 52 

0 Trade 
otiOl'll 

and consumer prom o. 42 

0 Tour operator support 
o. 21 

o. 19 
0 Direct mail London 

0 1nforrnatiOn 
des le, --

Joint tourist 
2. 54 

1 
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Great Britain 
Northern Ireland 
Republic of Irelar.d 
!Jort:h .>.meri ea 
Europe 
Other A.reas 

TO'rAL 

Holiday 
VFR 
Business 
Others 

TOTAL 

-

Pur;;oee of 

612 (56) 

342 (32) 
36 (5) 
56 (5) 
2 5 ( 2) 

1091(100) 

Tapl • .a, 

Qv1;1e11 

North 

' 
14 
50 
24 
12 

100 

11k311 1 

1716 (49) 
680 (20) 

427 (1 2 ) 
547 (1 6 ) 
114 (3) 

3484(100) 

Yi1it1 uu 
South 

' 
39 
37 
17 

7 

100 

~.:-------

gt All·It1l1D4 tg1'Z::~lt M1,1s1t1. 

Hc.1:th-Sg1.1tl'.l sh1u:a 
Total 

North 
south ' rket I 

' 100 - 74 100 
26 88 100 
12 91 100 

9 82 100 

18 79 
eas 21 
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An,t;NQIX, XI lCONTp} 

---------------~ 
North 
(') South 

Giea t Brit a{nn::-------]T-------.~( \~)~--
Northern I rei and 

14 1 9 
Republic of Ireland 10 
North Ameri ea -1 
Europe -1 
Other Areas :~ 

TOTAL 8 

4 
20 
27 

l5 
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' 

~ 

seg£rn. 'I( 

---
1983 

(a) .sta t ii Subyention1. 

NI TB 'k • 

SFE 
2. 215 

23. 392 

( :0) neyel opment Gi=anu. 

North 3. 085 
South l. 839 

. =-

------1986 1987 
1988 1989 1990 

2. 640 3. 0 54 
22. 651 19.546 

3. 3 7 3 3 . 690 
24. 032 

3. 8 
20. 318 20. 275 

2. 870 1. a 13 
3. 131 1. 995 

l. 986 l. 957 2. lg ,~ 
0. 679 0. 472 C 

{c) EC Stry9tura1 Fund• - - for priyate 11gtgr tnu i rem development 

•• 

North* k • 

South 

1989 

13. 815 

1990 

o. 55 
13. 249 

1991 

1. 3o 
11. 448 

1992 

2.48 
1 o. 4 3 9 

1993 

3. 25 
13. 853 

Exchange rate Stg£0. 943/IR£1 

F' igures are for the financi8l year beginning on 1 April each year 

. 
•· ~ i;. ·· - s:. onal - subject to EC approval 



The launch of the St udy was a v 
gave a real boost t ery successful occ . o cross-bord asion and 
your personal pres en er co-operation. ce at the 

1 
I know t hat 

appreciated by the . aunch was enormously 
people in Donegal. 

Now that the Study has been . . published, we are anxious that 

it should not be allowed gather d ust on a shelf. There are 

a number of recommendations which could usefully be followed 

up - some of them perhaps through Interreg or the 

International Fund. 

There will be a period of a few months to allow feedback on 

the Study from the various bodies in the North-West region. 

We might use this time to plan exactly how we are going to 

structure follow-up - it might, for example, be useful to 

establish some kind of joint Action Team to oversee 

developments. 

r 

1 
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2. 

3. 

Follow-up 

The North-West Study wa 
s launched 

secretary of State in 00 by the Taoiseach 
negal last and the 

commissioned jointly by th Weekend. The St d 
e two Gov u Y was 

cost being met by the EC) errunents (with 70% of the 
and Prepared 

Lybrand. It contains over by Coopers and 
one hundred r 

action, ranging from the h. h ecommendations for 
ig ly ambitious ( 

drift net salmon fishing) to . e. g. abolition of 
. more nu.nor but useful 

suggestions (such as improv d . 
e signposting of tourism 

amenities on a cross-border basis). 

Now that the Study has been launched, there is need for 

attention to the question of follow-up. A Joint North/South 

Steering Group ( chaired on our side by an official from the 

Department of Foreign Affairs and on the Northern side by an 

official from the Central Secretariat) was established to 

oversee the preparation of the Study; this Group will 

presumably continue temporarily in existence in order to 

receive reactions from local bodies to the Study. However, 

it may be that different type of body - perhaps with more 
. ld be better suited to the task of 

local involvement - wou 
t h implementation of, a 

drawing up, and overseeing e 

programme of follow-up actio~ 

'ght emphasise our view 
t h Minister mi d At the Conference, e ffecti ve follow-up an 

d now needs e .. 
that the North-West stu Y . en as to how this is 

W1
·11 have to be giv 

that consideration 

best structured. 

1 



2. 

3. 

Erne Shannon Link 

Ball oonnell Canal 

Steering/$ 
peaking Note 

This item is on 
the agenda at th 

side. An NIO submissi e request of the British 
on seeki 

Government' s part. . ng approval for the British 
icipation in th 

the Northern side . e project - on the basis of 
assunu.ng 10% f 

been on Mr. Brook, 0 the overall cost - has 
e s desk for a 

now understand fr i number of weeks past. we 
om nformal ind' . . 

and in London that th ications in the Secretariat 
e Secretary of St . the Confer ate will confirm at 

ence that the British Government is prepared to 
proceed with the project. 

On our side matters are well advanced. The necessary 
legislation - the Shannon (Navigation) Bill - has passed all 

stages in the Dail and Seanad and will be signed by the 

President in the next few days. The overall funding package 

has been approved by the inter-Departmental Committee 

overseeing the project. Most importantly, the European 

Commission has recently indicated that it is satisfied with 

the technical and cost-benefit data submitted and is 

therefore ready to go ahead with Structural Fund support. 

once the legislation passes into law the ESB, as project 

managers, will be able to place the necessary excavation 

t t It l.
. s anticipated, therefore, that actual work 

con rac s. 
on site will begin in September/October. 

Speaking Points 
The Minister might W

ish to indicate the following to Mr. 

Brooke: 

t is very appreciative of the 
The Irish Governmen i t . British authorities to partic pa e ~n 
decision of the 

of the canal; 
the restoration 

ning of the Erne-Shannon 
t the re-ope 

we believe tha tea unique tourism and 
i k will crea 

navigation 1 n if properly developed and 

leisure aine 
nitY which, 
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marketed, will bring 
substantial economic benefit to 

the people of the catchment 
area; 

I am happy to say that the necessary legislation in the 
South has now completed its passage through the Dail 

and Seanad and will enter into law in the next few 
days. 

Now that all of the major preliminary steps have been 

taken, we expect that the project managers will be able 

to proceed at an early date with the placement of the 
work-contracts; and 

We look forward to continued close cooperation with our 

colleagues on the Northern side as we enter the 

operational phase of the project. 

1990. 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

.. 
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Study on Implioati 
ons of 1992 

Speaking Points 

I know you are anxious 
to have a 

happy to make copy of the text and I am 
a number of copies 

(copies to be available to you today 
handed over). 

The Taoiseach envi 
sages an early launch of the study· we 

will of course let you know as soon as ' a date is decided. 

The Study, as you will see, consists of eight chapters. The 

overview chapter prepared by the Department of Finance is a 

factual presentation of the characteristics of the two 

economies. The other chapters are the work of individual 

consultants and do not in any sense bear a Government 

imprimatur. 

launch. 

This will of course be made clear at the 

(If the Northern side raises the question of submission of 
amendments - This hardly arises in the case of the chapters 

by individual consultants - it's their work, not ours. On 

h 
. chapter I would be fairly confident that our t e overview , 

f F ·nance has not been guilty of factual errors! 
Department o 1 

th 'ng major of course let us know. 
If you spot any 1 , 

Ucha question of the timetable - if 
However it's very m 

' 1 eh before the summer recess, we will 
there is to be a aun 

Pri
nt within a matter of days). 

have to go to 



1. 

2. 

The proposal f or the 
the Taoiseach. . preparation of in his Dail this paper was made by 
Relations in No statement on Anglo-Iri'sh 

vember 1989 
overview chapte . The study consists of an 

. r prepared by the Dep rt 
series of seven . d' . a ment of Fin.ance in ividual and a 
and Trade, Financi' l . chapters (Agriculture, Id a Services T . n ustry 
Environment and E ' ourism, Transport, 

nergy, Human R 
consultants Th esources) written by various 

. e Study amounts t 
and it is proposed t . . o about 200 pages overall 

o publish it as 
entitled 11 

1992 
_ A a paperback booklet 

II , • Shared Challenge" (Subtitle: 
Implications of the Single European Market for Economic Co

on the Island of Ireland") The d ft h operation 

finalised 

Taoiseach 

. · ra as been 
since early April and is ready to go to print· th 
h . . ' e 

as indicated that he envisages an early launch. 

The Northern authorities are most anxious to be given an 

advance copy of the Study. Their preferred scenario would 

be for us to hand over a copy in sufficient time for them to 

comment - and possibly seek amendments - before the text 

goes to print. For our part, we have from the outset made 

clear that this is .Q.£f. initiative; we would be very 

reluctant at this stage to begin an exercise where they 

would submit a multitude of amendments (as they almost 

certainly would, if invited to comment) and we would then 

be faced with the difficult task of deciding which should or 

should not be taken on board. 

3 th 
t at next week's Conference, we might 

· It is suggested a , 
f 

the text with an indication that an 
hand over a copy o , visaged. If asked whether any 
early launch is now en 



amendments from the Northern side will be taken on board, 

the Minister might say that this is very much a function of 

the timescale; the text will have to go to print within a 

matter of days. The Minister might emphasise that the 

various chapters are of course the responsibility of the 

individual consultants and do not necessarily reflect 

Government views. The point can also be made that the 

consultants were specifically encouraged to take full 

account of the Northern Ireland perspective in approaching 

the various topics. 



Main Conclusions Reoo 
mmendationa 

~~~P:.:r:..::o:..::a;..;;;c=h~t~o;;..._:E::.:C::::...,;I:!:..!!.s !!.SJ=U~e§_a ~o_f--.;:::S..::t-=u~dL-2.on~a!!;n!LJAl~l~-:]I~r~eLll:.!at;:n~d 

-~EC~o~n~o~m~i==o___;;:;O~v~e~r~v~i~e~w~ (prepared b 
Both parts YD/Finance) 

of the island h 
development of ave a mutual interest in the 

appropriate EC 
extension of c . common policies, 

ommuru. ty res 
consequent· 1 ponsibilities and the 

ia enlargement f. o its budgetary resources; 

Each part of the. l 
is and has a vital stake in a strong 

European Reqional Policy; 

Joint interest in the maintenance of an effective CAP 

and in the development of an effective Rural 
Development Policy. 

Joint interest in the development of appropriate 

Community Tourism Policies. 

Mutual advantage in greater Community recognition of 

the importance of transport networks and, in 

particular, of comprehensive and efficient linkages 

from outer regions to the greater European system. 

Agriculture and Natural Resources 
Enhanced coordination and 

aqrimonetary arrangements 

cooperation in EC 
in both parts of the island. 

ti n to ensure the maintenance of the 
Greater coopera 0 

~~~~l~h:!:e~a::l..::t~h~s~t.;;;a __ t __ u_s in the context of 
island's good ~n ma 

livestock market after 1992. 
the more open 

tion (including sharing of facilities and 
More coopera of Agricultural Research and in 

) in the area -
resources Extension and Information 

1 Training, 
Aqrioultura 

services. 
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Promotion of er 
oss-border 

tourism schemes. .£,Ural development and agri-

Cooperation in th 
e area off d 

generic branding 00 marketing including 
on an all-Ireland 

products and close 
11 

basis in certain 
co aboration i 

activities overseas. n food promotion 

In the fisheries secto 
. r, a common initiative to explore 

possible relationshi b PS etween land-based pollutants 
and fish disease· f 1 . . , orma isation of existing exchange 
of information/cooperation links in the official 

research and education/training programmes of both 

jurisdictions; Foyle Fisheries Commission to be the 

licensing authority for shellfish farming in the Foyle 

estuary; co-ordinated approach at EC level to maintain 

the good fish health status of the island; co

ordination of grant aid for fish processing industry on 

both parts of the island. 

In the area of forestry, co-ordinated approach at EC 

level to issues of forestry-related disease and pests; 

1 . t' n of cooperation/exchange of information forma isa 10 · 

links on research; strengthening of forest fire 

prevention and control. 

closer co-ordination (especially at 
Where feasible, the 

between both 
EC level) of poliOY issues 

administrations. 

lndustry and Trade as which could assist the 
- tion in are 

All-Ireland coopera jects of sufficient scale 
industrial pro 

development of he challenge of the Single 
·t·velY tot 

to respond posi i This could be achieved by 
k t (SEM). 

European Mare 
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initiatives relati 
. ng to acces t 
industrial incenti vea s o domestic markets, 

and mergers/takeovers policies. 

The development on 
an all-Ireland b i 

to assist the t as s of programmes 
s rategic ma 

firms in both nagement development of small 
parts of the island. 

The development of i 
· un varsity/industry links on an all-

Ireland basis and 
cross-border cooperation in 

technology research for the manufacturing sector. 

Cross-border cooperation to achieve greater access to 

markets, including mutual access to domestic markets 

and joint efforts to penetrate international markets. 

The latter could be pursued through mutual access to 

the overseas offices of the official export Boards; 

common branding of Irish products; shared market 

information and research; and joint overseas marketing 

initiatives. 

Improved cost competitiveness in both jurisdictions by 

the shared use of infrastructure and facilities (e.g . 

. ti'ons and energy networks). tele-commuru..ca 

Financial Services . between the respective authorities 
Closer cooperation i'n the area of financial 
in both parts 0 f the island 

and supervisory poliOY· 

to manpower training and 
d approach 

More coordinate reater mobility within the 
t (including g 

developmen d) 
the islan . 

industry on 

the official statistical data 
to improve 

Joint efforts d s uth) 
(North an o . 

on the sector 
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The development f 
o a single St 

to serve both ock and Securities Market 
parts of the island. 

The establishment of 
common training standards and 

qualifications wh' h 
ic would contribute towards the 

creation of an, t 
in egrated tourism infrastructure and 

culture. 

Introduction of a common hotel rating system and 

greater use of twinning arrangements between hotels of 

similar standard in both parts of the island. 

Development on a cross-border basis of the Shannon/Erne 
basin under the aegis of an appropriate coordinating 

body. 

Enhanced cooperation marketing the entire island of 

Ireland as a holiday destination for foreign tourists 

The National Genealogy Project (sponsored by IFI) 

should, when completed, be the subject of a joint 

promotional and marketing campaign by BF and the NITB. 

Encouragement of the industry itself to initiate 

various levels of cross-border cooperation. 

In regard to the development of ports, the 

t
, of future investments (North and South) 

concentra ion 

Ponding to the main directional needs 
at points corres 

1 and Southern Corridors). 
(i.e. Northern, Centra 
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The strateg' ic response 
the Channel T of the island t ~---'.;;.;:.:.;==-~~u~n~n~el should o the advent of 
of effective s i be focussed on the ea and art provision 

ransport services. 

In relation to th T e proposal f . 
ransport Servi or improved Access 

ces to Brit i 
mainland the s a n and the European 

' outh should k 
facilitate link ma e every effort to 

ages from the 
whatever domestic n se services to the North in 

hub-and-spoken emerge. arrangements that 

North-South cooperation in th . . fi e raising of management 
pro ciency levels throughout all modes of the 

transport industry on the island. 

Environment and Energy 
In order to bear the high costs involved in the 

maintenance of a high quality environment, both 

administrations should coopera_te to market the good 

environmental image on an island-wide basis. 

Cooperation in developing industrial capacity and 

markets for home produced environmental equipment and 

services. 

Maximisation of cross-border cooperation on 
environment-related research and the presentation of 

oint-submissions for EC fundin for research ro ects. 

economic and security 

the North-South subject to its feasibility in 

terms, the reestablishment of 

electricitY interconnecto_;. 

the involvement of Northern Ireland 

Reconsideration of 

in the ,!h&,tural gas 
network in the south. 

r 
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Enhanced North 
-South 

renew bl 00operati a e s ourc on in research 
ea of energy on 

and energy conservation. 

Human Resources and Health 

Increased linka es between 
parts of th . Second Level Schools in both 

e island, es . 
· pecially North-South cooperation in the teaching f 

o modern European languages and 
enhanced school 

sporting contacts. 

On Third Level Education, the study recommends that 

renewed consideration be given to the proposals of the 

1985 NIEC/NESC Report II Higher Education in Ireland: 

Cooperation and Complementarity. It also recommends 

that both Governments adopt a more planned approach to 

cross-border student movements which is likely to 

persist during the coming decade (mainly from South to 

North), due to the relative demographic imbalance 

between both parts of the island. 

1 nt training the study recommends a greater On emp oyme _ 
integration of cross-border 

1/developmental projects and 
infrastructura 

training initiatives. 
complementary 

. . n the area o 
f both Governments' respective 

Cooperation i the long-term unemployed e.g. both 
training schemes for 'der jointly how their 

. might consi 
administrations unemployed could be 

long-term for the programmes 
accord more 

adapted to 

support. 

with EC requirements for ESF 

in the 
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In the health sector, study identifies a number of 

areas where there may be potential for enhanced 

cooperation: developing training capacity so as t o 

meet nursing shortages in other Community member States 

and in third countries; an all-Ireland approach to 

paramedical traininq; cooperative ventures in public 

health programmes (Aids, smoking, alcohol, diet etc ) ; 

more extensive cross-border patient transfers for 

specialised/expensive treatments; the treatment of the 

North Western Health Board and the Western Health and 

Social Services Board (in Northern Ireland) as 2.!!!. 

catchment area for the purposes of providing regional 

hospital medical specialties in that entire area. 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

lz 

This item is on th 
Mr B e agenda at th 

. rooke Will e reques t 
authorities st no doubt wish 

rong conce 

side. 
o f the Bri t i sh 

to expres s his 
implement the 48 _h rn that the 

. . our rule Government continues to 
notwithstanding decision of the E 

uropean 
Court of Justice 

the r e cent 
breach of EC la w. that it i s in 

The British 'd 
si e reacted stron 1 

decision to continu g Y to the Governme nt ' s 
e, for the time b . 

hour rule. These eing, to enforce the 48-
concerns were f 

the Secretariat in th orcefully conveyed to us i n 
e aftermath of th . 

of a note from th . . e Judgement. A copy 
e British side which outlines these 

concerns and Mr. Brook f es ormal statement of 12 June on the 

judgement of the European Court are included in the brief. 

A briefing note from the Department of Finance on the 

current state of play is attached below. The Governments' 

request for a derogation (limiting the amount of dutiable 

goods which would be granted a traveller in respect of 

visits outside the State for a period shorter than 1§. hours) 

was tabled at the June ECO/FIN Council and is to be 

discussed further at ECO/FIN later this month. In the 

· t the Department of Finance has asked that we 
circums ances, 
might refrain from entering into substantive discussion on 

the issue at the forthcoming Conference. 

Speaking Points therefore, wish to draw upon the 
The Minister might, Brooke' s presentation: 

response to Mr. 
following points in 

on this matter and will 
concerns 

We have noted your for Finance and to the 
to the Minister 

convey them 

Government; 
, iess restrictive 

dified, 

Our Prop
osal for mo 

1 
nd to prevent the 

ble Ire a 
to ena 

arrangements 
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distortions oft 
rade Which h 

likely to be co . ad occurred up to 1987 is nsidered b 
Council later th' y the Community at an ECO/FIN 

is month as 
discussions on t part of the ongoing 

ravellers allowances; 

We would hope to 
gain the 

support of our EC partners for such a trans · t· 
J. J.onal arrangement in place of the 48 -

hour rule; in this respect we understand that Minister 

Reynolds has already spoken to the British Chancel lor 
of the Exchequer; and 

As part of the 1992 process we are committed to the 

approximation of rates of indirect taxation. It is 
envisaged, therefore, that in the next two to three 

years the cross-border shopping problem should 

disappear as the Irish rates approximate to those 

obtaining in Britain. 
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1, The 

judgi:nent 

attached 

Government's Posit· 
ion on the 48 

of the Euro:peal'.1 C -hour rule following the 
ourt of Juetic 

press release ( Ap . e ( ECJ l is set out in the 
Pend1x I). 

2. Since the ECJ decision . . negotiations h 
EC C . . ave been opened with the ommiesion on the poesib'l' 

. 1 lty of Putting in place 
alternative measures by means of. formal 

~ derogation that would 
be consistent with the ECJ J'udge~ec.t. 

~~ Denmark already has such 
a derogation· What is envieaged ie aet out in Appendix II 

details of which were circulated at the June ECO/FIN. 

3. The derogation as envisaged would mean that travellers 

outside the State for a shorter period (36 hour~) would be 

entitled to buy dutiable goods up to a value limit of 60 ECU 

(IRE45) as well as the specified quantities of alcohol etc. 

Thie would be a significant relaxation on the present poeition 

where people outside the State for less than 48 hours do not 

qualify for any allowances. Travellers outside the country for 

more than 36 hours would qualify for the full EC travel 

t the value limit is IR£302). allowances (at preeen 

1 ation for travellers outside the 
4. In addition to the re ax 

are prepared to agree to 
State for leee than 36 hours we 

1 
t avellers' allowance 

. . the genera r 
significant increases in al at present before 

f Dutch propos 
regime, on the lines o a . ease the value limit to 

h. would incr 
ECO/FIN. If adopted t is ountry tor more than 36 

id8 the C 
about IR£450 for people oute 

hours. 
the Irish authorities are 

hOW that 'd' 
5. The points at 3 and 4 ~ ble moves consistent with avo1 ing 

quite willing to make reasona rtioD of trade. 
the recurrence of• major disto 
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6 The Minister for F' 
' in~nce h 
~out the need for repl &e epokan to 

aw ace~ent the UK Chancellor 
'l'"'e case for special tneas . arrangeznente f 1

~ . • uree la b or the 48-hour rule. 
t l)e introduction of the rul •eed on our experienc . 

e When , e prior to 
£330 million Wa6 epent by Stat , ~n 1986 alone, an eetimated 

G. 9 residents 
the North. l ven the co:nti . . on ehopping visits to 

nu1n9 wide · 
ates between the two i::>art gap in VAT and excise 

r e of the ieland 
diversion of trade would St. ll . . , the Problem of 

l arise in th b strictiona along the 1 . e a sence of 
re ~nes sought. 

The UK side Will be aware f . 
rom meetings 

Brussels that we are generally well disposed 

move~ent, notwithstanOing the budgetary loss 

7. 
on fiscal matters in 

to the whole 1992 

(c. E600 million) 
that this will give rise to. 

This year's Budget measuree which 
provide for a reduction in the standard VAT rate ae well as the 

abolition of selected excise duties is evidence of our poeitive 

stance in this regard. Further progreea in this regard will be 

facilitated by the support of our Community partners for 

transitional restrictive measures in place of the 48-hour rule. 

The problem will disappear as aoon ae closer approximation of 

indirect taxes between Ireland and UK can be achieved aa part of 

the EC move e. 

July 1990 
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oepartment of Finance. 

Dublin 2. 
Tel. (01) 767571 . 
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THAR CEANN 

An R · o1_nn Airgeadais 
Baile Atha Cl . 1a1h 2 
Tel. (0 1) 767571 . 

PREss RELEASE 

P :iE. 134 

European Court J 
Ireland's 48-hour udgement in the ea Rule in relation se concerning 

to Travellers, Allowances 

The Minister for Finan . ce, Mr. Albert Reynolds 
that, while the Government . 

1 
.T.D., has made clear 

accept th1.s mornin • · · 
European court against th g 

9 

Judgement of the e 48-hour rule fort th l ' l ravellers' allowances , 
e rue wi l be maintained in operation 

d 
' 

for the time being, pending a 

o t e Judgement and its full i~~lications, and etailed consideration f h 
pending the outcome· of consultations with the EC commission. 

-
In commenting on the judgement, the Minister said that he regretted 

that the Court had been unable to find in favour of Ireland, 

particularly in view of the forceful case that had been presented by 

the Government and the uncontested evidence of the serious abuses 

occurring prior to the introduction of the 48-hour rule. He 

recalled that the Advocate-General in the case had clearly 

acknowledged the unquestionable economic difficulties which Ireland 

faces. 

t 
ere already in discussion with 

Mr Re 1 . h the Governmen w yno ds said t at · th a view to obtaining a 
th . ember states wt 

e EC Commission and other m ts to enable Ireland to 
~ut 'ti d arrangemen Ual agreement for modi e . t trade wh.iC:h had occurred up to 

P d . tort1ons o >:event the abuses and is h an understanding with the EC 
. was to raac . 

1987. He said that the aim rnment, 9 intention that the 
was the aov• . 

as quickly as possible. It . portant financial and economic ard e~e im . 
n•w arrangements sbould sategu nd tb• Exchequer, In the meantime, the 

interests or Irisn businesses a 
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, ' 5 made clear that the , 
·nister ha IIXt3ting restrict i ons are to remain Ml. aration. 

il1 op 

l
ear from the VAT and excise reductions i n t he ·1990 Budget , 

·s C 

AS 

I 

d is anxious, SUbj ect to blldgetary constraints, to ma ke progr.ess 

rre la·: a PP ro x ima t ion of EC indirect taxes . However, until the 

i l'I th y degree of approximation has been achieved, the Iri sh 
essar , t · of 

nee . , 5 must continue to be concerned about trade d1stor i ons tnor1. tie au . 
. s kind· thl 

1 

1 
.. 
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~ To TlfR NR'l'R 
FOR 'l'RAVEI.LEas ERLANos COMPROMISE 

(d ALLoWANCES 
oc. 5674/90 Fisc i1) 

DRAFr 

add a new paragraph 3 Which 
~ reads as follows: 

J. Irish d~rogatio..n (with· 
lmmediate effect) 

(a} In general,,: 

Within the value limits for all travellers; 

a maximum of 12 litres of beer is allowed. 

(b) For travellers who have been out of Ireland for ~ 

than 36 hours and who are not frontier workers, the 

following limits apply until 31 December 1991: 

value limit: 
'th a maximum of 2 litres of beer to be §9 Ecus, wi ----- - -

include~ in this limit; 

guantity limits: 

cigarettes 
smoking tobacco 
alcohol and alcoholic 

beverages 

150 pieces 
200 grammes 

o.5 litre 

AN\COM8R 



---118 eritish side noted with r,, . concern t 
1.1inister for Finance, Mr Albert he statement of the 
r• t Reynolds , Ir i s h 
response to he j udgmen t of th ' l ssued on 12 Ju 1 . e European na n 
158/88, Their concern in particular . Court of Justice in Case 
that immediate steps are not t arises from the implications 

o be taken fa t 
hour rule, so as to bring Irish law r he repeal of t he 48 

t f into conformity with the 

00 5 PC 

requiremen s o European law. Thi . . s position seem i . 
the requirements of Article 171 f s ncons1stent wi th 

o the EEC Treaty th t 'if 
of Justice finds that a Member Stat h . a the Court 

. e as f al.led to fulfil an 
obligation under this Treaty the state sh 11 b . ' a e required to take 
the necessary measures to comply with the Judgment of the court of 

Justice• . 

2. The British side was, however, relieved to see the reported 

comment of the Taoiseach that the 48 hour rule would 'have to go•. 

They would be grateful for clarification of the steps that ere to be 

taken to give effect to the Taoiseach's statement. 

3. The British side has always held the view that the 48 hour rule , 

besides being impossible to reconcile with the relevant EC 

D
. 1 pment of economic links in the 
irective, is inimical to the ~eve O 

• 

b d 
f the sort that would bring 

order areas of Northern rrelan ° . f those areas, and carry the 

j 
immediate benefit to the people O 

, • of other ties to the 
•p ·n theH train 

otential for the development i t Governments have long 
he . d · g , The wo 

nef1t of mutual understan in tion of this kind. The 
d f ter coopera . 
eclared it their poliCY to os d in advancing its views in 

a · restraine 

I
·. r1tish side has' however, been i h reiations generally. If 

Public, in the interests of Anglo-I\:gment of the court, however, 

~ffect is not shortly given to the J · ng pressure to make its ~iews 
lt . d increas1 . l b able to give a 

is likely to become un er · sh side wJ. l e 
fi t the Itl 

rrn1y known It hopes tha this note• ,.. . se to 
er}' early and positive respon 
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RESTRICTED 

STATEMENT BY SECRETARY OF STATE 

48 HOUR RULE 

Secretary of State for Northern Ireland, Peter Brooke MP, made 
following statement today in response to the judgment of the 

uropean Court of Justice against the Irish '48 hour rule': 

Since it was introduced in March 1987, the 48 hour rule has 
inhibited the development of just the sort of economic links, to 
the benefit of people in both parts of the island of Ireland, 
that we should be encouraging. The British Government has 
always believed that the rule was wrong, and unlawful. We are 
all bound by European law in this field, and in view of the 
unequivocal terms of the judgement, I hope that the Irish 
government will immediately repeal the rule . 

. ' ~ ... :·~.~·· .. }: .: '" .. : ... : .: .. -· -.: ~ . ..-: .':~· ·. ·. \ .. ·. ': . . . 
•' . ~ . 

·· ... . ,• .. 
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In general, we are very 
Positive b 

know the Taoi s each exp re a d a out I nterreg; as you 
Be his str Initiative in Donegal t ong support for the 

a the weekend; we are conscious that it can make a major contrib ti 
u on in border areas. 

We hope that the Commission will be open and flexible in its 

approach to implementation; we are somewhat concerned - as I 

know you are - about the fairly rigid attitude it seems to 

be taking to date. There will be an opportunity to talk 

matters through when our officials have a further joint 

meeting with Commission officials in Brussels this week 
(Thursday 19th). 

t t North and South, I am lad that the relevant Depar men s, 
g detailed work of drawing up a draft are getting down to the 

a series of meetings have been programme. I note that 

f this month and next. arranged or 

will be a fairly complex 
h joint programme ·ss1.·on insistence on a Drawing up t e . th the commi 

Particularly w1 1 It will take a business, t local leve · 
Of involvement a . deadline of the end good deal commission 
e ffort to meet the d hard work all 

concerted i' th goodwill an b that 
- however, w d programme Y r Submi t a goo of the yea n 

f'dent we ea round, I am con 1 

date. 
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l, 

2. 

3. 

EC 

The Interreg Initiati 
. ve Cforme l 

Programme) is funded fr r y Called the Trans frontier 
om the 5% 

structural Funds. It i Collllnission reserv of the 
. . t . t . s expected that t e 

the ini ia l.Ve Will be b . he full details of 
PU lished b 

this month. On the b . Y the Conunission later 
asis of inf 

Brussels, it is thought th ormal soundings in 
at a total f b made available under the i . . . 0 a out £70m will be 

th IU.tiative to Ireland, North and sou . 

A joint North/South paper - outlining in an illustrative 

fashion the type of projects that might form part of a joint 

programme - was submitted to the Commission in February of 

this year. The areas covered included: agriculture, 

fisheries, industrial standards and testing, transport, 

environmental protection and sanitary services, tourism, 

health facilities, human resources. 

'th the Commission, it would appear f t her contacts wi 
From ur h d earlier envisaged may 

f th proposals we a 
that a number o e f the initiative. We 

. . under the terms o 
not now be eligible the Northern side - that 

d - as are h 
are somewhat concerne t . ctive in its approac ' 

duly res ri 
the Commission may be un . . nt programmes ( to the extent 

emphasis on J01 1 pments in border areas with a strong tary deve o 
that se arate but complemen . nsistence on confining . 

p . 'ble) and an i • diately straddling 
might not be eligi areas 1mme . 

investments to ncerns to the Commission 
infrastructure ut these co ion' 

8 
approach. 

the border. We have P , n the commies 
flexibility i 

and are urging 



4, In terms of the timetable for th 

-. e Period ahead we would Peet the Commission to formall 
1 

' 

ex Y aunch the Interreg 'tiative later this month• th 

i!U • ere Will then be a six month d ad
line for member States to sub ... ~t d ft A 

e ~ ra Progralllllles . 
further joint meeting between officials North and South and 

the Collllllission has been scheduled for 19 July; in Brussels. 

The Northern side and ourselves are also going ahead with a 
l.
. es of joint meetings to begin drawing up detailed ser 

osals (meetings on sanitary services, tourism, human 
prop d for roes aquaculture and forestry have been arrange resou , 

July and August). 

nt of Foreign Affairs oepartme 

r~ July, 1990. 

H0356 



r understand that 
the Gard . 

are still examinin ai and the Rue 
g the Possi· b· 1 · at Di i some closed roads. I l ity v sional level 

wo l of re-op . , u d ho ening at least 
and the Chief Constable Pe that th 

Will b e Garda Commissioner 
us very shortly b e able to 

e cause, as report progress to 
to be a source of great fr You know, this problem continues 
sides of the border d . ustration for a communiti es on both , n l t is a . 
its supporters have ex 

1 
. n issue which the IRA and 

p Olted 
over the past year. 

In this connection I noti th 
. ce at the British Army has used 

explosives recently to re-cl . 
ose crossings which had been 

unofficially re-opened. The use of explosives to close 

border crossings is potentially very controversial and r 
would be concerned at their renewed use, bearing in mind in 

particular the difficulties which this practice gave rise to 

in the 1970s. We have already expressed our concern about 

this practice through the Secretariat and I would hope that 

· d especially no measures involving the no new initiatives, an 
. w1·11 be taken until a report from the 

use of explosives, 
Chief constable has been made to 

Garda Commissioner and the 

the Conference. 

b an increase in the 
that there has een 

I have heard too ermanent vehicle 
t dela sat 

number of corn laints abou between Fermanagh, Cavan and 
the Border authorities in that 

checkpoints along t the ArmY 
·ate tha f the attack on the 

Monaghan. I appreci . in the wake o I feel I must 
C autious ver 

area are naturallYcember. Howe ' · 
. t last De checkpoints in a 

k 1 n . these 
Derryard chec po of operating feelings and the 
stress the importance . both to the 

sitive ·ty 
manner whi eh is s en l cornrnuni · 

the 1oca 
economic needs of 
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Q,Ross BORDER ROADS 
!.,ACKGROUND NOTE 

There are 291 recognised border c . 
ajor and minor public road rossing points1 including all 

rn th b d 
81 

private roads and some tracks across e or er not capable 
of being used by vehicles. 

10 1 crossing points have been off .. 
icially closed off by the 

Northern Ireland security forces I . 
· n many instances closed 

rossings are negotiable on fo t 
c O or by farm machinery or have 
been reopened unofficially by local 

1 peop e. The latter are 
Subsequently reclosed by the secur~ty 

• forces but there have been 
no ~ closures in recent years. 

The British Army recently used explosives to re-close BCP 110 on 

the Monaghan Fermanagh border1 and they plan to use explosives to 

re-close BCPlOl on the Monaghan-Tyrone border this Friday1 13 

July. At the Conference meeting in November1 19891 Ministers 

expressed concern that no new initiatives1 (particularly the use 

of explosives) should be undertaken until a report had been made 

to Conference. The re-closure of BCP 110 did not attract any 

controversy because it is in an isolated areal but if they 

continue to use explosives there will almost certainly be 

controversy. 

Details on a County basis are as follows: 

County 

---------------------
Donegal 

Total No. of 
Crossings 

No of Blocked 
Crossings 

------- -------------------------------
93 

10 

21 

134 

33 

44 

10 

9 

41 

1 
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The six passable crossings in Co Leitrim are all closed with the 

result that people wishing to travel to the North from Leitrim 

must travel through either Blacklion in Co Cavan or via Co. 

Donegal. This can involve a 26 mile detour to a destination only 
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pu lie representatives on the su J e 
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There has been a lot of pressure to reopen roads in and around 
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to vehicular traffic by the erection of a makeshift bridges or 

roads around obstacles. It is understood that the Northern 

security forces will re-close these crossings on 19 A11ril, 

'!'he crossings in question are: ~ckY Bridge, Priest's Bridge and 

~neon' s Bridge. 
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An attempt to reopen Ballagh Bridge (BCP 
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led to an incident involving the RUC and some elements of the 

crowd and allegations that a plastic bullet fired by the RUC 

injured a youth ( Kevin Connolly) from Augher, Co. Tyrone who was 

on the southern side of the bridge at the time. We have raised 

the incident in the Secretariat. The Gardai' s reports have not 

turned up conclusive evidence that Connolly' s injuries were 

caused by a plastic bullet. 

~: 

Co. Louth has been least t d by road closures. Despite the affec e 
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November 1 9 8 9 whi eh 1 ed to the 
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county Leitrim must also be regarded as a priority given that 

there is no crossing open in the entire county and the 

undoubtedly negative effects which the closed border has had on 

the local economy. As mentioned, a detour of up to 26 miles can 

be necessary to travel between two places a mile apart. 

h , h i's almost completely encircled by the The town of Clones w ic 
, nomic disruption and any measure 
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Realistically, a security assessment favour b 
other closed crossings is re . d a le to reopening the 

quire on our side before further 
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Minister Cope has recently visited the Fermanagh border and has 

received representations from Ken Maginnis about the local 

reopening of roads and the threat which he claims this represents 

to Unionists in Fermanagh. It may be noted that, apart from the 

Derryard attack which resulted in the deaths of two Bri1:ish 
, . . in the Fermanagh border area 

soldiers, there were no fatalities . 

(
""thi' n , d ) in 1989 and none so far this 
n.i. 10 miles of the bor er 

Year. 
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.:1.·nce our last meeting " , our cu 
Northern counterp stoms a their arts W't Uthoriti 

f 
. J. h th ea have su 

basis o our es ti mate of the e i nf ormat . PPlied 
h. . Volume ion Whi ch formed 

basis of t is information, Your of smuggled the 
cu t Petrol ; 

estimated this volume at 4 , s oms author · . on the 
million gallons ities have now 

Pa
rt r am prepared to pe accept this r annum. For m 

d as a work' Y 
trust you o as well and hopefull ing hypotheses. I 

, , , y we will n b 
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, f a source of f' 
terrorist. For example a v 1 inance to t he 

' o ume of 4 mill' 
profit of between £2.5 and £ 3 .
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. ion gallons yields a 
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In order to move matters forward it ld b . , wou e important that 
discussions should now take place on which d k . ye or mar er might be 

used. Could I also urge you to undertake the necessary inter

Department consultations on your side. I would be most keen 

that we be in a position to bring the envisaged system into 

effect in conjunction with our Finance Bill of next year. In this 

regard, your 
5 
ide were to explore whether it would be possible to 

· d and I would be grateful 
expedite the Order in Council proce ure 

for any information you may have on this. 
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A number of further outstanding matt . ers remain to be settled. 

48 Hour Rule : A _British concern was that we would use the 

rule to stop the import of petrol in private motorists ' 

tanks. We have, on numerous occasions, reassured them that 

this was not our intention and, indeed, that this regulation 

never applied to petrol in motorists' tanks. We agreed to 

their request to make, at the appropriate time, a public 

statement to that effect. we also told them that our 
f petrol from Northern 

legislation banning the import 
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Ireland would apply only to pe nces as being these assura 
quantities. We can re-iterate k arrangements 
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BRIEFING NO!g 

, ght J' ust take note of this report and agree to instruct we mi 

officials to 1 et us have a paper on it for consideration at the 

next conference. 



Review of the Northern 

Provisions Acts 

SPEAKING POINTS 

We have only very recently received Viscount Colville's report on 

his review of the EPA in anticipation of their expiry in 1992. 

We will, of course, examine it very carefully. Already we have 

been able to identify some recommendations which strike us as 

worthwhile. However, we might just note the Report today and 

refer it to the Secretariat for detailed consideration. 



I 
REVIEW OF THE 

NOR.THE~ 
IREt.ANo 

[EMERGENCY 
PROVISIONS] ACTS Lord Colville ha 

8 just 
Emergency Provis · Produced his 

ions Acts review f 
1992 in which he in antici O t he 1 9 78 and 1987 

makes recom Pation of their expiry in 
emergency legislati mendati 

on. We ons with regard to new 
will present a Bill Understand th 

to Parli at the British Government 
to have the le · ament in th 

gislation on e autumn, the object being 
general election 1, 1 

the statute b 
n 992 It ooks in time for a 

Act will be adopted · may therefore be the 

legislation but its 
Well before case that the 

the expiry of the current 
coming 

of an Order an Council. into force will depend on the maki ng 

Attached is a summary of . 
Colville's co 1 . 

recommendations t k nc usions and 
a en from his report It. . · is our intention to get 

together with the British s'd 
i eat official level in the near 

future to find out what their · t t · in en ion are with regard to these 
recommendations. 

Essentially Colville has recommended that deviation from the 

normal law should occur only where it is clearly justified in 

each case. However, he feels that despite the introduction of the 

Police and Criminal Evidence Order in Northern Ireland [which, 

inter alia, allows the police to detain a person on reasonable 

grounds for suspicion for up to 4 days for a serious non

terrorist crime] that most of the emergency powers cannot be 

safely relinquished. 

, 1 t'on as having a life span of 5 years 
H th new legis a i 

e envisages e tion which he recommends should 
. . of its opera 

with annual reviews , d . ory committee on Human 
standing A vis 

be carried out by the . . s no doubt flattering for 
mendation i 

Rights. While this recom . the British authorities 
h ther given 

SACHR, we would doubt w e ' CHR this would be a wise 
ieWS of SA ' 

tendency to ignore the v t the reviewer continue to be 
f able tha 

course. It might be pre er he appears to be giving a hint 
ture [as 

·11e'S sta f notion] a person of Col vi erform this u · 
wishes to p ... / ... 

that he no longer 



Colville made the 
. follo~ing 

as important. recommendations 
which we would regard 

Video-taping of. 
intervi 

on video of Poli ews : Col vill 
ce interv· e supports the recording 

allegations ·Of b iews Which he feels will allow 
rutality t 

enhance public . o be controverted and would 
confidence 

recommendation. Ad' . We would welcome this 
u io recordi 

hand could result . ng of interviews, on the other 
1.n the di l 

intelligence mat . so osure of sensitive 
. . er1.a1. For the time bei· n 

awa1. ting an exper. g he recommends 
iment being carried out by the police in 

England and Wales in wh' h , 
ic summaries of interviews are 

recorded. 

Complaints : Colville notes that en effective complaints 

procedure is· essential while emergency laws are in force 

and that there is a widespread feeling that very few 

complaints are satisfactorily resolved, especially in terms 

of an apology. Consideration should be given to extending 

the lay visitors scheme to holding centers and an ombudsman

like personage should be appointed to appraise the 

effectiveness of the complaints procedure on an on-going 

basis. We would welcome this recommendation. 

. . Colville recommends that the new 
Codes of pract1. ce · . . , 

should contain an enabling provision for the 
legislation d s of Practice. we have argued for 

r more co e . 
making of one O t tutory guide to the exercise of 

· g non-s a 
placing the existin on a statutory basis. We would welcome 
the emergency powers 

this recommendation, 
tes that there have been 

Colville no . 
Scheduled offence2. : . t robberies and armed burglaries 

non-terroris ts but he finds no 
cases where o·p1ock cour 
have ben tried bY the i we would recommend that the 

hiS problem, answer to this problem. 
solution to t trY to find an 

authorities 
British 

Colville 

change to 

. ·ng support for a . cont1nu1 
h t there 19 h Oiplock courts rather 

notes ta s "into" t e 

t
·fy offence 

cer 1 



than the P 
resent 

supp t system of 
or ed SUoh • certifying "out" 

~ Chang . We have continues to 8 • Colville 
appeal to hi says that the change 

move towards normality b : if it is to be perceived as a 

recommendation to that u he refrained from a positive 
provision for th effect. Instead he 

e new legi 1 proposed a 
Secretary of St t s ation which would enable the 

a e to order th 
future. is change at some time in the 

Diplock Courts: Colvi 
lle noted that there is a general 

recognition that th . 
e non-Jury trial remains necessary for 

terrorist offences. The arguments for and against a multi-

judge trial are briefly rehearsed and Colville says that it 

is just a matter for decision one way or the other. He made 

no recommendation since there were political considerations 

outside his terms of reference. He did note, however, that 

he was not aware of any procedural problems which would 

militate against a multi-judge trial and that there is the 

· f the Special Criminal Court to draw on. experience o 

. . Wh'le Colville saw the PACE provisions 
C f ion evidence · 1 

on ess . , their effect on the validity of 
1 certain in 

as much es s d enabling power to transfer 
recommende an 

confessions, he d led offences if it becomes 
to sche u 

the PACE provisions th' s recommendation falls short 
Even 1 

appropriate to do so. . h d [ie the PACE provisions to 
ld have w1s e 

of what we wou support it. 

fo rthwith] we can 
apply 

hat these provisions 
ecommended t 

Colville r we would support this 
Internmen~ d 

nacte , 
should not be 

re-e 

recommendation. 
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Page 
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21 . 7 The ~dditional powers of the police and Arm . 
remam necessary, despite the introduction of ypl~dt the emergency legislation 
relinquished. · and they cannot be safely 

Chapter 3: Access ro family and solicitors 
21.8 The provisions on access to family and solicitors are equivalent to those in GB. 

21. 9 The Probation Board might be used as a bridge between a suspect and his family after 

his initial arrest. 

21.10 The advent of the Criminal Evidence (Northern Ireland) Order 1988 does not require 
any counter-balancing measures in terrorist-type cases. 

'I 11 Wh'l d 1· ·t scheme may be impractical in Northern Ireland. it is desirable 
- . 1 e a uty so 1c1 or . · "d · d r that lists of solicitors should be posted in the holding centres. as m es1gnate po ,ce 
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eh 
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Chapter 6: Codes of Pracr · as1s . 

0 
appraise th f' e ~olding ice e e 1ecttven 

21 .16 The new legislation sh ess 
Code of Practice. ould contain an e b . na hn g Power to "' k 

1 B 
·1 · .. a e one 

Chapter : ai • remand p 
1
. . or more statut . re im1narv . ory 

z t .17 Bail hearings should c . · inquiries 
h 

. ontinue t b 
t reat to magistrates re . 0 e heard b t· . ... mains Th . e ore th . 
mixture of scheduled · e batl provi · . e High Court . 
remanded for 28 days and non-scheduled s1~~s work well. Pers~smceh the terrorist 

. o ences should b ns c arged with a 
e capable of be' 

21. l 8 A new provision should b . mg 
d 

. d e mtroduc d . custo y, an to allow th e relating to th e remand f e remand f . o suspects into . o soldiers into milit 
21. 19 The right of the defe police custody . ary 

. . . nee to have th 
mvest1gat1on should rema· e prosecution in. case tested at the 1· . pre 1mmary 

21.20 The power of the Secreta f 
d

. ry o State t 
procee mgs for scheduled off o set time limits in I . ences should be t . re at1on to preli minary 

reamed 

Chapter 8: Scheduled offences · · 

21.21 The procedures for certi·r . · f · ymg offences d satis actonly. Although there a · an a'mending Schedule 4 k 

b l 
. . re cases where . . wor 

urg anes are tned before · Dip lock. C non-terronst robberies and armed 
difficult to establish. ourts. an alternative criterion for scheduling is 

21.22 There is continued support for a change to .. rt 'f . . .. h Id .... ce I ymg m offences although th ~ an~e "_VOU b~ largely one of perception and would have a number.of rocedura~ 
impltcauons which would need to be fully considered. Racketeen·ng offp 

k 
.. ·f · · ., . ences may 

ma e ceru ymg m a more attractive proposition . 

Chapter 9: Diplock Courts 
21.23 There is a general recognition that the no-jury system remains necessary for terrorist

type offences. There is a continuing risk of intimidation to jurors: the statutory basis 
of 'Diplock' Courts remains necessary. A change to multi-judge courts would have 
implications for the Appeal process and dissenting judgements would need to be 
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13/9/90 

SECURE FAX NO. 311 

To: HQ From: 
For: Asst. Sec. Gallagher From: 

Mr. Alston came back on 
Draft Agenda (Any Other 

Belfast 

Joint Secretary 

in regard to the 

1. Mr. Brooke expects us to raise the Birmingham Six but asks 

that it not be listed. Accordingly it should be deleted from 
the draft Agenda sent this afternoon. 

2. Mr. Brooke suggests inclusion of International Fund fot" 

Ireland under Any Other Business. He has in mind that the 

Joint Statement should make a favourable reference to the work 
of the Fund. 

Glor na nGael 

01 5 

Mr. Alston said this was a sensitive issue, inter alia, because 

l~,/ of application f,:n judicial review. He thought Mr. Brooke 

~ 11 /z..rL_ t would not want to discuss reason for the decision except 
,.... er<" 
~,~ f oJLj possibly in tete a tete. Accordingly, our Minister may wish to 
~ pie.,. raise 1 t there. 
(" ,1ff10 

/ 
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TO: HQ FROM: 

FOR: Asst. Sec. Gallagher FROM: 

µ f),(~ ; ,2 S" j -: 

/-1.. ~ t~ ; (If.., r)"-e.._ . 

~~, 

~ ----
( ;1/mC k 

~I ~fo~/ ... "-7 ..<t..,, ~ 

Belfast ~<WZ ,_e,;-;:..~bi- o-t~c.:, 
Joint Secretary a/U>r-o~cl 

ouestion of British security Presentation at conferen.Q!l 

1. The British side spoke further to us about this matter this 
evening. They said that Mr. Brooke did not regard the 
presentation as dropped but rather as postponed to the next 
Conference. He will wish to discuss the matter at the 
restricted session on Friday and will be anxious to obtain 
agreement on the format. 

2. The British side gave a little more detail of what had been 
envisaged. It was intended that there should be an hour-long 

r presentation - which is apparently a standard one to a script 
- by two Chief Superintendents of Special Branch. The 
presenta,ion would have been ineroduced and wrapped up by the 
British Ministers. It would have involved slides illustrating 

f 

particular problems and issues and focusing on the usual 
British theme of the use of the border by the Republican 
Paramilitaries as ''a resource". We were told 'the intention was 
to make a presentation which would assist Ministers and 
officials on our side in appreciating the reality of the 
situation here. The slides would have shown the aftermath of 
terrorist incidents including mutilated bodies. As described 
to me, the presentation sounds very similar to one the 
Secretariat received from the British Army some time ago. 

3. Mr. Brooke has been made aware of our point · that our 
Ministers do not expect to be lectured, so to speak, and that 
this lengthy presentation by two Chief Superintendents is 

scarcely comparable to the relatively brief summary of advances 
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in security cooperation given by Minister Burke at a recent 
conf ereric~·. -· Mr~-... Brooke points out, however, that such 

presentations,are quite standard on the British side and that 
the Prime Minister herself is particularly keen on them as a 
way a·f demonstrating an issue. Mr. Brooke understands that 

such presentations are not usual on our side, but argues that 

as he would accept our practice in the reverse circumstances, 
we should accept the British side's in this case. 

4. In summary, Mr. Brooke seems prepared to make an issue of 
this matter on Friday and you will wish to alert our Ministers 
accordingly. I mentioned to Secretary Mathews tod~y that one 
possible offer we could make is to propose that this lengthy 
presentation be made to the quadripartite group of officials 
and police which was set up to prepare discussion at the 
Conference. 

5. Mr. Ryan will be reportinq tomorrow on the matters that the 
British side will want to bring up in the restricted session. 

002 PO 



Restricted Session 

British request for security presentation 
-by police at a future Conference 

SPEAKING POINTS 

I know there ~re strong feelings on your side about the 

value of a presentation by the RUC on security issues, 

including the use of slides and the showing of the aftermath 

of terrorist instances, including mutilated bodies; 

, 

I understand that the objective of this, as conveyed through 

the Secretariat, would be to assist Ministers and officials 

on our side in appreciating the reality of the position in 

the North; 

I think the advice coming from the police on this, although 

undoubtedly well meant, is very misguided. Politicians in 

the South have lived with, been deeply conscious of and have 

been very much affected by, Northern violence since the 

foundation of the State, and even before. It has, on 

occasion, tragically spilled over onto our streets and 

fields. There is no-one more aware of ·the horror and 

violence on this island than people like myself who, over 

many years, have been in the front line against it; 

the objective of the proposed exercise can only be in some 

way to strengthen my resolve, and that of Ray Burke, against 

terrorism. I find it incomprehensible.that anyone on your 

side should feel that this was necessary. I believe, on 

reflection, that you will understand our feeling on this -

as I believe would Tom King; 
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if tne- RUC _~ish to make a presentation, we would be 

perfectly happy that they should show it directly to the 

Gardai. 1 They can then advise us - or you can do so directly 

: if there is any policy implication which needs to be drawn 

to our attention; 

if you feel strongly that this presentation should be made 

to officials as well as to the Gardai, we would have no 

objection to it being made either in the Secretariat or to 

the Quadripartite Group. 



PROSPECTS FOR POLITICAL TALKS 

Present Position 

1. In a speech at Ballymena on last Friday, 7th September, the 

Secretary of State relaunched his initiative after the 

summer recess and said that, in his view, agreement to get 

talks under way was "close and attainable". However, he 

also made the point that what was now required was "a 

demonstration of political will on the part of all those in 

a position to help carry this process forward; a 

determination to tackle the remaining differences and to 

make real progress". Additionally, for the first time, the 

Secretary of State hinted that he would not wait 

indefinitely for agreement to emerge - "in the last analysis 

I will not shirk my responsibility for the administration of 

good government in Northern Ireland. That may indeed 

require me at some point to set the pace and show the way". 

2. The Government (in an informal response) welcomed the speech 

and said they would contribute in every way possible to 

creating the conditions and the framework in which 

productive talks could get under way. Overall, and while we 

would ourselves have drafted some elements of the text 

differently, we found the approach in the speech to be more 

balanced than that of recent texts from the NIO; these 

tended to be very conscious of Unionist concerns and 

sensitivities while offering no equivalent reassurance to 

nationalists. 

3. During the August recess, there have been marked differences 

in approach and presentation on the Unionist side. The 

Official Unionists have emphasised in various public 

statements that - following what they see as Dublin's 

blocking of the Brooke statement of 5th July - the 
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negotiations cannot simply resume where they left off; the 

Unionist community is now warier of the Brooke initiative 

and more in need of reassurance. Pai sley and the DUP, by 

. contrast, have taken a more positive line and - in implicit 

criticism of the OUP position - have warned against new 

obstacles being put in the way of progress. At the 

Conference, Mr. Brooke will probably emphasise that Unionist 

readiness to enter talks remains intact but is coming under 

increasing strain. 

Likely discussion at Conference 

4. On the basis of a discussion last Friday with the Permanent 

Secretary designate of the NIO, John Chilcot, it appears 

(and we are trying to confirm this through the Secretariat ) 

that, instead of a detailed discussion on the initiative at 

the next Conference, the British envisage that Ministers 

would identify a number of issues of particular importance 

(and of possible difference of analysis between the two 

sides); these would then be passed on for early 

consideration and assessment at official level. 

value in this approach. 

5. The issues in question above might include: 

We see 

the "substantial progress" obstacle and possible (lateral ) 

ways around it; 

the likely impact of the failure of the process on the 

Provisionals, and whether this would vary significantly 

depending on the timing of any such breakdown; 

the thinking and the positions of the political parties (and 

thei~ electorates) on the prospects for talks; and 
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the overall prospects of accommodat.1.· on 
being reached between 

the various participants. 

(This is a change from the suggestion in the Secretary of 

State's letter of 17th August to the Minister which 

envisaged a meeting of officials before the Conference). 

Texts on the table 

6. Immediately before the summer break, there were two texts in 
circulation: 

(a) an NIO text of 16 July which attempted to accommo~ate 

the different concerns of ourselves and the Unionists. 

While the text was a distinct improvement on earlier 

NIO drafts, we continued to have problems in a number 

of areas (the manner in which the objective of the 

talks was defined, the description of Unionist 

participation in North-South talks, and - most 

importantly - the element of conditionality governing 

the timing of North-South talks); 

(b) an alternative text prepared by John Hume and conveyed 

by him to Molyneaux and Paisley; the Unionist leaders, 

in a meeting with the NIO on 23 July, said that while 

they found much of the Hume text reassuring, they had 

difficulties with three passages (these, not 

surprisingly, mirrored our own areas of difficulty with 

the British text - in particular the Unionists wished 

to maintain their requirement of "substantial 

progress" being achieved in the internal talks before 

moving to the North-South phase). 

Substantial Progress (and Government's Objective) 

7. In two of the three outstanding areas (defining of objective 

I 
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of talks and describing the Unionist participation in North

South talks), the gap between the participants would seem to 

be bridgeable with a further drafting effort. However, the 

· 

11 

substantial progress" issue is clearly more difficult. 

There are possible ways around the problem however - one 

approach might be to d·efine "substantial progress" in terms 

of a substantiv~ airing of the issues as opposed to the 

achievement of agreement in any of the areas under 

discussion. In this way, the Unionists could claim to have 

achieved agreement in principle on "substantial progress 11 in 

the internal talks before moving to the ne~t phase, while we 

would have secured our objective for this stage of the 

negotiations of an agenda and timetable guaranteeing the 

opening of North-South talks within an acceptable time

frame. 

SECURITY COOPERATION 

8. The British, who recalled to us that the Minister for 

Justice gave a detailed presentation on security cooperation 

at a recent Conference, said they would like to reciprocate 

with a presentation (including slides) by the Chief 

Constable; this, we understand, is likely to cover border 

security. The British added, to our surprise, that Annesley 

would like to be accompanied by one or two police assistants 

in order to help him with the illustrated presentation. 

Moreover, they would wish to give this presentation in 

plenary. 

9. We would prefer to see security cooperation issues continue 

to be discussed in the restricted sessions. (Ministers may 

also wish to consider the suitability of the British 

proposal for an illustrated presentation of this kind by 

police personnel). 
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Extradition 

10. There will be an interim report fro Working Group II before 

· the meeting. _ This is likely to reiterate the differing 

positions of both sides in relation to the possible need for 

changes in the 1987 legislation. 

Stevens/Accompaniment 

11. It has not been possible to arrange a meeting of officials 

on Stevens before the Conference. The importance of an 

early meeting might be mentioned, and the issue put on the 

agenda of the next Conference. 

Petrol Smuggling 

12. We expect the British to respond to the suggestions we put 

to them at the last Conference. 

Cross-Border Roads 

13. The question of the re-opening of a limited number of cross

border roads was referred some time ago to the Police 

Chiefs. There is a possibility that they may have a report 

ready for the next Conference; if not, we could signal the 

importance we attach to having the report at an early 

stage. 

Cross-Border Shopping 

14. The British may raise this issue (though, as the matter is 

under discussion in Brussels, we fail to see the purpose of 

this); we might take note of their comments and undertake 

to relay them to the Minister for Finance. 
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Glor na nGael 

15 . . There has been cons i derable d ' . 
d . . me ia interest in the NIO 

ecis1.on to withdraw f d' 
W h un ing from Glor na nGael in Belfast 

e ave already raised th . . . 
. e issue in the Secretariat· it is 
important that we t k . . ' 

a ea firm line on the matter at the 
Conf ere nee. 

Crossmaglen GAA Grounds 

16. The Minister raised this at the tete-a-tete at the last 

meeting of the Conference. We understand that the Secretary 

of State hopes to reply at an early date. It might be 

useful to remind Mr. Brooke of the importance we attach to 

the issue. 

Birmingham Six 

17. While this issue is sub judice, and not strictly one for the 

conference, it would be helpful (including from a public 

point of view) to be able to say that we raised it. We 

might welcome again the Horne Secretary's decision to refer 

the case to the Court of Appeal and hope that the process 

will now move ahead quickly. In the meantime, any 

improvement in the mens' conditions (i.e. further re

categorisation, or an understanding approach by the 

authorities if a request for bail i s made) would be warmly 

welcomed by the Government . 

Anglo-Irish Division 
11 September, 1990 
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I refer to my leter of 12 July and previous correspondence 
concerning petrol smuggling and the possibility of arrangements 
being made for the insertion of a marker in Northern Ireland 
petrol. 

While the outcome of the q__onference meeting of 17th July, 1990 
was disappointing, we note that the UK side said they were 
dealing with the matter on an urgent basis. 

The estimated level of smuggling has now been agreed and in view 
of recent developments affecting petrol prices the need for 
action is greater than ever. 

I understand that this matter is on the agenda again for the next 
Anglo-Irish Conference meeting. Our Minister would be most 
anxious that, if at all possible, agreement should be reached 
immediately on insertion of a marker allowing the necessary 
arrangements to do so to be made as quickly as possible. If the 
UK side have additional proposals we would of course be glad to 
examine them. 

Yours sincerely, 

tk_~~n 'f}€rmotQuigley 
Assistant Secretary 
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~AN ROINN GNOTHAf EACHTRACHA 
Telef6n } 

ephone (01) 780822 

Seo/ aon fhreagra chun:
(Address any reply to:-) 

AN RUNAI 
(The Secretary) 

faoin uimhir seo: -
(quoting:-) 

4 September, 1990. 

Mr. Dermot Nally, 
Secretary to the Government, 
Government Buildings, 
Merri on Street, 
Dublin 2. 

Dear Dermot, 

I Y \"{ Department of Foreign Affairs 

BAILE ATHA CLIATH, 2. 
Dublin 2. 

I am enclosing a preliminary report from Declan 0 1 Donovan in 
Belfast on the agenda for the next Conference, which is scheduled 
for Dublin on 14th September. 

As you are aware, and following on from last year1 s Review 
decision to involve specialist Ministers in the work of the 
Conference, the format was extended at the last meeting in 
Belfast to include (over lunch) the Ministers with 
responsibility for Tourism and Transport, in our case Minister 
Brennan. At that meeting, the British suggested that the 
Ministers with responsibility for energy issues should be invited 
to attend (again over lunch) at the next Conference. It is 
envisaged therefore, as you will see from Mr. 0 1 D0novan1 s report, 
that Ministers Molloy and Needham will attend the lunch at the 
Conference on the 14th September, when there will be a general 
discussion of relevant energy matters (e. g. the gas and ~ -~} 
electricity interconnectors). l rf7\.~-

With best wishes. 

Yours sincerely, 

Dermot Gallagher,..,------
Assistant Secretary. 
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SECURE FAX 269 

Belfast 

.EQR: Asst. sec. Gallagher (on return) EB.QJ!S: Joint Secretary 

Conference Proposed for 14 September 

The following reflects preliminary discussion here. 

venue/Time 

It is anticipated that the Conference will be in Dublin on the -morning of 14 September and will include lunch at' which energy 

i5sues will be discussed with the participation of Ministers 
Molloy and Needham. (The Minister tol~ me last week of a 

slight doubt concerning his availability on the 14th which I 

have mem:ion~cl to tho othP.r sigf;. I under took to keep them 
informed). 

Format 

we expect the format to be along the usual lines, viz., opening 
tete-a-tete which is likely to involve principally the 
political situation, restricted security session and plenary 
with discussion on energy issues in the company of Ministers 
Molloy and Needham at lunch. We would suggest that, as at the 
last Conference, Ministers might wish to brief the Joint 
Secretaries and an Energy official from either side on the 
results of their lunch conversation. 

The British side recall that Minister Burke gave a detailed 
preGontaticn on ~ecurity co-operation at a recent Conference. 
They would like to reciprocate with a presentatiou by tho Chief 
constable which, we undetstand, is likely to cover border 
seourity in particular. The British side say that Mr. Annesley 
would like to bring one or two Police assistants in order to 
help him with the presentation which will involve illustration, 

010 po 
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e.g., slides. It has been suggested to me that the British 
side would prefer to give this presentation in the plenary 
session. 

I have expressed some surprise at this, noting that, while 
there is obviou5ly some cross reference to security 
co-operation matters in the plenary session, the restricted 
session has established itself as the forum for presentation 
and discussion of security co-operation issues. The British 
side noted my reaction and said they would reflect further. 

Plenary Agenda 

I 

E.Qlitical Development: · No announcement on political 
developments is expected from the Conference which will, 
however, mark a resumption of political discussion and 
will follow a Bangor-type speech expected from Mr. Brooke 
on or about 7 September. Ministers may wish to take their 
tete-a-tete discussion further in plenary and/or brief the 
full conference (alternatively, in case of a time problem, 
they may wish to brief the Joint Secretariss at the end of 
the tete-a-tete)~ Mr. Brooke has proposed by letter to 
the Minister that officials should meet before the 
Conference to consider the pre~ent position. 

security Co-operation: As noted above, the British side 
envisage a presentation in thi plenary but are reflecting 

further on this idea. 

St~&: Ministers may wish to give further consideration 
to this subject which we expect will be prepared at a 
meeting of officials in the Secietari~t on 6 September. 

Ex.t~t.i.c.n: We expect to have an interim report by 

Working Group II (which is meeting in Dublin today). 

f~l Smuggling: There has been further internal 
consideration on the British side and they ezpect to say 
something to us under this heading. 
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Closea Border Rgads: Th1' s 1· ssue h - as been remitted to the 
Police Chiefs for a report. 

Cros5-Borgef Shopping: The British side have expressed 
strong concern about the question of implementation of the 

EC Court•s decision on the 48-Hour Rule and will expect to 
have further information from us under this heading. 

Energy Issues: The main discussion will be at lunch hut 

Ministers may wish to comment briefly and take note in 
plenary. We understand that the two Departments have been 
in touch with a view to having a ~reparatory meeting on 5 
September. This had been proposed by the Northern side 
for thei, own headquarters heie at Netherleigh House. We 
have already suggested to you and to the other side here 
that it would be more appropriate to hold such a 

..... t' ..... ~L .. -. ••uino fnr thft f.QnU~nce at the secretariat 
1!6, ha:s ai.recauy ue,;, .. Lll.~ •••o u1'U-h tflllt'ilr.l'UII, 'w.._.,,, ... f,!,..!lJ Alld. 

Interreg issues. We understand from the British side that 
the issues for discussion are likely to be the gas and 
electricity inter-connectors, energy efficiency and 
pollution control (ref. Sellafield). Papers are bein~ 
prepsred but it is envisaged on the British aide that they 
would not be completed and exchanged until after the 
conference. I might add that Mr. Brooke has said to me 
personally that he envisages that discussion on energy 
issues wi 11 be ''exploratory" and wi 11 not come, therefore, 
to conclusions as, for example, in the case of tourism 

issues. 

other Possible Issues 

Jnterreg~ If there are developments to warrant it, there 
could be some discussion of this matter. 

Glor na nG.a.Ju.: The withdrawal of funding from Glor na 
nGael may be worth raising by our side. 
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Priso_ns: In principle, it would be desirable for the 
Conference to have some discussion on prisons issues since 
it was now some time since these were addressed and s i nce 
there has been a continuing problem at Crumlin Road. The 
British side are doubtful, expressing some anxiety that 
discvssion at the Conference and reference to prisons 
afterwards might make things more difficult for them in 
relation to Crumlin Road and in relation to parole 

decisions which are now pending. 

0 10 po 
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We had a meeting with the British Side of the secretariat this 
PM as a follow-up to the discussion at the conference on 17 
July. I was accompanied by Messrs Ryan, Nason and Gaffey. In 
order of agenda items~ the position is as follows: 

1. Political Developments 

You will be aware of the present state of play. I asked the 
British Joint Secretary, Mr Alston, if they had given any 

I 

thought to the idea of getting away from the Parliamentary 
deadline of making a statement before the Recess. He gave me 
the impression that they were movino towarOs a conclusion that 
the statement on political talks could be made outside the 
House of Commons. You will have seen the subsequent exchange 
between the Secretary of State and Kevin McNamara at Question 
Time in the House of Commons today ~uring which McNamara 
indicated that the House would not hold the Secretary of State 
to such a deadline. The British Joint Secretary, who watched 
the television coverage of the House of Commons with us, 
indicated that, in his view, it was likely that the Secretary 
of State would now feel that he was no longer tied to an 
obligation to make the statement in the House before the 
Recess. I a~ked subsequently that he check this point .. 
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2. Stevens Report 

We discussed the question of a meeting of officials to ~eel 

with the detailed implementation of the Stevens Report. It was 
felt that the Confidence Steering Group (we have been pressing 
for a meeting of this Group for sometime) would be the best 

forum in which to handle the issue. A meeting on accompaniment 
has been arranged for the 7th of August and it was felt that 
there would be some merit in endeavouring to convert that 

meeting into a meetirig of the Confidence Steering Group which 

could deal with accompaniment during an afternoon meeting (with 

the RUC present) and then senior officials could meet on 
Stevens and other confidence issues over dinner. Leave 
arrangements on both sides may make this difficult to achieve. 

we will report further next week. 

3 I Eztradition 

Mr Ryan is reporting on the state of play on this issue. 

4. Economic and social Matters 

There seemed to be agreement that Ministers Brennan and 
Bottomley ~ould meet in relation to the issue of the 
North/South railway link in the Autumn with a view to reporting 
to the next meeting of the Conference. As you know, it was 
also agreed that energy issues might be ready for discussion 
for the next Conference. It was for decision as to whether the 
same format should be followed for the intitial discussion on 
this issue as that adopted at the last conference. I have the 
impression that the secretary of State sees the arrangements 
for the discussion on economic and social matters ass 
preliminary discussion at lunch with the relevant Ministers 
present and subsequent ~iscussions at Plenary when the issue 
has been prepared by officials following the initial 
Ministerial discussion. We need to give some f~rther thought 
to how we see the format on our Side, 

0 14 PO 
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5. llll 

The British stressed again their desire to see a draft of our 

Paper. The British Joint Secretary said that Mr. Brooke was 
very concerned, as he put it, Mnot to be bounced". I stressed 
again that the Paper consisted, for the most part, of 

consultants reports and was not a Government Paper as such. I 
unaertook to convey the Secretary of State's request. 

6. 48-hour Shopping Rule 

The British Joint Secretary stressed the importance the British 
attached to the issue. We said merely that we had nothing to 
add to the discussion on Tuesday which was that we would return 
to the issue at the next Conference. 

7. Interreg 

I understand that there is a meeting between officials and the 
Commission in Brussels today and that the next step will be a 
report from a Working Group. 

8. cross-Border Roads 

This was discussed at the Restricted Session and a report is 
awaited from the two Police Forces. There was no tormal 
conunitment that this report would be available by the next 
Conference but it was understood that we woul~ return to the 
issue then. 

9. Petrol smuggling 

we expressed concern about something Minister Cope had said at 
the Conference to the effect that, while there was now 
agreement on the level of smuggling, the British are not 
committed formally to a dye/marker as a solution to the 
problem. The British said that they were now proceeding to an 
examination of ways of dealing with the issue and that all 
Minister Cope was saying was that they would look at a number 

014 PC 
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of ways of dealing with it - the B ·t· r1 ish Joint Secretary said 
that there might he legal and regulatory devices which could be 
used. We stressed that we felt there was a commitment in 
principle from the previous Secretary of state qn a dye/marker 

and we agreed that we would review the position in mid-August . 

10. SACHR Regort on Discrimination 

The British were still examing this report and the British 

Joint Secretary indicated that, if the political process were 
to go ahead, it might be that there could be relatively early 
progress in a number of areas. Some of the recommendations 
were of a fundamental nature, e.g., a Bill of Rights. Action on 
such fundamental recommendations would inevitably be longer 
~erm even if the Briti5h Government accepted them. He did not 
see action happening on major issues such a Bill of Rights 

except as he put it, "as part of a larger process". 

11. Colville Report on EPA 

The British indicated that the Bill to replace the EPA was 

likely to be published in October. we stressed the necessity 
of a very early meeting to enable us to put our point of view 
before the Parliamentary process started. We felt that once a 
Bill was published it would be difficult to get changee at that 
stage and we asked that we have a meeting well in advance of 
publication of the Bill, There was agreement to try for a 

meeting in early September. 

12. other Issues 

The British stressed, in the contezt of the discussion on the 
Ballinamore-Ballyconnell canal, that the Secretary of State had 
made an explicit request to us for support for EEC funds for a 
stu~y of water quality in .b..Q.t.b Lough Erne an~ Lough Neagh. 

t)!4 PO 
I 
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PIOMa BRLFUT 

l'ROMt P. cot.LIBS 

1. "• had a JfteetlAg with the Briti•h here thi• afternoo4 in relatio~ to the 

proceOure for the Conference. The Britiah noted Mlni•ter Colliaa• offer (made 

during the meetitlg in London on rrldar last) to arrive early if this vo~ld b• 

helpful. '?he Secretary of State has said that he la grateful for the otter, 

but,. given the neceaaity to "digest" and consider the outcome of t.h• 

discussions h• has had today with the political partle1 in Rorthern Ireland, 

tbe Secretary of State feels that it wov.14 be pref•rahle to aaiataln the 

original atartin~ tille of the Conference, that la, 12.30 p.-. [Bot•t thla 

aeana 84 arrival timl, at ~ldergrove of 12.10 p.m. fo~ the Irish party 

tra~elli119 froa Dublia.J 

2. 'l'he British bave propoaed the follovlng timetable 1Ul4 proce4ur•t 

12.30 p.a. ~ Mlniaterlal lunch at vblch To~riaa an4 T~an,port iaeQ•• wo~l4 

be diacuaaed. Towards thee.ad of lunch, the Joint Becretarle1 

and relevant offiaial1 would join Niniat•r• for a brief 

4iacuaaion and to take note of polnt1, agreed between 

Min1ate~•- on touriam IU14 trllllaport i••u••· At ebout Z.30 

p.m., Minister Brennan woul4 be tak•n by Minlater Ree4!uun to 

the Department of Bconomie De,relopment (aee propo••4 programme 

at paraqraph l below). 

2.30 p.a. Brief tete-a-tete between Miniater• Collin•• B~rk•, the 

Secretary of State and Mini1ter Cope. 'l'h• British propose 

that, following thi1 brief tete-a-tet•, there ahou14 be 

~arallel meetlo;• on raatrlcte4 aecurlty laau•• &114 polltleal 

developneDt&, that i•, on the one hand, Mini1tera Burke 8J14 

Cope and relevant official• holding• reatrlcte4 1ecurlty 

••••ion 8114,. on the other hlllld. MJ.nlater Collini and the 

Secretary of State and relevant officlala bavinq a meeting on 

pol1t1aal 4•v•lopilMlata. 'ftaia vou14 be followed by a plenary 

.... 10 •• 
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3. Po•t-l)Plch :aropoaed itinerary for Mlpiattr for Toud.•m f!'P4 Tron•port 

2.30 p.m. Depart Stormont Caatla for Dep•rt.ment of Raonamic Development 

[about 2 minutaa from Stromont] accompanied by Minister Needham 

Meetl~g with Chi•f B••cutive of Hortharu Ireland Tour!1m Board. 

3.30 p.a. Depart by mlnibua with Miuiater Weedhe11 for tou~ ol 

Laqap•id• - ea-dock and gaaworke 1ite where major hotel 

dev•lopnent is espec~e4 to be 8.IUIOun~eG •bortly. 

c.aat11court - tour of recently op•~•4 1boppin9 mall. 

Clt.y (Jebgur) Airpgrt - tour o~ a1~port inatallatloQa a11d 

brlefln9 on economic, operational and avironmental aapecta. 

5.30 P••• R•t~rn to Stormont Caatle. 

•• Ca-eat 

My impreaaloa i• that it 1• ua11kelr t.hat the Conferenee -111 844 before 7 

p.a. Mini1ter Reedhmn will mate himself available to Minister Brennan tor aa 

long aa 11 necessary. I as,wne that M1ni1ter Bre!lllan will wieh to return to 

bubli• vlt.h t.be maia party. 

s. I aal4 that I would aeek lnatructlone fro• DubllG le ~•1at1on to t.beae 

propoaala v1tll particulac reference to the propo1ala lot ;arallal meatlgga on 

security/political development•. 
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Dear Assistant Secretary 

conference 11 July 

organisation 

The present arrangements are that our Ministers will arrive et 
12.30 p.m. and proceed immediately to lunch with the British 
Ministers. It is envisaged ~hat the officials attending the 
Conference including those accompanying the Ministers for 
Tourism ana Transport on both sides will lunch separately. As 
you know, it is agreed that Tourism and Transport issues will 
be discussed at lunch. In this respect,· I would draw your 
attention to the joint paper on cross-border tourism 
cooperation which is before the Conference and the results of 

) 

the meeting in Dublin on 26 June on Transport issues. The 

f 
opportunity might be taken to discuss the Ballinamore
Ballyconnell canal. Following the usual pattern, Ministers may 
wish to brief the Joint Secretaries and Departmental officials 
on their discussion of Tourism and Transport issues at lunch. 

I have written to you separately concerning the arrangements 
for Minister Brennan and his otficials, including the programme 
envisa;ed for them by the Northern sioe (my secure fax 205). 
Taking account ot the lunch discussion, the tete-a-tete, the 
restricted security session and the major attention which the 
Conference may wish to give to ~tical deyeloproents and to 
the Stevens Report, proceedings seem unlikely to conclude 
before about 6 p.m. 

Draft Agenda 

We have had further discussion with the British side about the 
draft agenda. In current circumstances, we recommend that the 
main items on the agenda be reduced as indicated in the draft 
attached. On our side, we doubt if there is a need to retain 
the separate items on ~na., ,ross-botder roads and pe.t..x.Q.l 
smuggling. In regard to prisons, the situation in Crumlin Road 

PO 
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h~s quietened since the original draft agenda was drawn up and 
there has bean a full briefing here. In regard to cro5s-border 
roads, the position still remains that the police are jointly 
studying the security implications of possible re-openings and 
no report has yet been received. In the . absence of suoh a 
report, it is doubtful if there is much point in a ~iscussion 
in plenary. Ministers may wish, however, to establish the 
present position from the police chiefs. In regard to ~11ll 
.s._muggl~, the position is that a joint study is underway by 
the customs authorities North and South and no report has been 
received as yet. This is a matter which might be enquired 
about from the customs authorities en both sides. If 
developments do arise on any of these issues, they can be 
raised under any other business. 

security Cooperation CRe~tricted session} 

Mr. Ryan will report on this matter. The indications we have 
received so far suggest the British approach on this occasion 
will be reasonably brief. They will go over the ground 
"lightly". 

Other Political Developments 

This will provide an opportunity (together with that in the 
tete-a-tete) for Ministers to review the position following the 
Ministerial meeting in London on 13 July ~nd to take matters 
forward as appropriate. 

Marching season 
We would expect the British side to give their evaluation of 
the 12th July marches ~nd other marches to date. They will 
e~pect us to raise any matters that have caused us particular 
concern. At time of writing no particular trouble is envisaged 
but this of course may change by the Conference date. The 
Minister may wish to reiterate points he has made previously in 
the Dail and which we have repeated here concerning the need 

l 
for greater sensitivity to nationalist views in police 
decisions on routing and other arrangements and the 
desirability of a restatement of the principle that marches 
should not go where they are clearly unacceptable, My secure 
fax 199 of 10 July reporting on a round-up discussion of the 
12th marches with the British side gives further information. 

steyans Report/Accompaniment 

we expect the British side to give an up to date assessment of 
Stevens end inform the conference in detail of the 
implementation of his recommendetions, other action taken and 
to be taken, and the position regarding the continuing 
investigation of particular incidents/individuals. Our 
porposal for a commisaion of Inquiry remains on the table but 
we may wish to wait until a future conference before coming to 
a conclusion on the matter. 

00 6 p 
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~a~e:~;nge:~ ::~!~gre~f~icial and Police level on Accompaniment 
. d . or 7 August. We expect this meeting to 

give U8 etailed information on the progress of implementation 
of the policy and a means of assessing further progress in the 
future. 

Economic and Social Matters 

Under this heading, Ministers may wish to note the discussion 
at lunch with the Ministers for Tourism and Transport. They 
may also wish to consider what other economic and social 
subject(s) might be prepared for discussion at a future 
Conference(s). 

Extradition 

A meeting of officials has taken place in accordance with the 
commitment to a review and another is proposed. Mr. Ryan is 
LO~~rLift• on tha ,~test ~evelopments. 

cross-Border Shopping 
The British side will ask when we propose to comply with the 
recent judgement of the European Court in regard to the 48-hour 
.DI.la. My secure fax of 26 June reports recent exchangeg on 
this point. 

Progress on a cross-Border Programme under XNtERREG 
It is suggested that the Conference note the result of 
discussion at official level. The present position is that a 
paper is awaited from the EC commission thia month. 

Irish Paper on implications of 1292 for the whole 1a1ano of 
x,e1and 
The British side will hope to receive the paper or at least the 
opening CD/Finance) chapter. 

Yours sincerely 

oeclan o•oonovan 
Joint Secretary 

.. 
00 6 
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conference opens with lunch when Ministera Collins, Burke, Brooke and 
copo will b~ joined by Minlater1 Bren~an, Needham •na Bottomley to 
~iscuss Transport and Tourism issues. An opportunity oould be taken 
to 4iscuss the B~llinamore~Ballyoonnell Canal. 

Tete-a-tete 

Restricted Security 
Session 

Plenary 

(Mr Ryan will report) 

1 Political Developments 

2 Marching Season 

3 Confidence Issues 

(i) Stevena Report 

(ii) Accompaniment 

4 Economic/Soci~l Matters 

(i) Take note of earlier lunchtime 
discussion .of To~rism and 
Tranpsort. Disc~ss subjects to 
ba taken at s\1.bsequent 
Conferences. 

(ii) Proposed Irish paper on 
implicotlons of 1992 for the 
whole ieland ot Ireland. 

S Extradition 

6 Cross-Border Shopping 48 hour rule 

7 .l.ny Other Business 

Take Note: 

(1) Progress on a cro11-border programme 
under tha EC INTIRREG Progranwne 

(ii) Position on Cro11-B0rdar Roads 

(iii)Po1itio~ on Petrol Smuggling 

(iv) Report of Standing Advisory Commission 
of B\UTlen Rights 

(v) Colville review of Emergency Provision• 
Acta 
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Dear Assistant Secretary 
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I enclose a draft note of the meeting of the Anglo-Irish 
Intergovernmental Conference held in Belfast on 17 July. 

Yours sincerely 

Brian Nason 
Counsellor 
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SECRET 

MEETING OF THE ANGLO-IRISH INTERGOVERNMENTAL CONFERENCE 
BELFAST 17 JULY 1990 

Introduction 

The Anglo-Irish Intergovernmental Conference met in Belfast 

(Stormont Castle) on 17 July 1990. The Irish side was composed 

of the Joint Chairman, Mr. Gerard Collins, TD, (Minister for 

Foreign Affairs), Mr. Raphael Burke TD, (Minister for Justice and 

Communications), Mr. Noel Dorr, Mr. Des Matthews, Mr. Dermot 

Gallagher, Mr. Joe Brosnan, Ms. Anne Anderson, Mr. Brian Nason, 

and, from the Secretariat, Mr. Noel Ryan, Mr. Padra~c Collins, 

-and Mr. Michael Gaffey. · The British side was composed of the 

Joint Chairman, Mr. Peter Brooke MP, (Secretary of State for 

Northern Ireland), Sir John Belloch, Ambassador Nicholas Fenn, 

Mr. John Ledlie, Mr. Ronnie Spence, Mr. Quentin Thomas, Mr. Brian 

Blackwell and from the Secretariat, Mr. Robert Alston, Mr. Marcus 

Dodds and Mr. Tony Canavan. For discussion of cross-border 

tourism and transport issues, the Conference was joined on the. 

Irish side by, Mr. Seamus Brennan TD, (Minister for Tourism and 
\ 

Transport), Mr. Des O'Mahoney, Mr. Gerry Lumsden, Ms. Margaret 

Hayes, and on the British side by the Mr. Richard Needham, MP, 

(Minister for the Northern Ireland Economy), Mr. Peter Bottomley 

MP, (Minister with responsibility for the Department of the 

Environment for Northern Ireland), Mr. Clive Gowdy, and Mr. 

Trevor Pearson. Also present were Mr. Eugene Crowley, 

Commissioner, Garda Siochana, and Mr. Hugh Annesley, Chief 

Constable of the RUC. 

The meeting began at 12. 30 pm with lunch attended by all 

Ministers during which tourism and ~ransport issues were 

discussed. A tete-a-tete between Ministers on Political 

Developments was held at 2. 30 pm paralleled by a restricted 

security session (which is recorded separately) confined to the 

Minister for Justice, the Garda Commissioner, the Chief Constable 
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and selected officials. Ministers briefed officials at the 

conclusion of these sessions. The Plenary Session began at 3. 40 

pm and ended at 5. 55 pm. A Joint Statement (copy attached) was 

agreed at the end of the meetings. The following account o! 

proceedings is in the form of direct speech and is based on 

detailed notes taken during the meeting. It does not, however, 

purpose to be a verbatim account nor is it necessarily exhaustive 

of all the exchanges at the meetings. 

Agreed note on lunchtime discussion on Tourism and Transport 

Issues 

Ministers debriefed the Joint Heads of the Secretar~at and 

relevant officials at the conclusion of lunch. 

Tourism 

Mr. Needham said that the tourism position, North and South, had 

been discussed together with the major statistical differences 

(in the percentage of GDP and the number of jobs involved). The 

problem of image, which affected the North most but which ran 
' 

across the island, had also been noted. Ministers had spent 

time on identifying ways to increase visitor numbers, and whence 

these should come. The Irish side had suggested, and he had 

willingly agreed, to look at areas where both would benefit 

rather than at areas of competition. Given concerns on each side 

about the latter, it was important to define specific potential 

sectors, e.g., golf, walking, fishing and trekking. Approaches 

would be made to the two Tourist Boards to ask them to come up 

with specific products which could be marketed jointly and whose 

success could also subsequently be measured. Such an approach 

would also require political will, 1n the North at least, because 

of understandable concerns about how best to work together. 

Mr. Brennan concurred with Mr. Needham's remarks. By 

concentrating on specific ideas which could be measured, it would 
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be possible to sensibly target specific products for marketing, 

development, and subsequent assessment. He felt that a lot could 

be done because tourism was one of the fastest growing sectors of 

the world economy and considerable disposable income was 

available. This was a systematic tangible hard-headed way of 

proceeding. Particular opportunities ought to be identifiable in 

Continental Europe and in Japan (which might be a potential test 
market). 

Transport 

Mr. Bottomley emphasised that enhancing the Belfast-Dublin link 

was a major project. To achieve up to a 40% increase in traffic 

would involve an investment of some £70m over 7 or 8. years. In 

the North, work was proceeding on the assumption that the 

investment appraisal stood up, would be followed by a decision to 

go ahead and to seek Community funding for at least the first 

phase on a coordinated basis. The necessary domestic resources 

in the North were available. 

Mr. Brennan underlined that it had not been said often enough 

what a major project this was. He had explained the Irish 
' 

commitment to the upgrading of the line. The issue was the 

identification of a funding mechanism agreed with the Commission. 

He had already made an approach to Commissioner Van Miert on the 

basis of the new Transport Infrastructure Fund agreed by 

Transport Minsters as recently as 18 June. His aim was to get 

this project high o~ the Commission's agenda. He wanted to 

ensure that there was no undue delay. He had hopei that it might 

be possible to fund the project from the operation, programme 

though this now seemed impossible. He was nonetheless confident 

of progress. Officials would be instructed to keep the issue in 

view with a view to a further bilateral discussion in the Autumn. 

He would welcome the opportunity to discuss the issue and hoped 

that it was now back on track. 

Mr. Bottomley commented that both sides were agreed that the 
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track should be kept at the existing level in the meantime. 

Mr. Collins and Mr. Brooke agreed that a report should be made to 

them at a Conference meeting in mid-September. 
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DRAFT 

Political Developments 

Mr. Collins: Perhaps, Peter, you will be willing to give a brief 

account of what we discussed over lunch. 

Mr. Brooke: Yes, well what I said was that we produced a revision 

of the text of 4th July incorporating what was agreed between us 

on Friday [Note: The British handed over two texts to the Irish 

Side] and I have to admit that when one looks at what emerges, 

paragraph 4 does look odd. The text you now have is the product 

of two and half hours spent with the Unionists at l~nch on Monday · 

and Hillsborough on Friday night for four hours with the SDLP. I 

also said that to my mind there is a degree of unravelling taking 

place which I had feared in the period following 5th July. The 

Unionists, given the luxury of more time, wanted changes in the 

language throughout. The SDLP brought up other topics not 

realising that many of the terms they sought to incorporate had 

already been uttered in the House of Commons. The heart of the 

issue relates to substantial progress and ~onditionality. In 

relation to paragraph 2, effectively Noel Dorr's formulation 

stood up. 

In relation to paragraph 4 the Unionists accepted the text but 

wanted to put back into paragraph 2 their idea of conditionality 

and substantial progress. Paragraph 2 is now couched in terms of 

a Unionist point of view and I suppose that is an advance. In 

the overall there is progress. 

The SDLP, on the other hand, were not wholly happy with Noel 

Dorr's formulation. Part of the problem also was their coming 

back to the phrase on achieving rapid and substantive progress. 

Seamus Mallon cross examined and grilled me as to whether the 

Irish Government had agreed to this language. I said yes. He 

said he would need to tak~ it away. I recognised that although 
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is a narrow issue it is significant stuff. The central issue 

is substantial progress. On a more encouraging note, John Hume, 

who has however made such offers before upon which he has not 

deli ver_ed, undertook to ( 1) to go and compose an SDLP text (.2) 

to prepare for inclusion, if necessary, an SDLP point of view to 

parallel that of the Unionists, and (3) to discuss language 

directly with Paisley and Molyneaux. I feel I have to be 

encouraged by this offer to resolve differences directly with the 

Unionists but I recognise that it might not solve all the 

difficulties for the Irish Government. Part of the problem is 

Unionist misgivings about the SDLP. 

Finally, to come back to unravelling, there was a period when I 

felt that the circles were narrowing but now, unfort~nately, I 

have to say that I see the circles widening again. People are 

coming away from what was already agreed. I also have to add my 

view that this is partly because the points of disagreement 

between us have entered the public domain. As you have the 

document in front of you perhaps you will be able to comment on 

it now. 

Mr. Collins: This is an 11 paragraph document and I think it 
I 

would be important for us to be able to study it before 

commenting on it. 

Mr. Brooke: A significant amount of the text is of course 

familiar to you. There are certain parallels where we sought to 

incorporate precise language. 

Mr. Thomas: Most of the text is familiar to you. 

t . in 
Mr. Collins: I still would not feel happy with commen ing 

detail on this text which we have only just received. We will 

have to take it away. 

Mr. Brooke: The critical paragraphs to the Unionists are paras. 2 

and 4 and the reference to ourselves in 3. John Hume has taken 
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it away to draft an SDLP text and I understand that he will meet 

with James Molyneaux tomorrow night. Paragraph 2 reflects the 

Unionists position only and John Hume said he was unhappy with 

paragraph 1. Paragraphs 6 to 11 are almost identical. It i .s 

also encouraging to note that the Unionists are prepared to look 

at the proposals and to discuss the language further and I am 

personally delighted that John Hume is ready to take it on 

because frankly, I wouldn't know where to go next if it were not 

for John Hume's offer to do that. 

Mr. Dorr: It is indeed progress that John Hume is willing to talk 

to the Unionists directly and that the Unionists will listen. 

Is it publicly known that they will meet? 

Mr. Brooke: No, and I think it would be dangerous if that fact 

was to become public. On a related matter perhaps it would do no 

harm for us to consider language for use with the press? Here I 

should add that the Unionists really bit their tongue on Friday 

last when you Gerry made remarks about the Unionists opting out 

of the Agreement and wanting back in. I think we should say 

simply that we reviewed political developments in the light of 

the ongoing talks between ourselves and with the parties and 
I 

leave it at that. 

Mr. Collins: I agree I have no difficulty with what you are 

s ugges ting. 

Mr. Brooke: Good. I think it is rather important that we be 

cautious with the media, so if we're agreed on that, perhaps we 

can move on to the rest of our agenda. 
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DRAFT 

PLENARY SESSION 

Parades/Marching Season 

Mr. Brooke: As we have dealt with political developments, perhaps 

I could ask my colleague Mr. Cope to open the discussion on the 

Marching Season. 

Mr. Cope: Well, thank you. I would like to start by saying that 

we recognise the great sensitivity of the marching s .eason and the · 

concerns felt by the nationalist community in Northern Ireland, 

as well as yourselves on this traditional aspect of Northern 

Ireland life and are very pleased that it passed off extremely 

well this year but I would ask the Chief Constable to brief you 

in detail. 

Chief Constable: Well, Minister, I am happy to be able to report 

that the 12th went off very peacefully this year. Compared with 

the last year when 81 ·baton rounds were fired on the night of the 

11th none were fired on the same night this year. There was also 

a significant reduction in the number of calls made on the fire 

brigade. The fundamental approach of the police to the control 

of parades is the avoidance of disturbance and a huge amount of 

work was done with the organisers of the parades on the question 

of routes as well as minimising the possibility of friction 

between the communities. I think we have seen steady incremental 

progress in the changing of routes and, of course, we are trying 

to work all this out in a sensitive fashion. Parade routes, of 

course, will continue to be examined. That said, I should 

perhaps point out that not all parades are the same - a lot 

depends on the area in question, the make-up of the local 

community and the atmosphere in the few months leading up to the 

parade. Fundamentally, we have to deal with the situation as we 
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find it. We are continuing our attempts, and will attempt to 

make honest decisions in relation to parades based on operational 

criteria. We would, of course, wish to avoid a situation where we 

move too quickly and where our efforts might become 

counterproductive. I would add that there was also less media 

hype this year and that also no doubt contributed to the 

improvement in the overall situation. 

Mr. Collins: Well, I would like. to thank. the Chief Constable for 

his statement and to say that we are obviously all very relieved 

that the marching season has been so uneventful and peaceful. I 

feel that it is only right that we should also recognise here the 

considerable effort that the RUC have put into this exercise in 

recent years and the progress that has been made in . the direction 

of the more effective and impartial policing of parades. 

There are, however, two particular cases that I feel I should 

raise with you; these are the parades at Duncairn Gardens and 

Portadown. We have spoken about these already and I feel that 

the fact that these parades may have passed off peacefully should 

not be taken to mean that all is well. I would like to see the 

routes of these parades being thoroughly reviewed before next 
I 

ye.ar. 

I would also like to express our gratitude to the Garda 

Commissioner for looking after our Orange visitors to the Boyne 

Valley. They came and enjoyed themselves and indeed they are 

welcome to come as often as they like. 

Stevens Inquiry 

Mr. Brooke: Perhaps Gerry, you would like to lead on the next 

item, the Stevens Inquiry. 

Mr. Collins: Certainly. This is the first opportunity that we 

have had to discuss the findings of the Stevens Inquiry. Let me 

say immediately that we recognise the effort that Mr. Stevens has 
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made to address the problem of collusion. We are impressed at 

the extent and the range of recommendations in his report. We 

also note his belief that, if the measures recommended by him are 

introduced, there is every hop~ that any collusion between the 

security forces and paramilitary terrorist groups in the fu~ure 

can be quickly andeffectively dealt with. 

We feel that the significance of the Stevens Inquiry lies in 

large part in its exposing of an area of criminality that up to 

now has largely been ignored or neglected with fatal consequences 

for several members of the nationalist community. We trust that, 

in the light of the Stevens report, this issue will be assigned· 

the priority that it obviously requires. It would be helpful to 

us in this regard to hear at first hand from you on the steps 

underway to implement the recommendations in the Report on the 

UDR and the RUC, and the timescale you envisage for this 

implementation. For our part the sooner the recommendations are 

in place the better. We would also wish to be informed of the 

additional resources which will be allocated in order to ensure 

that the recommendations in the report are comprehensively given 

effect to. 

Despite the Stevens report, we are also conscious that there are 

several unresolved killings (e.g. Pat Finucane, Terry McDaid, 

Billy Totten, Gerry Slane, etc.) in which collusion seems to have 

been a factor. I appreciate that there are aspects to Mr. 

Stevens' work which have not been revealed in the published 

summary and perhaps therefore there has already been some 

progress in these cases. 

Secretary of State: Thank you. I think that this report is 

widely regarded as having been very thorough and wide-ranging. I 

know that Mr. Stevens received the full cooperation of the RUC 

and Army. It also contains a number of detailed recommendations 

some of which have been implemented and others which are in the 

process of being implemented. I think we can all take comfort in 

the fact that machinery is now in place to prevent such problems 
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occurring in the future but I would ask the Chief Constable to 
address the matter in more detail. 

Chief Constable: Well, Minister, it is true that there are~ 

number of unsolved murders in Northern Ireland, more of them, as 

it happens, in the loyalist domain than in the Republican. In 

attempting to solve murder cases there are effectively only two 

instruments available to us, the first being direct evidence and 

the second being forensic investigation. In the case of the 

first, direct evidence, the police have only had limited success 

and it is obvious that fear plays a big role in conditioning the 

willingness of the public to come forward. As for forensic 

investigation, a lot depends on our ability to get to the scene 

before things have been tidied away but even so as~ have no need· 

· to tell you there are huge difficulties involved. You will also 

be aware of other difficulties in the forensic field which have 

been highlighted recently elsewhere. In sum, there is a minute 

chance of our getting our hands on the perpetrators. 

In relation to the report prepared by Mr. Stevens, there are a 

number of points which are worthy of mention. First of all in 

chapter VII it is pointed out that the do~uments could not be 

. presumed to be leaked from a specific unit. In chapter IX, it is 

pointed out that terrorist recognition information documents are 

documents with the lowest security ratings. No other documents 

have been found or are known to be in terrorist hands. There is, 

therefore, no suggestion of any lack of security in the higher 

reaches of the security services. It is clear from the evidence 

before the Inquiry that the passing of information was xestricted 

to a small number of individuals and was not widespread and 

certainly not institutionalised. Of course, the leaking of any 

documentation is to be regretted and the practice of securing 

documents was stepped up immediately the problem was known. 

Insofar as the future security of documents is concerned, there 

are now three major working groups, one within the RUC, one 

within the Army and one at the NIO. These working groups meet 

separately and report to the Chief Constable, the General Officer 
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Commanding and the Northern Ireland Office. As of now many of. 

the recommendations relating to inter-agency cooperation have 

been implemented. I believe that around 40% have been actioned 

already. There are eighteen recommendations contained in the 

report on intelligence and information systems security and of 

these 13 have been completed. Of the 34 recommendations in 

relation to the Army, 15 have been· completed. Much has been said 

about the RUC and forensic aspects and I think it is no secret 

that there are new techniques in fingerprinting being tested and 

we expect these to be widely available soon. 

To sum up therefore, we will continue to press ahead in good 

faith. In assessing the report I think that we hav~ to 

recognise the magnitude of the task and the formidable 

difficulties that Stevens faced in carrying out his assignment~ 

He has shown that it is possible to investigate the security 

forces in Northern Ireland and that it is possible to get full 

cooperation of all the parties involved. In part at least, the 

Stevens Report does not make happy reading but I would like to 

assure you that we won't shrink from dealing with it. 

Mr. Brooke: Is there anything you would like to add, Gerry? 

Mr. Collins: Thank you. I would like to thank the Chief 

Constable for his presentation and to say that we are encouraged 

by what he has said. I think that the Stevens ·report has 

reaffirmed us in the belief that what we now need is a fresh 

overall look at relations between the Community in Northern 

Ireland and the security forces. I am sure that a fresh look 

would yield positive and worthwhile results and perhaps we should 

come back to this another day. In the meantime, it would help 

focus our consideration of this issue at the next Conference if 

officials could meet in the coming weeks for a detailed exchange 

on the recommendations in the report and on their implementation. 
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Accompaniment 

Mr. Brooke: O.K. Thank you. On accompaniment, I think you agree 

that we can leave further discussion of this issue until after 

the next meeting of the Joint Working Group which has been set up 

through the Secretariat. I also hope that, as we agreed at our 

last meeting in April, this Working Group will lead to a better 

understanding of the difficulties in achieving 100% 

accompaniment. 

Mr. Collins: I need only add from our point view this is a very 

worthwhile development and will, I hope, ensure that we can 

monitor together the progress being made to impleme~t the 

commitment given at Hillsborough. 

Cross-Border Roads 

Mr. Brooke: Well, I think we've dealt with this item at our 

separate meeting and the question has for now been passed to the 

two men (Commissioner and Chief Constable). We will come back to 

the question in September. 

Extradition 

Mr. Brooke: On this question I believe we need only note the 

ongoing discussions in Working Group II and I trust that we can 

have substantive discussion at our next meeting, ,based on their 

report. 

Mr. Collins: Yes, the only point I want to emphasise is that, 

from our perspective, the report will underline the importance we 

attach to the Criminal Law Jurisdiction Act and that every 

possible consideration should be given to that. 
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Mr. Thomas: I think we will have the paper tomorrow. 

Mr. Brooke: Are the Attorneys General proposing to meet? 

Mr. Thomas: I think this is being proposed by our Attorney 

General to his opposite number. 

Economic/Social Matters 

Mr. Brooke: I think all we need do here is to take note of the 

lunch time discussion. Concerning our next meeting, we discussed 

the possibility of coming back to energy and perhaps also having 

a discussion on agriculture. I must say that as far as 

agriculture is concerned I don't quite know if it is realistic to 

include it. 

Mr.Collins I suggest that we put our officials on notice that we 

will discuss energy initially and then possibly move on to 

discuss agriculture 

Interreg 

Mr. Brookg~ There is a further item on the cross border programme 

and that is Interreg. I am glad to know that officials are 

- continuing to work closely on the preparation of a joint 

programme for submission to the Commission in the Autumn. I must 

add a comment here, however, and that is to say that I hope that 

the Commission will adopt · a more flexible approach to Interreg. 
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Mr. Collins: Well, as I think you are aware, the Taoiseach 

expressed strong support for the initiative when he was in 

Donegal and we are conscious that it can make a major 

contribution in border areas. I must say also that I agree .with 

you in relation to flexibility; my understanding is that the 

relative Aepartmen1$North and South are working on the drafting 
of programmes. 

Cross Border Shopping 

Mr. Brooke: On this one, I hope you will forgive me but I really 

have to ask, where are you? 

Mr. Collins: Well, all I can say is that we have noted your 

concerns on this matter and we will convey them to the Minister 

for Finance and to the Government. 

Mr. Brooke: Well, yes I accept that but given that the 

European Court has passed judgement against you what do you 

propose to do about it? 

Mr. Collins Well, we are expecting a report from the Minister 

for Finance which will be put to the Government shortly. 

Mr. Booke: For my part, I think I have to say that it would 

be deeply disturbing to us if no action has been taken by our 

September meeting. 

Mr.Collins: I think you are aware that the Government has gone 

on record as saying that the 48-hour rule cannot continue. 

Mr. Brooke: Yes, I indeed accept that but I must say that I 

find it a little paradoxical that the Taoiseach himself in 

Donegal said that it was essential to treat the whole island of 
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Ireland as a sin 1 
g e economic unit and indeed 

Donegal form a single natural economic unit. 
that Derry and 

Mr. Collins: I will ensure that your concerns are conveyed. 

Mr. Brooke: I appreciate that and not wishing to dwell on the 

point, I really do feel it necessary to repeat that we would 

find it very difficult whether or not the press reports are 

accurate if, after the next Conference, no action had been taken. 

Erne-Shannon Link 

Mr. Brooke: I have to say that I have invested a fair amount of 

time looking into the question of the canal and its potential 

use and that I am also familiar with the use of the canal in the 

19th century. I also saw the latest investment appraisal in 

which the project looked marginal in economic terms, but that 

said, I recognise that the major expenditure is on your side and 

that the European Community will also make a contribution. But 

what concerns me is the Northern portion of the restoration 

project and the expenditure there. 

So, given that the restoration of the canal is not a wholly 

convincing economic investment and that effectively it can't go 

ahead without participation on the Northern side, I am obliged 

to look at the question in the overall cross border context which 

will include, for example, the upgrading of the Belfast-Dublin 

railway which we discussed over lunch. I am interested, for 

example, in the question about upgrading the water quality of 

Lough Erne which i 's a shared lake and also that of Lough Neagh 

together with the possibility of combining our resources in the 

area of tourist promotion policy. In sum, therefore, if we can 

fit together a comprehensive picture of cross border cooperation 
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and not spotlight the canal too directly I am prepared to stand 

over the expenditure. I was, incidentally, glad to hear your 

views on some of the other items, in particular Interreg. My 

only fear is that we may have difficulties in finding a 

sufficient scale of projects. 

Mr. Collins: I have to say that my Government is very 

appreciative of your support on the Canal and, in particular, 

the decision of the British authorities to participate in its 

restoration. We believe that the reopening of the Erne-Shannon 

navigation link will create a unique tourism and leisure amenity 

which if properly developed and marketed will bring substantial 

economic benefit to the people of the catchment are~; I am happy 

to say that the necessary legislation in the South has now 

completed its passage through the Dail and Seanad and will enter 

into law in the next few days. Now that all of the major 

preliminary steps have been taken, we expect that the project 

managers will be able to proceed at any early date with the 

placement of the work-contracts; and we look forward to 

continued close cooperation with our colleagues on the Northern 

side as we enter the operational phase of the project. 

Mr. Brooke: At a totally practical level, I understand that 

there are arrangements to be established between officials to 

discuss matters such as budget and timescale, monitoring of 

progress and costs, sharing of costs on an agreed basis, 

carrying out the work in an environmentally sensitive manner, 

and implementing security provisions requested by the RUC. At 

the risk of repeating myself, the project is attractive in most 

terms other than financial. So in order to endorse it, we would 

really need to show progress on the· railway, where I believe we 

are now clearer on where we're going, as well as on water quality 

and here I am, of course, speaking about Lough Erne and Lough 

Neagh. Do you think we can achieve this? 
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Ms Anderson: Well, I think if you were to put forward the 

question of Lough Neagh for consideration as part of an 

integrated package we would look at it very positively. 

Mr. Collins: 

follow. 
I think ~hat's the type of course we should try to 

Mr. Gallagher: I would just like to make a point, if I may, 

about some of the specific points you raised, Secretary of 

State. I should say first of all that we have a joint 

North/South Steering Group which is overseeing the canal project 

and which is a model of what North-South Cooperation could be. 

An Environmental impact study has already been carried out and 

published. We have also agreed at official level on a basis for 

cost sharing between North and South. Almost all the necessary 

preliminary work has been done; it is vital, however, that work 

on the project start very soon as due to the nature of the work, 

it has to be carried out in the summer and early autumn. If 

work is not carried out soon, the cost of the project could well 

increase. 

Mr. Brooke: Well, I think in the spirit of the discussion we 

can accept this. 

Study on Implications of 1992 

Mr. Brooke: I don't think there is much to say here other than 

that we look forward to seeing, in advance of publication, a 

draft of the paper which is being commissioned on your side on. 

the possible implications of 1992 for the whole island. 
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Mr. Collins: I don't think there is any problem. Dermot, could 
you try and acquire a copy for the Secretary of state. 

Mr. Brooke: Thank you. 

Cross-Border Roads 

Mr. Brooke: This has already been dealt with in the 

restricted security session. 

SACHR 

Mr. Brooke: I am glad you put this on the agenda. As you know, 

I have welcomed the Report as a careful, thorough and valuable 

study of the matter of major importance. We are committed to 

the eradication of discrimination and ensuring equality of 

opportunity for all in Northern Ireland whatever their religious 

background. I can't tell you yet whether my Government will 

endorse all its contents but we are giving it careful 
I 

consideration and perhaps we can agree to come back to it at the 

next Conference. 

Mr. Collins: Thank you. I think all we need do is to note 

this Report and agree to instruct officials to let us have a 

paper on it for consideration at the next Conference. 

Colville Report on the EPA 

Mr. Collins: On this question, we · have only very recently 

received Viscount Colville's report on his review of the EPA in 

anticipation of its expiry in 1992. Already we have been able to 

identify some recommendations which strike us as worthwhile. 

However, we might just note the Report today and refer it to the 
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secretariat for detailed considerat' ion. 

Mr. Brooke: I would only add that this is a matter where 

legislation will need to be drafted. rt ld b wou e extremely . 
helpful to us if you could let us have your input early, rather 
than later. 

Petrol Smuggling 

Mr. Collins: I think the position on this is that, since our 

last meeting, our Customs authorities have supplied their 

Northern counterparts with the information which formed the basis 

of our estimate of the volume of smuggled petrol; o~ the basis 

of this information, your Customs authorities have now estimated 

this volume at 4 million gallons per annum. For my part, I am 

prepared to accept this as a working hypothesis. I trust you do 

as well and hopefully we will now be able to make decisive 

progress in cutting off a source of finance to the terrorist. 

For example, a volume of 4 million gallons yields a profit of 

between £2. 5 and £3 million. 

In order to move matters forward, it would be important that 

discussions should now take place on which dye or marker might be 

used. Could I also urge you to undertake the necessary inte~-· 

Departmental consultations on your side. I would be most keen 

that we be in a position to bring the envisaged system into 

effect in conjunction with our Finance Bill of next year. In 

this regard, your side were to explore whether it would be 

possible to expedite the Order in Council procedure and I would 

be grateful for any information you may have on this. 

Mr. Cope: For our part, we have only just received the summary of 

the Customs investigation. Accordingly, we have not been able 

to fully digest the contents of the Report, although it seems 
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level of commercial 
. smuggling of petrol is 

appreciate the R 
evenue loss to the South and 

you that we would . 
f give careful attent1.' on to ways o stopping the smuggling. How 

conclusions as yet. 
ever, we haven't reached any 

Mr. Collins: 

Mr. Cope 

Mr. Brooke: 

Well, I feel that if we could get the technical 

discussions underway on dyes or markers, that it 

would be very helpful. 

Well, I can1 t say that we have accepted that the 

introduction of dye or markers is the right 

approach but we are dealing with the matter on an 

urgent basis. We may, indeed, have other 

proposals, not necessarily excluding dye or 

markers. 

I think it is fair to say that the spirit of the 

discussion has been positive. 

Joint Communique 

A discussion followed on the language of the Joint Communique 

which was then agreed. 

Next Meeting 

It was agreed that the next meeting of the Conference would take 

place on the 14th of September in London or Dublin, commencing at 

10. 30 or · 11 a.m. 
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In concluding, Mr. Brooke paid tribute to Padraic Collins, who 

was attending his last Conference, for the contribution which he 

had made to the Secretariat and to the Conference during his. 

period as Deputy Joint Secretary~ He also expressed his thanks 

to Dr. Tony Canavan, who is to leave the British side of the 

Secretariat in the near future. 

B. Nason 
19th July, 1990 
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ANGLO-IRISH I 
NTERGOVERNMENTAL CONFERENCE 

BELFAST 17 JULY 1990 

JOINT STATEMENT 

A meeting of the Anglo-Irish Intergovernmental Conference 

was held in Belfast on 17 July 1990. The Irish Government 

was represented by the Joint Chairman, Mr. Gerard Collins 

TD, Minister for Foreign Affairs, and by Mr. Raphael Burke 

TD, Minister for Justice and for Communications. The 

British Government was represented by the Joint Chairman, 

Mr. Peter Brooke MP, Secretary of State for Northern 

Ireland, accompanied by Mr. John Cope MP, Minister of State, 

Northern Ireland Office. The Minister for Tourism and 

Transport, Mr. Seamus Brennan TD, the Northern Ireland 

Minister for the Economy, Mr. Richard Needham MP, and the 

Minister with responsibility for the Department of the 

Environment for Northern Ireland, Mr. Peter Bottomley MP, 

joined the Conference for discussion on cross-border tourism 

and transport issues. The Commissio~er of the Garda 

Siochana and the Chief Constable of the RUC were present for 

the discussion on security matters. 

The conference reviewed political developments in the light 

of the intensive discussions between the two Governments and 

between the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland and the 

political parties in Northern Ireland. 

3. Ministers reviewed the position in regard to parades in 

Northern Ireland. They agreed that the maintenance of 

public order was the primary objective in policing such 

parades; and they recognised that the right to demonstrate 

should be exercised with respect for the rights and 

sensitivities of others. 
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Ministers deplored the continuing violence 

organisations and emphasised th l. 
by paramilitary 

e appa ling damage, in human 
and economic terms, that is caused by such violence. They 

reviewed cooperation in security matters with the 

Commissioner and the Ch' f c · · ie onstable who reaffirmed their 

determination to bring to justice the perpetrators of 

violent crime. There was agreement that no effort would be 

spared in maintaining, and where feasible improving, the 

existing high level of security cooperation. 

5. They noted, in accordance with their decision at the 

Conference of 19 April, that officials were undertaking a 

review of arrangements for dealing with fugitive offenders 

and that an interim report would be discussed at the next 

6. 

7. 

Conference. 

The conference noted work in progress in a number of areas 

to improve confidence in relations between the security 

forces and the community. In particular, the Conference had 

a discussion on the Stevens Report and the issues arising 

from it. The British Side explained the measures being 

taken to implement its recommendatio~s and to deal with the 

issues which gave rise to the inquiry. It was noted that 

residual aspects of the investigation are continuing and 

Ministers agreed to return to the question of the 

implementation of the Stevens Report at the next Conference. 

Ministers had a full discussion on cross-border tourism 

cooperation on the basis of a joint paper prepared. for the 

Conference. The growth in the scope and range of cross

border cooperation on tourism was noted and welcomed. 

Ministers agreed that future cooperation would, as in the 

past, be based on exploiting common areas of strength in 

tourism to the mutual benefit of both economies. They 

agreed on a common strategy to develop specific tourist 

products on an all-Ireland basis. They noted that this 

structured approach to cross-border cooperation was a 
more 
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natural development f , . 
o Joint pro 

by the two tourist b grammes already undertaken 

a b 
oards, i ncl udi ng 

num er of O marketing activities in 
vers eas markets. 

Ministers also had ad' , 
. iscussion of transport issues They 

agreed to continue the joint examination of the cos~s and 
benefits of the · , 

maJor proJect of improving the Belfast-
Dublin rail-link and to explore th e possibility of securing 
financial support from the European Community. 

The Conference noted that this was the first occasion on 

which Ministers in charge of economic and social affairs had 

joined the Conference for a discussion and, in accordance 

with the commitment in the Review Document to c_ontinue and 

expand cross-border cooperation, the Conference looked 

forward to further discussions with the participation of the 

responsible Ministers on both sides. They agreed that 

energy issues would be prepared for consideration at the 

next Conference. 

Minister also discussed the proposed linking of the Shannon 

and Erne waterways through the reopen~ng of the Ballinamore

Ballyconnell Canal and welcomed the decision by the EC to 

provide funding for this project which has also received 

financial support from the International Fund for Ireland. 

Both Governments expressed their support for the project and 

looked forward to the early start of work on the restoration 

of the Canal. 

11. Ministers noted the recent publication of the North West 

study and discussed the question of follow-up; in this 

regard, they looked forward to receiving comments from 

interested parties on the recommendations contained in the 

Study. 

12. There was an exchange of views on Irish Government 

restrictions on cross-border shopping. The Irish side 
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indicated th 
. . at the recent decision 

rece1. ving full , of the European Court was 
. . examination. Ministers 

th1. s s b · agreed to return to 
u Ject at the next Conference. 

Ministers also discussed the 
question of closed cross-border 

roads. They agreed to return to this issue on receipt of a 

report from the Chief Constable and the Commissioner. 

The Conference noted that the Standing Advisory Commission 

on Human Rights had recently submitted its second report on 

the question of discrimination in Northern Ireland. 

Ministers considered this to be a comprehensive and valuable 

report and agreed to have a substantive discussion at a 

future Conference. 

Ministers also noted Lord Colville's thorough review of the 15. 
Northern Ireland (Emergency Provisions) Acts and agreed to 

return to the issue at the next Conference. 

W4865 
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IMMEDIATE CONFIDENTIAL 

TO: H.Q. FROM: BELFAST 
FOR: A/SEC. GALLAGHER FROM: JOINT SECRETARY 

NEXT CONFERENCE 

I refer to your secure faz 92. 

As we indicated in Mr. Collins' fax 098, 21 June is not 

suitable from the Secretary of State's point of view because he 
is engaged in Parliament that day (and would have a Cabinet 
meeting in the normal course in the morning). As we indicated 
in my letter of 4 June, the Secretary of State thinks it 

important to have the Chief Constable present for any 
discussion at the Conference on the Stevens report, given the 
Chief Constable's personal involvement in that issue. He is 
not disposed to ask the Chief Constable to interrupt his 
current leave (from which he returns on 25 June) because this 
is the only opportunity for summer leave which the Chief 
Constable will have, grant~d the forthcoming marching season. 
The British side also point out that the Chief Constable has an 
independent position in their system which would not permit the 
Secretary of State to instruct him, so to speak, in these 
matters. They also say that if the Chief Constable's Deputy 
were to be present for the Stevens item, the discussion would 
be materially affected as he does not have the Chief 
Constable's degree of knowledge or the authority to speak about 

implementation of the recommendations. 

These considerations would not in themselves prevent a 
Conference meeting but the British side ask us to note the 

consequences for the Stevens item. 

The Secretary of State does, however, have a number of 
engagements on 22 June, as well as the personal engagement he 

mentioned to the Minister at their meeting on 28 May 



- 2 -

(attendance at the cricket test match between New Zealand and 

England). Accordingly, the date of 22 June is very difficult 
for him. 

Mr. Brooke is now en route to Washington and is not contactable 
until later tonight. He will be told then of the Minister's 
agreement to an informal meeting in London on Monday afternoon 
{in light of Mr. Brooke's difficulty with the Minister's 
preference for a time on Tuesday). 

As Mr. Brooke does not have a private secretary with him in 
Washington (he is on a Parliamentary delegation), the British 
side think it unlikely that they will have a definite response 
to our proposal for a Conference on 22 June before the informal 
Ministerial meeting on Monday afternoon, 
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IRISH EMBASSY. LONDON . 

Confi de nt i al 

..> July 1990 

Mr Dermot Gallagher 
Assistant Secretary 
Department of Foreign Affairs 
Dublin 2 

17 Grosve nor Place 
Lo ndon SWl X 7HR 
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Se l ect Committee on Northern Ireland 

Dear Assistant Secretary, 

To complete our account of developments in relation to the proposed 
establishment of a Select Committee on Northern Ireland as reported in my 
minute of 28 June, I enclose herewith a copy of a letter written by John 
Hurne to Sir Peter Emery, Chairman of the Committee on Procedure on 27 
June, the day on which the Committee was scheduled to commence final 
consideration of its recommendations on this proposal. The views set out 
in Burne's letter, echoed in debate by several Labour members of the 
Committee - at Kevin McNarnara.'s prompting - appear to have effectively 
blocked progress on this proposal for the time being at least. In 
conversation with Mr. Donoghue last weekend, Mr. Hume reiterated his 
opinion that the idea of a Select Committee on Northern Ireland affairs 
was a non-starter from the outset ~ 

Yours sincerely, 

(J~~ -
;oe Ha~~ 
Counsellor 
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J.-T June, 1990. 

The Very Rev. Thomas J. Simpson, M.A., LL.B., Dip. Ed., o.o. 
The Presbyterian Church in Ireland, 
Church House, 
Belfast BTl 6DW. 

Dear Reverend Simpson, 

Thank you for your letter of 20th June, 1990, addressed to 
the Taoiseach, Mr. Charles J. Haughey, T.D., enclosing the 
resolutions which were passed at your churches recent 
General Assembly. 

I will bring details of these resolutions to the Taoiseach's 
attention as soon as possible. 

Yours sincerely, 

!Private Secretary, Minister for Foreign Affairs 

!Transmitted 

lTransm· 

GEORGE J. SHAW 
Private Secretary 
to the Taoiseach. 

1 GS3421/WP4 

information, please. 

your information, please. 



Telex : 747038 

THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN IRELAND 

From the Clerk of the General Assembly and General Secretary 
The Very Rev. Thomas J. Simpson, M.A., LL.B., Dip. Ed., D.D. 

20th June, 1990. 

An Taoiseach, 
Government Building, 
Leinster House, 
DUBLIN, 2. 

Dear Taoiseach, 

CHURCH HOUSE, 
BELFAST BT l 6DW 

The General Assembly of our Church passed the following Resolutions and I 
was requested to forward them to you. 

Should you wish to have further information on these Resolutions I wi ll 
glady attempt to provide it. 

The Moderator and the General Assembly were most appreciative of your 
letter of good wishes on the celebration by our Church of the 150th Anniversary 
of the Constitution of the General Assembly in 1840. We are most grateful. 

Yours sincerely, 

T.J.SIMPSON. 



GENERAL AS 
SEMBLY RESOLUTIONS 

1 . That the General Assembly 
Agreement has been and co t. reaffirm their beli'ef 

. . . n inues to b that the A 1 
poll t1c1ans of the const. t t. e a serious ng o- Irish 
recent moves by the pol. ~. u _ ional part i es in Nort~bsta~le to dialogue between 

b k i icians to enga . ern re land . They welcome 
em ar upon a wide-rangin d ge in serious d b t 
government of Northern I gl an thorough investigat i on e a e and urge them to 
be t 1 re and should t k . of what form the future 

mu ua ly agreed between th . a e, in the hope t ha t a new Agreement can 
em, and with the Sovereign Gove r nments . 

2. The General Assembl 
review urgently . t Y _requ:sts the Government of the Repub11· c 

l s constitution in of Ireland to 
make a significant contribution to respect of Articles 2 a nd 3 , in order to 

peace and reconciliation. 

3. T~e General Assembly express 
terrorist crimes can gr~ve concern that criminals judged guilty of 
extradition. The 

11 
escape their due punishment through failures in 

Republic of Irela:d ~: u~on the Governments of the United Kingdom and the 
end t~e po "b·i· f their common respect for law and order, t o bring t o an 

ssi i ity or such manifest abuse of the rule of law. 

4. The General Assembly repudiate the efforts of those groups in t he U.S. A. 
who, sympathetic to the methods practised by the I.R.A. and other terrorists, 
are attempting to pressurise international businesses to direct American 
investment and funding away from Ireland North and South. 

5. The General Assembly once again express their wholehearted appreciation for 
the protection afforded the whole community by the forces of law and order both 
in Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland. They express sincere sympa t hy 
to families bereaved through wanton acts of terrorism and to those membe r s of 
Police and other Security Forces who have been seriously injured. They again 
call upon the whole community to support the Security Forces as they seek t o 
restore peace and stability to our community. 

6. The General Assembly express their hopes for the early release of Brian 
Keenan, John McCarthy, Terry Wai~e and other Lebanon hostages, and call upon the 
Governments in London and Dublin to continue to use all possible diplomatic 

means for this end. 

7. That the General Assembly urge the Irish Government . to increase its aid to 
the developing world (Office Development Assistance) at least to the 1986 level 
of 0.25% of national income as a step towards the United Nations target of 

0.70%. 
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